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1.1 GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
THE CITY 
 
Halmstad is a port, university, industrial and 
recreational city at the mouth of Nissan in the 
province of Halland on the Swedish west coast.  
 
Halmstad is the seat of Halmstad Municipality, the 
capital of Halland County and the country's 18th 
largest municipality with about 91.000 inhabitants. 
The advantageous location on the west coast makes 
entrepreneurship development, tourism is thriving and 
residents thrive and multiply.  
Halmstad is well known for being one of the largest 
tourist resorts. Halmstad is a municipality in 
development. Over the past 50 years, Halmstad has 
been one of the nation's fastest growing 
municipalities. 
 
 

Halmstad - Sweden 
 

 
Bird’s eye view of Halmstad 
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TRADITIONAL BUILDINGS AND NEW BUILDINGS 
 
The most common residential 
buildings in Halmstad are single-
family, detached houses, with two or 
three floors, exterior walls made of 
wood and inclined roof.  
 
It is typical to use the space under the 
roof for an attic, where there are also 
windows.  
 
 
 
 

Single-family house 
 
 
Obviously, there were already blocks 
of flats all over the city, but its design 
is quite simple. They are up to nine 
floors. 
   
 
 
 
 
 
    

     
 

Old multi-storey buildings 
 
 
But the city is growing, and a new 
architecture has arrived in Halmstad.  
Several multi-storey buildings are 
being constructed next to the Nissan 
River upstream, with up to six floors. 
They are designed with bricks and 
painted plaster facades, flat roof and 
big balconies.  
 
They can be seen under construction 
in the previous page in a bird’s eye 
view, very close to the city library. 

          
 New multi-storey buildings 
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LOCATION OF THE PLOT 
 

 
City map - Location of the plot 

 
 
 

 
Plot – Aerial view 
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THE PLOT 
 
The shape of the plot is very similar to a rectangle, in which the long faces 
(North-East and South-West) are about 169 meters long and the short ones, 
which are parallel to the Nissan River, are more or less 89 meters long. 
 
The total area of the plot is approximately 15000 m2. It is supposed that the 
client have acquired half the plot, the half part to the river.  
 
 
 

 
 

Location of the plot 
 
 
Currently, there is a small hut in the plot, which dimensions are approximately 
5.00 meters long, 3.00 meters wide and 3.00 meters tall. But it is located in the 
right half part of the plot, so it is not going to be demolished within this project. 
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     Current situation of the plot   
 

 
 

             Current hut in the plot  
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SURROUNDINGS 
 
The plot is located next to the Nissan River, in a former industrial area. 
Currently, there is a big wooden building between the plot and the river, which is 
going to be demolished within a different project before the commencement of 
this one. 
 
The boundaries are: 

– In the north:   Stuvaregatan 
– In the East:   Stationsgatan 
– In the South:  Styrmansgatan 
– In the west:   Strandgatan, Nissan River 

 
It is five minutes away from the centre of the city, easily going along the river’s 
bank. It is also very near the train station.  
 

 
 

Old wooden building 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                          

Industrial crane                                                               Old brick building 
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1.2 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT 
 
My first idea was to design a library, but I realised that there are enough 
libraries in the Halmstad. What is more, the City Library is very nearby. Then I 
thought about a building for student accommodation, but the same happens.  
 
Therefore I finally decided to design a residential building, because the plot is in 
an area that can be easily developed and it is near the city centre and the train 
station. It is next to the Nissan River, so most of the dwellings will be with a view 
to it, either directly or indirectly, which will give a natural environment.  
 
There are two jointed symmetric buildings, each of them with a different 
entrance, staircase and lift.  
The maximum height of a building in this plot can be 12.00 meters, so I decided 
to design a four-storey block.  
  
On the ground floor will be dwellings as well, which I noticed it is very common 
in Halmstad, but they will not have balconies because of security against 
burglaries. Instead of this, there will be private gardens, so that living in these 
dwellings is quite similar to living in a semi-detached house. On the rest of the 
floors will do have big balconies, accessible from the living room, the kitchen or 
the main bedroom.  
 
According to the Swedish Building Regulations (English translation from BBR), 
“rooms in buildings or separable parts of rooms are classified as follows (BFS 
2006:12): 
 

- Rooms or separable parts of rooms intended for the accommodation of 
human beings, other than on a temporary basis. 

- Rooms or separable parts of rooms intended for the accommodation of 
human beings on a temporary basis.” 
 

This is explained in Section 2.2 in this project (Design of the dwellings) 
 
As for the roof and the facades, they are described in the Section 3 of this 
project (Technical Description). 
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2.1 THE DESIGN OF THE COMMUNAL AREAS 
 
There are two different entrances, one to each building. When you go in, there 
is a previous entrance space, and the hall. There is a maintenance room in the 
ground floor, the door of which opens from the hall. After this hall there are a 
corridor, to the four dwellings on the ground floor, and a door which opens to a 
protected lobby. This lobby separates the staircase from the lift, because of 
safety against fire.  
 
FREE HEIGHT  
 
In spaces where persons are present only occasionally, e.g. circulation spaces, 
the height shall be not less than 2.10 m. 
In this project, the free height in each floor is 2.65 m, between floor structures 
and 2.55 where beams are.  
 
So when the floor is placed, the free height is 2.60/2.50 m, respectively. But in 
spaces with suspended ceilings (for waste water and tap water pipes), the free 
height will be 2.50 m. 
 
STAIRWAY 
 
According to the Building Regulations, Section 3-Safety in use, “flights in 
buildings of more than one storey which contain more than two dwellings and 
which have no lift for the carriage of stretchers shall have a least width of 1.20 
m”.  
 
In this case the building does have a lift per stairway, but even so, this is the 
chosen width because twelve dwellings can use each stairway. The width of 
landings is the same than that of the stairs. 

 
The depth of a tread on stairs should be not less than 0.25 m measured along 
the walking line. In this case they are 0.28 m deep and 0.16 m high. The 
inclination of the stairs along the walking line does not change within the same 
flight. There are no treads which have a height different from others. 
 
BALUSTRADES (stairs and balconies) 
 
As the stairs are higher than 0.50 m, they have handrails on both sides, which 
should be not less than 0.9 m high. Those on other landings, balconies and 
access balconies should be not less than 1.1 m high. Therefore, all the 
balustrades in the building are 1.10 meters high. 
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ACCESSIBILITY INSIDE THE BUILDING 
 
Many dimensions in buildings must be calculated according to some 
accessibility requirements in Building regulations. They are described in BBR 
Section 3, Design.  
 

– Access to buildings:  There are two entrances into the building and they 
are at 0.00 meters level, so there is no need for a ramp because they are 
fully accessible to wheel chairs.  
 

– Hall:  There is not a minimum dimension for entrance halls, but in this 
building it has been considered 3.00 meters wide to be used in case of 
fire. 
 

– Corridors: A corridor or similar should be not less than 1.3 m wide. Over 
limited distances, e.g. near columns, the width may be reduced to 0.80 
m. 
 

– Protected lobby: It is considered as a turning space, so a circle of 1.50 
m. diameter for an outdoor wheelchair can be drawn inside it. 
 

– Lifts:  They must have enough room to accommodate a person in a 
wheelchair and a helper. A wheelchair is considered 1.15 m. long and 
0.60 m. wide and the chosen lift is 1.45 x 1.00 m. However, lifts which 
have room for a stretcher are only required in buildings of more than four 
storeys. 

 
– Doors : In entrance doors, lift doors and corridor doors or in openings 

along passageways, the clear passage dimension should be not less 
than 0.80 m. This type of doors has been designed at least 1.00 m. wide. 
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2.2 THE DESIGN OF THE DWELLINGS 
 
ROOM HEIGHT 
 
The minimum required height of habitable rooms and workrooms is 2.40 m.  
In this project, the free height in each floor is 2.65 m, between floor structures 
and 2.55 where beams are.  
 
So when the floor is placed, the free height is 2,60/2.50 m, respectively. But in 
spaces with suspended ceilings (for waste water and tap water pipes), the free 
height will be 2.50 m. 
 
ROOMS IN THE DWELLINGS 
 
The Swedish Building Regulations, Section 1 (English translation from BBR-
BFS 2006:12) establish that rooms in buildings or separable parts of rooms are 
classified as follows: 
 

a. Rooms or separable parts of rooms intended for the accommodation of 
human beings, other than on a temporary basis. 
Examples: spaces for daily communal use, cooking, sleeping and rest, as 
well as sanitary rooms. 

b. Rooms or separable parts of rooms intended for the accommodation of 
human beings on a temporary basis. 
Examples: rooms for the storage of foodstuffs, plant rooms, spaces for 
building services and equipment, refuse storage rooms, garages, 
circulation spaces, storerooms, boiler rooms and culverts.  

 
According to the Swedish Building Regulations, Section 3 (English translation 
from BBR) in all the dwellings of the building there will be: 
 

– at least one room with fittings and equipment for personal hygiene, 
– a room, or a separable part of a room, for everyday social contact, 
– a room, or a separable part of a room, for sleep and rest, 
– a room, or a separable part of a room, with fittings and equipment for 

cooking and the storage of food (kitchen), 
– a dining space in or near the kitchen, 
– a space for homework (study). 
– a place near the entrance with space for outdoor clothes etc, and 
– some spaces for storage. 
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So, according to this, every dwelling in the building has the next rooms and 
spaces: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As for the laundry room, the regulations tell that, in the vicinity of the dwelling, 
there shall be facilities for machine washing and drying laundry in a communal 
laundry room or separate building, unless a space prepared for a washing 
machine and a space for drying laundry are provided in the dwelling.  
 
That is the chosen option: There is a laundry room in each dwelling (or as a part 
of the bathroom, where there will be a washing machine, a drier machine, a sink 
and a cabinet.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Non Temporary Basis Temporary Basis 

Bathroom Study 

Living room  Outdoors Clothes space 

Main Bedroom Food Storage 

Double Bedroom Laundry Room 

Kitchen  

Dining space  
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2.3 SAFETY IN CASE OF FIRE 
 
FIRE RESISTANCE CLASS OF THE BUILDING 
 
According to BBR - Section 5, this building, for having three or more storeys 
must be constructed to  
 
 
Structural and non-structural elements shall be constructed to not less than the 
fire resistance class set out in Table (a) below. The fire resistance class in 
Column 1 (f < 200) may be applied for dwellings and offices, schools, hotels, 
garages for cars, shops for the sale of food, residents' store rooms and 
comparable fire compartments. 
 

 
 
FIRE COMPARTMENTS 
 
The term fire compartment refers to a part of a building separated from other 
parts of the building, inside which it is possible for fire, during a prescribed least 
period of time, to develop without spreading to other parts of the building. The 
fire compartment shall be separated from the rest of the building, by enclosing 
walls and floor or in some other way, so that escape from the building is 
secured and so that persons in adjoining fire compartments or buildings are 
protected during the prescribed period of time. 
The structures enclosing the fire compartment may comprise structural or non-
structural elements with a lower fire resistance than that corresponding to the 
prescribed time if spread of fire in conjunction with these elements can be 
prevented by e.g. the action of the rescue service.  
 
 
 
 
 

Class Br1 
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There will be different kinds of fire compartments in the building: 

  
 
ESCAPE ROUTES 
 
Escape routes are exits directly to an exterior safe space. An escape route may 
also be a space in a building which leads from a fire compartment to such an 
exit (communal corridor, staircase and hall). An escape route may also 
comprise communication routes such as corridors or stairs within their own fire 
compartment, access balconies and similar spaces outdoors 
 
Dwellings or premises other than those referred to in BBR - Subsection 5:313 
where persons are present other than occasionally shall be provided with not 
less than two mutually independent escape routes. 
 
For this building, there are two different escape routes if windows and balconies 
are considered so. The second one begins in the communal corridor, goes 
through a lobby, the stairway that leads to the entrance hall and finishes in the 
outside. 
 
COMMUNAL CORRIDOR 
 
The width of an escape route should be not less than 0.9 m. In escape routes 
from fire compartments intended for more than 150 persons, the width should 
be not less than 1.2 m, so that satisfactory escape can be carried out in the 
event of fire. Satisfactory escape implies either complete evacuation of all 
persons who are present in a building or escape by persons who are in the part 
of the building directly affected by the fire to a place of safety inside the building 
 
However, this is a circulation space inside a building and it must be accessible 
to a wheel chair applied, the width of this corridor is 1.30 meters. 
 
The distance within an escape route to a stairway intended for evacuation 
should not be greater than 10 m. 
 

FIRE COMPARTMENT DESCRIPTION 

Entrance hall 
It is the fire compartment which separates 
dwellings on the ground floor from the outside. 

Maintenance room It is considered an independent fire compartment. 

   Lift well  
+ Stairway  
+ Lobby 

In this case, it is not necessary for the lift to be 
placed in a self-contained fire compartment 
because it is adjacent to the staircase and has a 
door to a space in open communication with the 
staircase. Therefore, the three elements are 
contained in the same fire compartment. 

Dwellings Each dwelling is considered a fire compartment. 
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STAIRWAY 
 
A stairway Tr2 may be the only available escape route in: 
 

1º Offices and comparable premises in a building of not more than eight 
storeys 

2º In dwellings − but not alternative forms of dwelling − in a building of not 
more than sixteen storeys. 

 
The term stairway Tr2 refers to a stairway which is constructed so that it limits 
the spread of fire and fire gases to the stairway for not less than 60 minutes. If 
the stairway serves a building with fewer than eight storeys, the doors to the 
stairway may be constructed to a lower class.  
 
The stairway shall be in communication with dwellings, offices and similar areas 
where persons are present other than occasionally only through a space in its 
own fire compartment (Lobby). 
 
A lift or an inlet opening to a refuse chute or similar shall not be placed inside 
the stairway. 
 
LOBBY 
 
A lobby is a room which constitutes the communication between spaces subject 
to special requirements regarding the spread of fire and combustible and 
noxious gases. A lobby shall be so large that it is not necessary for more than 
one door at a time to be opened by persons passing through. If the lobby forms 
part of the boundary between fire compartments, the door subject to fire 
resistance classification shall be self closing. 
 
Maintenance of the exterior escape routes 
 
Since the escape, in some cases must be via a balcony or window, there are 
sometimes special escape routes adjacent to the property. In order that 
emergency services should be able to help with the evacuation and to carry out 
effective fire-fighting efforts, escape routes will be passable.  
 
Therefore, rescue roads and parking areas should be: 
 

• Maintained to full function is achieved regardless of season or time of 
day. 

• Cleared and sanded if necessary without delay. 
• Kept free of parked cars, containers and other obstructions. 
• Cleared of vegetation such as tree branches, shrubbery and the like. 
• Well marked 
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3.1 PREVIOUS WORKS 
 
Previously to the beginning of the building, some necessary works must be 
carried out, in order to avoid hazards to people present at or in the vicinity of the 
site while the building is constructed: 
 

a. Metallic fence around the site, defining the accesses 
b. Multi-sign panel at both accesses.  
c. Placement of temporary facilities (including two tower cranes). 
d. Site electrical distribution system. 

 
Their description and details can be found in the Health and Safety Study in this 
project, as well as in the budget and measurements, where the means used for 
carrying them out are also described. 
 

3.2  EARTHWORKS 
 
Earthworks will comprise the first tasks in the construction-phase. these works 
can be classified in three tasks like this: 
 

a. Clearing the vegetation from the surface of the land, by wheeled loader, 
no loading and transporting the soil nowhere  

b. Excavation by wheeled, hydraulic backhoe, including removal of earth 
outside of the excavation, drained, without loading or transport because it 
will be use for refilling spaces between the footings. It will be excavated 
from level 0.00 m. to the base of the foundation concrete slab (-1,65 m.) 

c. Refilling and compacting: Refill over foundations using own land, 
previously excavated, by wheeled loader and using a scraper, a dumper 
truck and a tandem roller for compacting the earth. 
 

Their description and details can be found in the Health and Safety Study in this 
project, as well as in the budget and measurements, where the means used for 
carrying them out are also described. 
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3.3 FOUNDATIONS AND GROUND SLABS 
 
FOUNDATIONS OF THE COLUMNS 
 
Under each column, there will be a precast reinforced concrete footing, strength 
class C35/45.  
 

FOOTING DIMENSIONS 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Stirrups projecting from the underside allow the connection to be made with the 
foundation slab cast in situ (150 mm deep). 
 
When the precast footing is set, 
and the column is introduced, the 
space between the column and 
the footing must be re-filled with 
concrete in situ. Later, the space 
surrounding the footing will be re-
filled with the filling material. 
Then, all the layers will be placed, 
beginning with a geotextil sheet 
and finishing with the concrete 
slab.  
 
The interior flooring will be laid on 
this slab, later in the process. 
 
 
LIFT FOUNDATION 
 
The lift foundation will be cast in situ, with reinforced concrete and connected 
with the previous concrete slab through the steel bars. The shape will be like a 
big block of concrete, which dimensions will be the same as the lift well’s 
exterior line (200 x 185) plus 50 cm in each side. Therefore: 
 

LIFT FOOTING DIMENSIONS 
 
 
 
 
 
 

b 
top 1000 x 1000 mm 

bottom 1500 x 1500 mm 

h 1000 mm 

 cm 

a 50 + 210 + 50 310 

b 50 + 185 + 50 285 

h 50 
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3.4 STRUCTURE 
 
CHOSEN SYSTEM: PRECAST STRUCTURE 
 
Advantages 
 
Precast concrete building components offer many advantages including: 
 
- speed of construction  
- high quality of products  
- excellent fire-resistance  
- superior strength and durability  
- Independence with respect to climatic conditions  
- long spans due to pre-stressing  
- high suitability for structures subjected to dynamic charges  
- economy of the solutions  
- minimal site impact 
 
PRECAST COLUMNS 
 
Columns CR are standard pre-stressed 
concrete columns assuring mainly the vertical 
and horizontal stability of buildings. 
 
Cross-sections are square or rectangular; It is 
a common solution in multi-storey buildings; 
pre-stressed concrete of strength class 
C50/60. 
 
DIMENSIONS OF THE COLUMNS 
 
300 x 300 mm 
 
All the columns are provided with corbels (two 
or three, depending on the position of the 
column), where the beams will be seated on.  
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PRECAST BEAMS 

 
Pre-stressed concrete, 
strength class C50/60. 
Cross-section: in shape of 
inverted T (exterior beams) 
or L (interior beams). 
Stirrups projecting from the 
upside allow the 
connection to be made 
with the concrete slab cast 
in situ. 
 
The beams are seated on the corbels at the columns 
 
DIMENSIONS OF THE BEAMS: See construction detail - drawings. 
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PRE-STRESSED HOLLOW-CORE SLAB 
 
Pre-stressed hollow core slabs of type SP have trapezoidal cross-section. 
Bottom surface is smooth from the formwork while side faces are moulded.  
 
DIMENSIONS 
 
 
 
The space between two consecutive hollow core slabs must be re-filled with 
steel bars and concrete in-situ. 
 
In situ concrete will be poured over the whole area, 50 mm thick, to set a 
compression slab. 
 

 
 

 
 

h 150 mm 

b (Nominal width) 1200 mm 
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CONSIDERED LOADS 
 
In order to choose the precast structural elements (standard dimensions), the 
following loads have been considered: 
 

 FLOOR 5  
(Flat roof) 

Dead Load (Permanent): Floor structure 4,0 KN/m2 

Live Load 
Occupancy 
(maintenance) 

1,0 KN/m2 

Snow 2,5 KN/m2 

FLOORS 1-4 
Dead Load (Permanent): 

Floor structure 4,0 KN/m2 

Partitions 1,0 KN/m2 

Live Load Occupancy 2,0 KN/m2 
 
 
PRECAST STAIRCASE 
 
The off-site manufacturing process used to create these precast staircases 
eliminates the need for complex on-site shuttering, site-poured concrete and the 
potential for delays. Lifting points are cast into the stair units during manufacture 
to make on-site placing safe, quick and easy. 
 
The upper step of a flight is 50 mm higher than the upper side of the hollow-
core slab, before pouring the concrete slab, so, when this final slab (50 mm 
thick) is hardened, both surfaces are at the same level. Afterwards, the flooring 
will be laid on them.  
 

 
 
DIMENSIONS OF THE STAIR FLIGHT: See design. 
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BALCONIES 
 
Balconies will be precast in situ, using wood framework and metallic posts. 
They will be a reinforced concrete slab 200 mm thick.  
 
LIFT WELL 
 
The lift well consists of a wall with a reinforced concrete layer, which will be cast 
in situ and will be part of the structure because it provides more stability to the 
precast structural system. It has also precast layers that will be placed at the 
same time than the rest of the partitions, because they have no structural 
function. These layers are described in Section 3.5 (Partitions). 
 
This wall made of reinforced concrete will be 150 mm thick and it will be a 
continuous shaft all over the height of the building, from its foundation to the 
roof.  
 
DIMENSIONS OF THE LIFT WELL 
 

w 15 cm 

a 210 cm 

b 185 cm 

h 
Lift pit 100 cm 

Floor height 285 cm 
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PROTECTION AGAINST THE FIRE 
 
For dwelling buildings it is applicable the first column in the following table: 

 
Therefore, the structural elements of the building will be: 
 

Floors:   R 60 

Other load-bearing structure (columns):  R 60 

Flights and landings in stairways:   R 30 
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3.5 GROUND FLOOR, EXTERIOR WALLS AND ROOF  
 
GROUND FLOOR 
 
Over the concrete slabs I have chosen an insulation system from ISOVER. It is 
coded G: 201 and this is its description: 
 
Styrofoam™ insulation boards are 
extruded polystyrene, XPS. This is a 
strong and rigid material which can 
withstand extremely high pressure. The 
closed cell structure provides very low 
moisture absorption. Thermal insulation 
capacity is not affected significantly by 
long-time investment in land and damp 
environment. Drying of construction 
moisture in the concrete slab is 
predominantly upward. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Layers (from top to bottom) (mm): 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
INSULATION MATERIALS: 
 

Product Thickness (mm)  Material Thermal Conductivity λ  
(W / m • °C 

STYROFOAM 250 50 XPS Foam 0,034 

STYROFOAM 250 100 XPS Foam 0,036 

THICKNESS (mm) MATERIAL 

100 Concrete 

50 STYROFOAM 250 

2x100 STYROFOAM 250 

150 Draining material 

1 Geotextil sheet 

- Soil 
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EXTERIOR WALLS - FACADES 
 
The building has exterior walls also designed according to ISOVER. The system 
is coded Y: 201 – timber frame and bricks - and the chosen option is design 
solution no. 1(Y: 201:1): 
 
 
Outside the wall is insulated with Isover 
facade panel 31 that provides a 
comprehensive insulation with minimal 
thermal bridges and few joints. The vapour 
barrier is suspended, which means that the 
wiring can be done in the innermost 
insulation layer without unduly perforates the 
foil.  
 
The wall has three insulating layers to have 
a very low U-value. The inner vertical rule 
has a format of 45 x 120 to fit load-bearing 
steel columns. For optimal airborne sound 
insulation, primarily in traffic, is a plastic foil 
material, such as Gypsum-based composite 
panel for wind protection, located behind 
Isover facade panel 31 and the two vertical 
studs are not mechanically attached to each 
other.  
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Layers (from outside to inside) (mm): 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
WALL PROPERTIES: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
INSULATION MATERIALS: 
 
 

Product Thickness 
(mm) Material 

Thermal 
Conductivity λ  

(W / m • °C) 
Isover facade panel 31 80 Rigid glass wool 0,031 

Isover Uni-panel 33  170 Glass wool 0,033 

Isover Vario KM Duplex 
UV (plastic foil) 

1 Vapour barrier- 
polyamide 

- 

Isover Uni-panel 33 120 Glass wool 0,033 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

THICKNESS (mm) MATERIAL 

120 Bricks 

20 Air gap 

80 Isover facade panel 31 

13 Gypsum-based panel 

170 Isover UNI-panel 33 – vertical steel rules 

1 Isover Vario KM Duplex UV (plastic foil) 

120 Isover UNI-panel 33 – vertical steel rules 

13 Gypsum layer + paint 

537 TOTAL THICKNESS 

DESIGN SOLUTION No. 1 

U-VALUE [W / M² · °C] 0,10 

FLAMMABILITY REI 30 

INSULATION THICKNESS [mm]: 370 

WALL THICKNESS [MM]: 537 
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ROOF 
 
The building will be covered with a flat roof, according to another ISOVER 
insulation system. In this case, the chosen one is an alternative to the one 
coded L: 203: 
 
In L: 203, Isover Roofing board 33 is 
used as a load-distributing upper 
layer. All roofing products of Isover 
glass wool are classified as non-
combustible material. 
In order to prevent moisture migration, 
all isolated flat roofs are provided with 
a vapour barrier. It is also important 
that the roofing material is kept as dry 
as possible when they are built into 
the structure. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The variation will be the laying 
of a levelling layer in order to 
make easier the evacuation of 
water and snow. It will be just 
between the concrete floor 
structure and the plastic wrap. 
It will be 100 mm thick (on 
average) and a 1:40 slope.  
 
Another change is the 
thickness of the roof structure, 
which will be the same as the 
structure of floors 2-4, instead 
of 120 in the drawing. This is 
described in Section 3.4 
(structure) 
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Layers (from top to bottom) (mm): 
 

THICKNESS (mm) MATERIAL 

- Waterproofing 

20 Isover Roofing board 33 

2x150 Isover Roofing board 37 

1 Isover plastic foil 

100 (average) Levelling layer 

440 
TOTAL THICKNESS 
(over the floor structure) 

 
 
INSULATION MATERIALS: 
 

Product Thickness (mm) Material 
Thermal 

Conductivity λ  
(W / m • °C) 

Isover Roofing board 33 20 Glass wool 0,033 

Isover Roofing board 37 150 Glass wool 0,037 

Isover plastic foil 0,2 Polyethylene - 
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3.6 PARTITIONS 
 
Three kinds of partitions are going to be used inside the building. The first two 
solutions are from ISOVER, and the the third one is used for the lift well: 
 
TYPE 1: I: 201 Steel Frame Rule 40 dB will be used as a partition between the 

different rooms inside the same dwelling. 
 

Steel framed wall suitable in the sound category C. The requirement 
level is 35 dB for the wall between two rooms, and 30 dB for walls 
between rooms on the corridor. 

Layers (mm) 
 

     
 
          INSULATION MATERIALS: 
 

Product Thickness (mm) Material 

Isover Piano 70 Glass wool 

 
 

THICKNESS 
(mm) MATERIAL FIRE CLASS SOUND 

REDUCTION 
12,5 Gypsum-based panel 

EI 60 40 dB 
70 

Isover Piano + vertical 
steel rule 

12,5 Gypsum-based panel 

95 TOTAL THICKNESS 
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TYPE 2: I: 208 Steel Frame Rule 65 dB, will be used as a 
partition between: 

 
a) Two different dwellings (including the wall which 

separates the two different buildings)  
b) A dwelling and the communal spaces (corridor, 

stair well) 
 
Steel framed wall appropriate between an apartment and 
the space outside the apartment, where the requirement 
of sound class B is 57 dB. This value is including the 
correction term. The partition is insulated with Isover 
ULTIMATE to cope with extra high fire resistance 
requirements. As for the audio features are Isover 
ULTIMATE and ordinary glass wool equivalent.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Layers (mm) 
 
THICKNESS 

(mm) MATERIAL FIRE CLASS SOUND 
REDUCTION 

2x12,5 Gypsum panel 

EI  90 65 dB 

120 
Isover ULTIMATE Piano + vertical 
steel rule 

10 Air gap 

120 
Isover ULTIMATE Piano + vertical 
steel rule 

2x12,5 Gypsum panel 

300 TOTAL THICKNESS 
  

 
INSULATION MATERIALS: 

 

Product Thickness (mm)  Material 

Isover ULTIMATE Piano 120 Glass wool 
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TYPE 3: A third partition is to be used for the lift well. It is composed of 
reinforced concrete, two insulation layers and two gypsum panels. It is 
a combination between two solutions from Isover (Y: 208 and I:208):   

                                                                
                                                                      

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Layers (from outside to inside the lift well) (mm): 
 

THICKNESS 
(mm) MATERIAL FIRE 

CLASS 
SOUND 

REDUCTION 
2x12,5 Gypsum panel 

EI  90 65 dB 

50 
Isover ULTIMATE Piano + 
vertical steel rule 

80 
Isover ULTIMATE Piano + 
vertical steel rule 

150 Reinforced concrete 

305 TOTAL THICKNESS 

 

 

I:208 Y:208 
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PROTECTION AGAINST THE FIRE 
 
According to what is indicated in Section 2.3, the minimum required fire class 
for this kind of building is EI 60, but I think it is important to design fire 
compartments with a higher class so that fire cannot be spread. Therefore: 
 

Solution Code Fire class 

1 I: 201 EI 60 

2 I: 208 EI 90 

3 Y:208 / I: 208 EI 60 
 
 
PROTECTION AGAINST THE NOISE 
 

Place Code Sound 
Reduction  

Audio 
Class 

Audio Class 
Description 

Room - Room I: 201 40 dB C 

Give satisfactory sound 
conditions for a majority 
of the residents and can 
be applied as minimum 
standards according to 
the regulations. 

Dwelling - Dwelling 
Dwelling - Staircase I: 208 

65 dB B 

Give clearly better 
sound conditions than 
sound class C. They are 
applied when a good 
living environment is 
required 

Dwelling – Lift well 
Staircase - Lift well 

I: 208 
+ 

Y: 208 

 
In the design of the dwellings’ layout I took into account that a bedroom was not 
next to a living room, so that the rest rooms are well noise-insulated from noisy- 
rooms, although they are separated by a class C partition. 
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3.7 INSTALLATIONS 
 
WASTE WATER 
 
Section 6 Hygiene, health and the environment has been applied in the design 
of the waste water system. 
 
There will be three waste water separate installations: 

- Rainwater pipes which start in the roof through floor gullies  
- Pipes to drain off the water used inside the dwellings, which start in every 

element in bathrooms, kitchen and laundry rooms. 
- Drainage pipes, around the entire perimeter of the building (see 

drawings), to prevent rainwater to damage the foundations. 
  

These installations will drain by gravity in a point where there will be an 
inspection box, before the connection between the waste water system and the 
municipal sewerage system, where there is a manhole. 
 
Waste water installations are designed in such a way that they can continuously 
drain at least 150% of the draw-off flow-rates of the water outlets.  
 
In the design of waste water pipes for gravity drainage system it has been taken 
into account that the dimension of the pipes should not decrease in the direction 
of flow. 
 
MATERIALS 
 
Waste water pipes are made of PVC. 
 
ELEMENTS 
 
All the elements in the waste water system are described in the budget and the 
drawings and they are (direction of the flow): 
 

a) Individual siphons for each fitting or a common siphon for several fittings. 
b) waste pipes 
c) down-pipes for waste water 
d) A box at the bottom of each down-pipe 
e) Waste water sewers and boxes 
f) Floor gulleys in the roof for draining rain water 
g) Down-pipes for rain water 
h) Rain water sewers and boxes 
i) General inspection box 
j) Man hole 
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TAP WATER (HOT AND COLD) 
 
Section 6 Hygiene, health and the environment has been applied in the design 
of the tap water system (hot and cold water).  
 
TAP WATER FLOW 
 
For dwellings, the requirement of the mandatory provisions is met if the draw-off 
flow is: 
 
 
 
 
 
For the tap water system as a whole, the requirement of the mandatory 
provisions is met if at least 70% of each water draw-off flow-rate can be 
achieved when a likely percentage of connected water outlets are opened 
simultaneously. 
 
Back flow prevention: Non-return valves will be provided to prevent the back-
flow in the points of the installation below:  

- After the water meters,  
- On the bottom of ascending pipes to each dwelling;  

 
MATERIALS 
 
Pipes and valves are going to be hidden in communal areas such as the 
corridor to the dwellings below the false ceiling, but they are going to be 
accessible inside the rooms where outlets are located (bathrooms, kitchens and 
laundries) in order to make easy to find a breakdown and make repairs. This is 
the reason why pipes will be made of galvanized steel instead of plastic. 
 
ELEMENTS 
 
In Halmstad, there are two municipal pipelines, one for hot and another for cold 
water. So there will be two separate installations, which elements are described 
in the budget and drawings and they are (direction of the flow): 
 

a) Connection to the municipal tap water system. 
b) Accessible stop valve inside a box and outdoors. 
c) Accessible box indoors, near the entrance of the building. 
d) Set for water meters. 
e) Dwelling pipes (one per dwelling), which continue after the last floor to an 

anti-water hammer device. 
f) Dwelling valve (one per dwelling) inside the flat, which stops the flow for 

a bathroom, kitchen or laundry room. 
g) Room valve which stops the flow for a bathroom, kitchen or laundry 

room. 
h) Fitting valve: stops the flow for a toilet, for example. 

Hot and cold water 
Bath tubs 0.3 l/s 
Other water outlets 0.2 l/s 

Only cold water 
Toilets 0.1 l/s 
Other water outlets 0.2 l/s 
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HEATING 
 
The dwellings will be heated by hot water-radiators, which take the water from 
the heating plant in Halmstad.  
 
The water that comes from the plant goes into a heat exchanger inside the 
building and then it is distributed to the dwellings. 
 
DISTRICT HEATING 
 
In Halmstad there is a heating plant which provides hot water to the whole city, 
both for hot tap water and radiators.  
 
The heat is obtained from a plant burning biomass; In Sweden 90% of the 
energy in Swedish district heating system is usually produced with renewable 
sources.  
 
District heating plants can provide higher efficiencies and better pollution control 
than localized boilers. 
 
VENTILATION 
 
Every down pipe used for waste water will be ventilated, to prevent odours. 
These pipes are extended from the top out let in floor 4, until 130 cm over the 
top layer of the roof. There, in the top of the pipe, there will be emplaced a 
plastic object to prevent leaves or little animals inside. 
 
It will be built on site a chimney around the pipe, 150 cm high, which will be 
made of bricks, 25 x 12 x 6,25 cm and cement mortar, and a final top piece 
made of stainless steel, also to prevent objects, birds, etc. 
 
ELECTRICITY SYSTEM 
 
ELEMENTS 
 
All the elements in the electrical system are described in the drawings and they 
are: 
 

a) Connection to the municipal network 
b) General switchboard outside the building 
c) Individual meters in the same switchboard. 
d) Distribution wires 
e) Dwelling switchboard (inside the dwelling) 
f) Junction boxes  
g) Outputs: ring bell, sockets, light points, etc  
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FIRE PROTECTION 
 
Dwellings shall be provided with devices for the early detection of fire and 
evacuation alarms. Signals shall be audible in areas where people are present 
other than occasionally. 
The early detection of fire and evacuation alarms in dwellings may be obtained 
by installing an appropriate number of wired or battery operated self-contained 
smoke alarms. Alarms should be placed in connection with bedrooms and there 
should be at least one detector on each floor. 
 
SMOKE ALARMS 
 
In Halmstad Municipality there should be smoke alarms in each dwelling. This 
also includes temporary housing, such as holiday homes and caravans. 
According to Chapter 2.2 § Act (2003:778) on protection against accidents, the 
owner or usufructuary of buildings or other facilities has to maintain equipment 
for extinguishing fire and for survival in case of fire or other accident and 
otherwise take the necessary measures to prevent or limit damage to followed 
by fire. 
 
AUTOMATIC ALARMS 
 
The purpose of an automatic fire alarm system is to protect people in a building 
or activity and / or property and the environment at the same time. Therefore, 
the automatic fire alarm is an important part of the building's fire protection. A 
well-maintained facility provides an early detection of fire. 
The reasons that an automatic fire alarm system is going to be installed are: 
 

- Regulatory requirements 
- Insurance Requirements 
- Self-Ambition 

 
Direct connection of an automatic alarm system with emergency services in 
Halmstad is associated with certain conditions, because the usual false alarms. 
 
 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM 
 
Telecommunications installation will be designed by a specialized engineer in a 
specific project. 
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3.8 DOORS AND WINDOWS 
 
INNER DOORS 
 
Four types of inner doors are used in this building: 
 

a) Firewall door EI 90: According to the fire-class of the building all the 
elements must be at least EI 60. However, type B partitions (separating 
fire compartments) are class EI 90, so all the doors located on them must 
be EI 90. (Maintenance room, staircase and protected lobby). These 
doors are self-closing because they are in communal areas, which are 
escape routes. Standard dimensions 1050 x 2100 mm 

b) Reinforced entrance door, with top smooth, varnished oak, dimensions 
825 x 2030 mm. and thickness = 40 mm.  

c) Inner, blind door, smooth, painted in white, size 825 x 2030 mm. This 
type of door will open to bathrooms, laundry rooms, bedrooms and 
studies. 

d) Inner, glazed door, smooth, painted in white, size 825 x 2030 mm. This 
type of door will open to living rooms and kitchens. 
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            Firewall door EI 90                                     Reinforced entrance door 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                Inner, blind door                                             Inner, glazed door 
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OUTER DOORS 
 
Entrance door: There is one of these doors at each 
entrance into the building and two more into the hall. 
They are glazed with 1 glass, and standard 
dimensions 1050 x 2100 mm, made of varnished 
oak. 
 
Those which open to a balcony are considered a 
type of window and are described below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
WINDOWS 
 
All the windows of the building are made of aluminum profiles and cover with 
PVC in white, frame 105 mm deep. 
 
According to BBR:6:32, Light conditions, “a general figure which may be applied 
is that the area of the window glazing should admit light corresponding to that 
achieved where window glazing amounts to at least 10% of the floor area, when 
the window has 2 or 3 clear glass panes.”   
In this building all the windows are chosen so that they provide more than this 
area of sunlight.  
 
All of them are thermal windows (3 glass and 2 air spaces between them), so 
they have a very low U-value (1,30) and are provided with window air brake. At 
the same time they have acoustic properties, their noise reduction is 34 dB. 
 
Three types of windows are used in this building: 
 

a) French window is actually a door-window which opens to a balcony 
(floors 2-4), except in the case of dwelling C, where the main bedroom 
has no balcony, in which only the upper leaf of the window can be 
opened. On floor 1, it opens to the garden in living rooms and kitchens, 
not in bedrooms. 

b) Side-hung window is used to be easy to clean from inside the house and 
get maximum ventilation. It has two glass leafs, one left and one right 
and a fixed glass below. 

c) Tilt and turn window opens in two directions, when tilt-opens from the 
top, it can let in fresh air and prevent the dust, rain, and intruders, and 
when swing opens, it is easy to clean from inside the house and get 
maximum ventilation. 
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Window type Opening 
direction  

Dimensions 
(mm) 

Width x height 
U-value Noise 

reduction  

French window* Outward 1400 x 2100 

1.3 34 dB 
Side-hung window Inward 1400 x 1800 

Tilt and turn 
window Inward 

1200 x 1200  

1200 x 600 
 
 

 
French window (door-window)                                             Side-hung window 
  

 
   
 

Tilt and turn window 
 

2 positions 
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3.9 FALSE CEILINGS, FINISH OF WALLS AND FLOORINGS 
 
FALSE CEILINGS 
 
False ceilings will be made in order to hide tap and waste water pipes, and 
electrical cabling in some cases. Beams and the floor structure will be 
concealed as well and provides space for recessed lights. Besides, it improves 
heat and acoustical insulation.  
 
It will consist of gypsum panels 12.5 mm. thick, metal frame bolted to 
galvanized steel 60 x 27 mm, modulated to 1,000 mm. and we will find it in the 
communal areas, such as the corridor, lobby, hall and entrance (but not in the 
maintenance room, where installations will be visible) and also inside the 
dwellings over the indoors area. 
 
FINISH OF WALLS 
 
There will be two kinds of finish on the walls: paint and ceramic tiles. 
 

a) Paint will be the finishing on every inner wall (where the superficial layer 
is a gypsum panel), except on bathrooms and kitchens. 
 
The type of paint to be used is matt plastic paint, after a previous layer of 
primer paint, following the instructions of application and surface 
preparation as specified in the product. 

 
b) Ceramic tiles will be on walls in bathrooms and kitchens, using pieces 

30,5 x 40,5 cm in size, and adhesive cement mortar and a previous layer 
of cement mortar. 
 

FLOORINGS 
 
There will be several types of floorings: 
 

a) Ceramic tiles 33 x 33 cm will be covering the communal areas (including 
the stairs, where there will be special pieces for that use) and the 
balconies in dwellings. 
 

b) Ceramic tiles 50 x 50 cm will be in kitchens, bathrooms and balconies in 
the dwellings. 
 

c) Laminate flooring beech colour, planks 1830 x 129 x 14 mm. in size, 
tongue and groove joints on all four sides with two coats of UV drying 
and two coats of polyurethane varnish finish, set with clips every 70 cm, 
placed over a polyethylene sheet 2 mm thick, which includes a 
polyethylene film 0.2 mm thick, working as a vapour-barrier, and skirting 
board of the same material. It will be inside the dwellings, except 
kitchens, bathrooms and laundry rooms. 
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3.10 BATHROOM, KITCHEN AND LAUNDRY FITTINGS  
 
BATHROOMS 
 
There are four types of bathroom, depending on the dwelling. They will be 
provided with: 
 

� Type 1: Dwelling A, small bathroom: Low tank toilet + washbasin, 
including taps, valves, drain siphons and accessories. 

� Type 2: Dwelling A, big bathroom: Low tank toilet + washbasin + shower 
plate, including taps, valves, drain siphons and accessories. 

� Type 3: Dwellings B and D and big bathroom in dwelling C:  Low tank 
toilet + washbasin + bidet without cover + bathtub, including taps, valves, 
drain siphons and accessories. 

� Type 4: Dwellings C, small bathroom: Low tank toilet + washbasin + bidet 
without cover + shower plate, including taps, valves, drain siphons and 
accessories. 
 

                     
 

 Toilet                       Washbasin 

                                 
              Bidet 
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        Shower plate                               Bathtub 
 

KITCHENS: 
 
Kitchens will be provided with: 
 

- Refurbishment of kitchens, lacquered wood furnitures of standard quality 
SQ, consisting of upper and lower cabinets, countertop laminate, lower 
baseboard, upper cornice and finials. 

- Stainless steel sink, 120 x 49 cm, twin-bowl sink with drainer, built-in on 
the counter, with mixer tap, with superior swivel spout and aerator, 
including drain valves 40 mm., Keys squadron of 1 / 2 "chrome double 
siphon drain. 

- Standard quality appliances for kitchen, comprising: vitro-ceramic hob 4 
burners, built electric oven, extractor hood  60 cm., washing machine, 
dishwasher and refrigerator with panels. 

 
LAUNDRY ROOMS: 
 

- Stainless steel sink, 120 x 49 cm, twin-bowl sink with drainer, built-in on 
the counter, with mixer tap, with superior swivel spout and aerator, 
including drain valves 40 mm., Keys squadron of 1 / 2 "chrome double 
siphon drain. 

- Standard quality appliances for laundry room, comprising: Washing 
machine and dryer machine. 
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ENERGETIC STUDY 
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4.1 CALCULATIONS 
 
SPECIFIC ENERGY 
 
According to BBR, Section 9 Energy management: 
 
 “Dwellings shall be designed so that the specific energy consumption of the 
building does not exceed  

- 110 kWh per m2 of floor area (A temp) per year in the Southern climate 
zone 

- 130 kWh per m2 of floor area (A temp) per year in the Northern climate 
zone.” 

 
The Specific Energy is calculated using the next formula: 
 

 
 
This means:  
 

 
 

In order to calculate the energy consumption of the building it is necessary to 
know the areas and U-values (Ui = Heat transfer coefficient (W/m2·ºC), of the 
enclosing parts of the building in contact with heated indoor air, which separate 
heated parts of dwellings or non-residential premises from the external air, the 
ground or in partly heated spaces. These parts are:  
 

- Ground floor 
- Roof 
- Exterior walls (facades) 
- Windows 
- Exterior doors 

 
U-value for the facades is given by the brand ISOVER in its website, while U-
values for the ground floor and roof have been calculated below because they 
are modified systems from ISOVER. All its materials follow the Swedish 
Building Regulations. 
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*U-VALUE OF THE GROUND FLOOR  
 
First, it is necessary to calculate B' = A / (0.5 ° P)  
A is the insulation plate’s area [m2] =1410.64 m2 
P is the insulation's perimeter [m] 
 
B '= A / (0.5 ° P) = 1410.64/ (0.5 x 216.32) = 13.0 4 m � 10-15 m 
 
The ground is similar to gravel and sand. So, we can know UGROUND from this 
table:  
 

  
Therefore,  
 
UGROUND = 0.09 W/m2 • ºC 
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*U-VALUE OF THE ROOF  
 
In this case, we have to calculate the U-value like this:  
 
U = 1/R where R is the thermal resistance 
RROOF = Rse + ∑Ri + Rsi where  
 

• Ri is the thermal resistance of each layer of the element, calculated this 
way:    R = e/ λ 

e = thickness of the layer (m) 
λ = thermal conductivity of the layer (W/m·ºC). 

 

Product Thickness  
(e) (m) 

Thermal  
Conductivity  
λ (W / m • °C) 

R= e/ λ  

Waterproofing - - - 
Isover Roofing board 33 0,02 0,033 0,61 
Isover Roofing board 37  2 x 0,15 0,037 8,11 
Isover plastic foil 0,002 - - 
Levelling layer (Cement mortar) 0,10 1,00 0,10 
Floor structure (Concrete) 0,30 0.128 2,34 
  TOTAL 11,16 

 
• Rse and Rsi are the thermal resistances in the indoor and outdoor 

surfaces, respectively, taken from the table below, according to the 
position of the element which is being calculated, heat flow direction and 
its location in the building. 
 

 
 
Therefore,  Rse = 0.04 

Rsi = 0.10 
 
RROOF = Rse + ∑Ri + Rsi = 0,04 + 11,16 + 0,10 = 11,30 
 
U = 1/R � UROOF = 0,088 W/m2 • ºC 
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*WINDOWS TOTAL AREA 
 

Window type 
Dimensions 

(mm) 
Width x height 

Area 
m2 Units Total 

Area 

French window 1400 x 2100 2,94 66 194,04 

Side-hung window 1400 x 1800 2,52 60 151,20 

Tilt and turn 
window 

1200 x 1200 1,44 60 86,40 

1200 x 600 0,72 40 28,80 

  TOTAL 460,44 
 
*EXTERIOR DOORS AREA 
 

Door type 
Dimensions 

(mm) 
Width x height 

Area 
m2 Units Total 

Area 

Entrance door 1050 x 2100 2,205 2 4,41 
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ENERGY CONSUMPTION OF THE BUILDING 
 
The energy consumption of the building [(kW • h)/year] is: 
 

∑ (A • U) · coefficient /1000 
 
Having all the U-values and areas calculated, they must be multiplied (A · U): 
 

PARTS OF THE 
BUILDING 

INSULATION 
SYSTEM 

AREA  
(m2) 

U-VALUE  
(W/m2 • ºC) A • U 

Ground floor G:201 1410,64  0,09* 126.96 

Roof L: 203 (modif.) 1055,77 0,088* 92,91 

Exterior walls (facades) Y:201:1 2634,25 0,10 263,43 

Windows - 460,44* 1,3 598,57 

Exterior doors - 4,41* 1,3 5,73 
 
∑(A · U) = 126,96 + 92,91 + 263,43 + 598,57 + 5,73 = 1087,60 W/ºC 
 
The coefficient depends on the place where the building is situated and the 
adequate temperature to be comfortable inside the building 

 

 
 
The nearest city to Halmstad, and therefore, the city in which temperatures are 
most similar, is Göteborg, and a good indoors temperature is 22 ºC, so the 
coefficient is 97100. 
 
Energy consumption of the building = ∑ (A • U) · coefficient /1000 = 

   1087,60 · 97100 / 1000 =  
                              

Energy consumption of the building = 105 605,96 kW · h/year 
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4.2 FINAL RESULTS  
 
Now, it is possible to apply the first formula for the specific energy consumption: 
 

 
 

 = 74,86 Kw·h/m2·year < 110 

 
According to BBR, this value must be less than 110 kWh per m2 of floor area (A 
temp) per year in dwellings in the Southern climate zone, so the thermal 
conditions of the enclosing parts of the building have been chosen correctly.  
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5.1 STUDY’S OBJECT 
 
This study specifies the necessary information for the contractor to elaborate a 
Health and Safety Plan, in which he will review, study and develop the forecasts 
contained in this document, based on his own system of execution of the works. 
 
If this Plan is applied by the contractor himself, his workers, and everybody 
related to the project, specially the Site Health and Safety Coordinator, all the 
works will be carried out with safety until the building is finished. 
 
The content of this study provides information about:  
 

– Brief description of the site, the building and the project. 
– Sanitary facilities on the construction site. 
– Emergency Plan. 
– Description of the works to carry out and basic rules. 
– Avoidable hazards for workers and persons present at or in the vicinity of 

the site and preventive measures to avoid them. 
– Unavoidable hazards for workers and persons present at or in the vicinity 

of the site and preventive measures to reduce them. 
– Rules for using machines, auxiliary means and hand tools. 
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5.2 PROJECT DATA 
 
PRELIMINARY DATA 
 
� Client: Högskolan i Halmstad 

 
� Total budget: 4.304.432,62 € = 38.418.211,23 SEK 

 
� Implementation time:  The implementation time for the completion of the 

work has been estimated in 19 months.   
 

� Maximum number of workers: In order to calculate how many temporary 
and sanitary facilities on the construction site there will be, it is considered 
that the maximum number of workers will be 15 workers.   

 
DESCRIPTION OF THE BUILDING 
 
The construction is a residential, four-storey building. The structure consists of 
precast elements, but some of them are precast in situ. 
 
The building has a constructed area of 1185 square meters per floor, what 
makes 5925 square meters in total, including the flat roof. 
 
The site is located in between two bigger streets (Strandgatan and 
Stationsgatan) and two smaller ones (Stuvaregatan and Styrmansgatan). 
 
 
DESCRIPTION OF THE PLOT 
 
The topography of the ground is flat; there is no level variation on it. 
 
ACCESS TO THE SITE 
 
There will be separate entrance and exit gates for workers and vehicles trough 
a metallic fence, which is described next. It is forbidden for workers to access 
into the site trough the vehicles access.  
 
Access instructions will be provided to drivers, workers and visitors before their 
visit and these will be always respected, so that hazards between vehicles and 
workers can be avoided, as well as vehicle incidents. Vehicles includes cars, 
vans, lorries, low-loaders and mobile plant such as excavators, lift trucks and 
site dumpers etc. 
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5.3 PREVIOUS WORKS 
 
Previously to the beginning of the building, some necessary works must be 
carried out, in order to avoid hazards to people present at or in the vicinity of the 
site while the building is constructed: 
 
METALLIC FENCE AROUND THE SITE 

 
A metallic fence around the site will be installed, and it will be placed there until 
the building is completely finished. Its technical characteristics will be: 
 

• 2,00 meters tall 
• Access to workers: 2,00 meters wide 
• Access to trucks: 4,50 meters wide 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This will protect people (especially children) from site dangers and the site from 
vandalism and theft. 
 

 
SIGNBOARDS AT BOTH ACCESSES 
 

• “Danger: construction work in progress” 
• “Parents beware: Building sites can be 

dangerous. Do not allow your children to 
play in any area of this site”. 

• “Head protection must be worn”. 
• “Hearing protection must be worn”. 
• “Foot protection must be worn”. 
• “Eye protection must be worn”. 
• “High visibility clothing must be worn”. 
• “Hand protection must be worn”. 
• “No access for unauthorised persons”. 
• “First aid for this site is available”. 
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BEFORE WORK STARTS 
 
Site managers and supervisors will check that: 
 

• Everyone is properly trained and competent 
• They have the equipment they need according to their work on the site. 
• Agreed work methods are put into practice. 

 
PLACEMENT OF TEMPORARY FACILITIES 
 
Several temporary facilities will be placed in the site at the beginning of the 
works and will be removed by the end of them.  
 
They should be kept clean, warm and properly ventilated and lit. 
 
There will be: 
 

• Welfare facilities for the only use by the workers.  
• Site office, for site managers and qualified visitors 

 
PLACEMENT OF STORAGE AND WASTE AREAS 
 
There will be signals in these separate areas and all the workers will be told the 
rules for their use and their location in the site. This is considered in the “Project 
Management” Section. 
 
SITE ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 
 
It is necessary to make an earthing connection, previously to the installation of 
the general switchboard.  
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5.4 GENERAL RULES 
 
GOOD ORDER AND CLEANING  
 
- Walkways and stairways will be kept free of tripping hazards such as trailing 

cables, building materials and waste. This is especially important for 
emergency routes. All flammable waste materials (such as packaging and 
timber off-cuts) will be cleared away regularly to reduce fire risks 

 
- Inside floor areas will be kept clean and dry 
 
- Outdoor footpaths should be level and firm and should not be used for 

storing materials. 
 
STORAGE AREAS AND WASTE MATERIALS  
 
- There will be storage areas for plant, materials, waste, flammable 

substances (eg foam plastics, flammable liquids, etc).  
 
- Flammable materials will be stored away from other materials and protected 

from accidental ignition.  
 
- It will be prohibited to store materials where they obstruct access routes or 

where they could interfere with emergency escape, eg do not store 
flammable materials under ladders or near to fire exits. 

 
LIGHTING 
 

- Every part of the site that is in use should, as far as possible, be 
arranged so that natural light is available for people to see to do their 
work and move about the site safely.  
 

- Where natural light is inadequate or not available, artificial lighting should 
be provided. 
 

- Where work will continue outside daylight hours or the building or 
structure is enclosed, artificial lighting will be required. 
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5.5 WELFARE FACILITIES 
 
They can only be accessible to workers. They will consist of metal prefabricated 
modules, provided with thermal and acoustic insulation, and their height will be 
at least 2.50 meters. 
 
The welfare facilities will be sufficient for everybody who is working on the site, 
according to the maximum number of workers above. Therefore:  
 
TOILETS: There will be two toilet-modules, provided each of them with: 

- 1 toilet with automatic discharge of water, toilet paper, special closed 
container and interior door lock and a hanger. 

 
WASHING FACILITIES: There will be two modules next to the toilets, provided 
each one with: 

- 1 washbasin with hot and cold water, soap, paper roll and mirror. 
- 1 shower with hot and cold water 

 
CHANGING ROOMS AND LOCKERS: There will be one locker-module 
attached to a toilet, with capacity of 7 workers. Its floor area will be such that 
each worker has> 2 m2, so it will be at least 14 m2. There will be 1 bench seat 
and personal lockers with key so that workers can keep their street clothes and 
shoes and personal objects. In the event that there are workers of both sexes, 
the use of the module will be separately. 
 
REST FACILITIES: Provided for taking breaks and meal breaks. They will have: 

- tables and chairs 
- a kettle or urn for boiling water 
- Means for heating food (eg a gas or electrical heating ring, or microwave 

oven).  
- A drinking-water tap 

Non-smoking workers can rest in the interior of a resting-module during work 
breaks, while smoking workers must do so outside it, where there will be a 
bench seat similar to the one in the locker-room. 
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5.6 EMERGENCY AND RESCUE PROCEDURES 
 
Some emergencies may require evacuation of the site or part of the site, while 
others might involve the rescue of an injured person.  
 
PLANNING FOR AN EMERGENCY 
 
FIRST AID: 
 
In case a worker gets injured, he/she will be attended by an appointed person 
or a first-aider before being taken to a place of safety. 
 
Due to the small number of workers expected (less than 50), there will not be 
specific premises for first aids, but the injured person will be taken to the rest 
room where there will be a first-aid kit. This kit will be provided with: 
 

- Disinfectants and antiseptics, sterile gauze, cotton wool, bandage, tape, 
adhesive bandages, scissors, tweezers and disposable gloves.  

 
However, it is necessary an appointed person to take charge of first-aid 
arrangements. In this case, according to the next table, there will be a first aider 
who has undergone a training course in administering first aid at work and holds 
a current first aid at work certificate.  

 
 
This appointed person by the company will also review the content of the first-
aid kit every 15 days and replace it as soon as it expires or is used.  
 
The name of first aider and where to find them will be told to the rest of the 
workers at the beginning of the works and a notice will be placed in the site hut. 
 
RISK OF FIRE 
 
As at most sites, the most obvious emergency is fire.  Some general principles 
for dealing with fire risks are considered below. They can be applied to planning 
for other emergencies, such as flooding in excavations, tunnels, work near the 
sea or rivers, waterworks etc, or a risk from asphyxiation or toxic gases.  
 
Precautions to prevent fires 
 

• Flammable materials will be stored away from other materials and 
protected from accidental ignition. 
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• Flammable liquids will be always kept and carried in suitable closed 
containers; 

• It will be prohibited smoking near flammable materials or places where 
works with them are being carried out. 

• It will be prohibited carrying out work activities involving potential ignition 
sources to take place nearby flammable materials. For example, if floor 
coverings are being laid using solvent-based adhesives, don’t allow 
soldering of pipes at the same time; 

• There will be an extinguisher to hand when doing hot work such as 
welding or using a disc cutter that produces sparks; 

 
Means of fighting fire 
 
As well as providing fire extinguishers for hot work, fire extinguishers will be 
located at identified fire points around the site. The extinguishers should be 
appropriate to the nature of the potential fire: 

- Flammable liquids – dry powder or foam extinguisher; 
- Electrical – carbon dioxide (CO2) extinguisher. 

 
There will be two of each type per floor. 

 
There will be nominated people trained in how to use extinguishers. 
 
 
GENERAL RULES FOR USING ELECTRICAL TOOLS 
 
Electrical systems should be regularly checked and maintained. Everyone using 
electrical equipment should know what to look out for. Before any 230V hand 
tool, lead or RCD is used, check that: 
 

• no bare wires are visible;  
• the cable covering is not damaged and is free from cuts and abrasions 

(apart  from light scuffing); 
• the plug is in good condition, eg the casing is not cracked, the pins are 

not  bent and the key way is not blocked with loose material; 
• there are no taped or other non-standard joints in the cable;  
• the outer covering (sheath) of the cable is gripped where it enters the 

plug  or the equipment. The coloured insulation of the internal wires 
should not be visible; 

• the equipment outer casing is not damaged and all screws are in place;  
• there are no overheating or burn marks on the plug, cable or the 

equipment;  
• RCDs are working effectively, by pressing the ‘test’ button every day.  
 

Workers should be instructed to report any of these faults immediately and stop 
using the tool or cable as soon as any damage is seen. Managers should also 
arrange for a formal visual inspection of 230V portable equipment on a weekly 
basis. 
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5.7 CONSTRUCTION-PHASE: WORKS, RULES AND RISKS 
 
In this section, every work to be carried out within the construction phase will be 
described, as well as: 
 

– the machines and vehicles used in the process 
– general specific rules to be applied 
– the risks to which workers will be exposed 
– preventive measures to prevent or reduce them, such as the protective 

equipment. 
 
INSTALLATION OF THE SITE ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION SY STEM 
 
COMMON RISKS 
 

• Fall of people at different levels.  
• Fall of people at the same level.  
• Fall of objects or tools in handling.  
• Step on objects.  
• Shocks and blows against stationary objects.  
• Cuts by sharp objects or tools.  
• Thermal contacts.  
• Electrical contacts, direct or indirect 
• Fire 

 
SPECIFIC RULES - RISK OF ELECTRICAL SHOCK 
 

• Periodic maintenance of the condition of hoses, earthing connections, 
outlets, distribution switchboards etc.  

• Materials in poor condition must be separated and, if necessary, signed 
to avoid being used again. 

• There will be no work on electrical installations without first disconnecting 
the power supply and placing the signals that indicate electrocution 
hazard.  

• There must be no elements of the installations without the appropriate 
insulating protections accessible to workers (connected wires without a 
plug, junction boxes without cover, etc.).  

• All the conductor elements must be adequately protected, especially in 
passageways and places where they are in contact with metallic 
elements.  

• Periodically, the resistance of the earthing connections will be measured 
and security switches will be checked. 

• Works near electrical installations or using them will be carried out by 
specialized and skilled workers, who must be provided with the adequate 
personal protective equipment and properly approved. 

• Every part of the electrical installation shall be considered energized until 
checked otherwise with the devices.  
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• The box stretches from the general switchboard to others switchboards 
for machines, will be tightened with special parts support.  

• Portable devices shall be waterproof and well insulated.  
• The derivations of connections to machines shall be made crimp, 

provided with start and stop switch.  
• General lighting lamps and accessories are located at a distance of 2.50 

m above the floor or ground and shorter distances should be protected.  
• There will be a simple and clear signal, prohibiting the entry of 

unauthorized persons to the premises where electrical equipment is 
installed and the management of electrical appliances to persons not 
designated for that purpose.  

• Appointed workers will be given the necessary instructions to take in 
case of fire or an electrical accident.  
 

PROTECTIVE MEASURES 
 

• Warning signals in every point and areas of danger, including next to the 
site switchboard that say “ Danger: risk of electric shock” 

• 1 CO2 extinguisher near the general switchboard 
• Control panels and switchboards must be protected in shielded boxes, 

with a door, lock and key.  
 

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (P.P.E) AND PROTECTIVE 
CLOTHING 
 

• Insulating hard hat 
• Insulating gloves.  
• Insulating boots. 
• Insulating work clothes.  
• Insulated hand tools.  
• Voltage tester for checking (optional).  

 
 

 
 

Site switchboard 
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EARTHWORKS 
 
TASKS MACHINERY – AUX. MEANS 

a) Clearing of vegetation 
b) Excavation 
c) Refilling and compacting* 

• Wheeled loader 
• Backhoe 
• Scraper 
• Tandem roller (compactor) 
• Ladders 

 
*The refilling and compacting will be carried out after the foundations are 
executed and the underground waste water network is laid. 
  
COMMON RISKS 
 

• Fall of people at different levels.  
• Fall of people at the same level.  
• Knocking down by machinery and vehicles. 
• Vehicle rollovers. 
• Contact with power lines 
• Fire 
• Noise 
• Vibrations 
• Dirt into eyes 

 
GENERAL RULES 
 

• Before the start of the work there will be an inspection to identify potential 
geological anomalies in the ground that could give rise to ground 
movements, or the existence of sub-holes.  

• It will be prohibited the circulation of persons in the work area in which 
the machinery is doing the work of clearing of vegetation.  

• Passageways where there is a risk of falling from height will be marked. 
• Stop work if the visibility falls below safe limits (rain, fog, etc) until 

conditions improve.  
• When works in areas near power lines it will be checked the voltage of 

the same to identify the minimum working distance. In the case of Low 
Voltage lines, the recommended minimum distance should be 3 m.  

• In the case of underground power lines, it is a fundamental condition that 
the Electric Company shows its layout and depth. 

• After locating it, the line must be marked accordingly and the works must 
be carried out approaching to it with extreme care 

• Works must stop at the mentioned above distances until there is a written 
proof by the Company that ensures the absence of tension in it. 

• In case of non-existence of power lines, this must be fully guaranteed by 
the Electric Company.  

• The machinery to be used will be provided with the CE mark  
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• They will be equipped with a rotating or flash type light.  
• Every vehicle must be equipped with audible warning sound when it is 

moving in reverse, as well as preventive measures specified for each 
vehicle.  

• Machines must be parked in a safe place, in areas with flat and firm 
ground, without risk of collapse, landslides or floods. The driver will 
handbrake the machine, will remove the keys from the ignition, close the 
battery switch and close the cabin and the engine compartment. 

• Don’t go up into or down from the cabin when the vehicle is in motion. 
• Before starting work, it will be verified that all devices are working 

properly and paver in excellent condition: brakes, tires, etc. 
• The driver will adjust the seat and controls to the right position.  
• The machine will be driven only from the driver's seat.  
• While driving, always use the seat belt or similar. 
• Check that all warning labels of risk information are in good condition and 

located in conspicuous locations.  
• The earth shall be irrigated regularly to prevent dirt into eyes. 
• Anyway, workers in the vicinity will wear anti-dirt masks. 

 
SPECIFIC RULES - USE OF HEAVY MACHINERY 
 

• When this machine run through the site, periodically it will be checked 
that the driver is licensed, has the training and information specific to that 
machinery and have read its instruction manual.  

• If the machine is traveling on a public road, the driver must have the B 
license to drive.  

• It will be checked if the vehicles are up to date with the Vehicle 
Inspection.  

• Using cell phone is prohibited, except if you have hands-free kit.  
• Check that the car is cabin, free from oil, grease or mud, and no clutter in 

the controls area.  
• The driver will go up into and down from the cabin only trough the scale 

provided by the manufacturer, facing the machine and holding it with 
both hands.  

• Check for a fire extinguisher in the vehicle, and if it is periodically revised. 
• It is prohibited the transport of persons in the shovel.  
• When the driver restarts an activity after significant rains occur, he must 

be aware that road conditions may have changed and he will verify if the 
brakes are working smoothly. 

• When driving throughout the site, the shovel must not be more than 40 
cm from the ground.  

 
SPECIFIC RULES - USE OF LIGHT MACHINERY 
 

• The driver of the roller tandem for the compacting of the ground shall 
wear anti-vibrations clothes around the waist ant the chest. 

•  He must also wear anti-vibrating gloves. 
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PROTECTIVE MEASURES 
 

• Rotating or flash light 
• Audible warning sound when moving in reverse 
• Seat belt 
• 1 CO2 extinguisher in every vehicle 

 
PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (P.P.E) AND PROTECTIVE 
CLOTHING 
 

• Hard hat 
• Safety gloves 
• Safety boots 
• Work clothes 
• High-visibility vest 
• Anti-vibrations clothes 
• Earmuffs 

 
All of them must be worn even inside the cabin of the vehicles 
 

      
 
Backhoe –wheeled loader      Truck mounted crane      
 
 

          
 
Scraper                                    Tandem roller 
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FOUNDATIONS 
 
TASKS MACHINERY – AUX. MEANS 

a) Reinforced concrete slab 
b) Laying of the precast footings 
c) Lift well foundation in situ 

• Telescopic, truck-mounted crane 
• Concrete mixing transport truck 
• Ladders 

 
COMMON RISKS 
 

• Fall of people at different levels.  
• Fall of people at the same level.  
• Fall of materials and objects. 
• Cuts on hands manipulating steel mesh. 
• Concrete splash into the eyes 
• Dirt splash into the eyes 

 
GENERAL RULES 
 

• Before starting the foundation, some studies will be made to understand 
the characteristics of the land, because, depending on the outcome will 
depend on the type of foundation.  

• There will be balustrades all along the perimeter of the excavation to 
prevent people not working on it from falling own. 

• Workers will only be authorized to go down into the excavation trough 
ladders, not jumping from the top to the bottom. 

• It will be prohibited the circulation of persons in the work area in while the 
truck-mounted crane is placing the precast foundations 
 

SPECIFIC RULES – TRUCK MOUNTED CRANE 
 
While the truck-mounted crane is lifting the precast foundations the following 
precautions shall be taken into consideration:  
 

• Before any operation with the truck-mounted crane, its stability will be 
checked for the considered loads. 

• Loads will be hold using appropriate wire rope cables.  
• When it is necessary to orientate the loads manually, strings will be used 

so that hands are not manipulating the loads.  
• During the displacements and rotations of the crane, there must be 

permanently a worker guiding and alerting the crane operator on the 
obstacles that may arise, as well as notice to the other workers not to be 
near the danger zone. 
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PROTECTIVE MEASURES 
 

• Balustrades along the perimeters of the excavation 
• Regular irrigation of the earth 

 
PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (P.P.E) AND PROTECTIVE 
CLOTHING 
 

• Hard hat 
• Safety gloves 
• Safety boots 
• Work clothes 
• Mask 
• Safety goggles 
• High-visibility vest 

 
 

 
 
 Concrete mixing transport truck  
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UNDERGROUND WASTE WATER NETWORK 
 
TASKS MACHINERY – AUX. MEANS 

a) Connection to the municipal system 
b) Laying of the manhole 
c) Underground pipes and boxes 

• Telescopic, truck-mounted 
crane 

• Ladders 
• Small tools 

 
COMMON RISKS 
 

• Fall of people at different levels.  
• Fall of people at the same level.  
• Fall of materials and objects. 
• Step on objects 
• Cuts on hands manipulating steel mesh. 
• PVC shavings into the eyes while cutting it 
• Contact with adhesives  
• Breathing toxic gasses from adhesives 

 
GENERAL RULES 

 
• Check that the tubes are well fastened and organized. They must be 

piled up on a flat and horizontal surface.  
• It must also be limited the movement of the tubes to avoid them rolling. 
• Long pipes must not be carried by an only person. 
• Workers will only be authorized to go down into the excavation trough 

ladders, not jumping from the top to the bottom. 
 

SPECIFIC RULES 
 

• Those relating to truck-mounted cranes 
• Those relating to ladders (auxiliary means) 

 
PROTECTIVE MEASURES 
 

• Balustrades along the perimeters of the excavation 
• Regular irrigation of the earth 

 
PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (P.P.E) AND PROTECTIVE 
CLOTHING 
 

• Hard hat 
•  Safety gloves 
•  Safety boots 
•  Mask 
•  Safety goggles 
• Work clothes + high-visibility vest 
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GROUND FLOOR 
 
TASKS MACHINERY 

a) Geotextil 
b) Draining material 
c) Drain PVC pipe 
d) XPS insulation 
e) Concrete in situ in perimeter 
f) Concrete slab in situ 

• Telescopic, truck-mounted crane 
• Concrete mixing transport truck 
• Small tools 

 
COMMON RISKS 
 

• Fall of people at different levels.  
• Fall of people at the same level.  
• Fall of objects on the feet 
• Step on objects 
• Cuts on hands 
• PVC shavings into the eyes while cutting it 
• Contact with adhesives  
• Breathing toxic gasses from adhesives 
• Fire 

 
SPECIFIC RULES – FLAMMABLE/TOXIC MATERIALS 

 
• It will be prohibited smoking near flammable materials, such as the 

insulation panels, PVC pipes for drain and adhesives for PVC. 
• These flammable materials must be stored away from other materials 

and protected from accidental ignition.  
• It will be prohibited to store materials where they obstruct access routes 

or where they could interfere with emergency escape, eg do not store 
flammable materials under ladders or near to fire exits 

• Workers who are going to manipulate insulation panels and adhesives 
shall be warned about personal hygiene before eating food. 

 
OTHER SPECIFIC RULES 
 

• Those relating to heavy machinery and truck-mounted cranes. 
 
PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (P.P.E) AND PROTECTIVE 
CLOTHING 
 

• Hard hat 
• Safety gloves 
• Safety boots 
• Mask 
• Safety goggles 
• Work clothes + high-visibility vest 
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PRECAST STRUCTURE 
 
TASKS MACHINERY 

a) Columns 
b) Beams 
c) Hollow-core slabs 
d) Balconies 
e) Stairways 
f) Lift well  

• Telescopic, truck-mounted crane 
• Telescopic boom (Cherry picker) 
• Concrete mixing transport truck 
• Concrete truck-mounted pump 
• Small tools 

 
COMMON RISKS 
 

• Fall of people at different levels.  
• Fall of people at the same level.  
• Fall of objects from the crane 
• Step on objects 
• Knocks into objects and projecting elements 
• Knocking down by machinery and vehicles. 
• Cuts on hands manipulating steel mesh. 
•  Concrete splash into the eyes 
• Electrical shocks by power lines 

 
GENERAL RULES 
 

• Do not start any work if workers have not been provided the personal 
protective equipment to be used and do not improvise them. 

• Workers will be formed in order to make use of the machines in each 
case 

• Machines will go into the site using the authorized access.  
• His work area must be limited inferiorly to prevent the passage of people 

under the action of the elevators. 
• Work area must be clean and tidied up to avoid falls at the same level. 
• Other general rules relating to placing steel meshes and pouring 

concrete in situ 
 

SPECIFIC RULES – HYDRAULIC CHERRY PICKER 
 

• Only trained persons should operate lifts. 
• Lift controls should be tested daily before first use. 
• If so equipped, brakes and outriggers should be set before the boom is 

raised. 
• Workers must not be located within the area of rollover during transport 

of elements. 
• Occupants should stand firmly on the floor of the basket at all times. 
• There must not be unnecessary material inside the basket and it will be 

clean to avoid falls from height. 
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• A body belt (or harness) and lanyard attached to boom or basket should 
be worn at all times. 

• Occupants should not belt off to adjacent structures. 
• Lift should not be moved while extended, unless designed to do so. 
• It is prohibited to move horizontally the jib while they are inside the 

basket.  
• Manufacturer’s load limits should not be exceeded. 
• When appropriate, warning signs (e.g., “Work Overhead”, etc.) or 

barricades should be used to alert pedestrians. 
• Only insulated aerial devices should be used for work on overhead power 

lines. 
• In all other cases, at least 3 meters should be maintained between the 

boom and energized electrical lines. 
 
OTHER SPECIFIC RULES 
 

• Those relating to truck mounted cranes. 
 

PROTECTIVE MEASURES 
 

• A worker with signals for guiding the crane operator when necessary 
• Rotating or flash light in vehicles/machines 
• Audible warning sound in vehicles when moving in reverse 
• Seat belt 
• 1 CO2 extinguisher in every vehicle 

 
PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (P.P.E) AND PROTECT. CLOTHING 
 

• Hard hat 
• Safety gloves 
• Safety boots 
• Safety goggles 
• Body belt 
• Work clothes + high-visibility vest 

 

    
 
T. M. crane placing precast elements                               Hydraulic cherry picker 
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FLAT ROOF 
 
TASKS MACHINERY – AUX. MEANS 

a) Perimetral parapet 
b) Flat roof 
c) Floor gulleys  

• Scaffoldings 
• Concrete mixing transport truck 
• Concrete truck-mounted pump 
• Small tools 

 
DESCRIPTION OF THE WORKS 
 

1º The works in the roof start with the construction of the brick parapet all 
along the perimeter of the top floor. This task will be made by workers 
located on scaffoldings, previously assembled and checked. Then, all the 
openings on the floor will be covered with panels, every worker wearing a 
body belt hooked to fixed points. 
 

2º Before this first task is completely finished, the second one can start on 
the areas of the roof which are protected by the parapet. It consists on 
the elaboration of the flat roof, layer by layer, as described in the 
Technical Description of this project.  
 

3º At the same time, when a down pipe for rain water is reached, a floor 
gulley will be placed there. 

 
COMMON RISKS 
 

• Fall of people at different levels 
• Fall of people at the same level 
• Fall of objects at lower levels 
• Fall of objects onto the feet 
• Step on objects 
• Knocks into objects and projecting elements 
• Cuts on hands manipulating a cutter, etc 
•  Cement mortar splash into the eyes 
• Fire 

 
GENERAL RULES 
 

• Before the starting of the works in the roof, it shall be checked the 
stability of the scaffoldings. 

• Before the starting of the works in the roof, it shall be checked that all the 
openings on the roof floor have been covered with panels and marked. 

• All the workers shall be equipped with adequate body belts/harness 
hooked to strong enough points.  

• Work on the roof will be stopped when strong winds arise and there is 
danger for the stability of workers and may cause the fall of materials 
from the roof to lower levels. 
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SPECIFIC RULES 
 

• Those relating to flammable materials (insulation panels) 
• Those relating to truck mounted crane (similar to concrete pump) 
• Those relating to electrical tools 
• Those relating to scaffoldings (auxiliary means). 
• Those relating to tower cranes (auxiliary means) 

 
PROTECTIVE MEASURES 
 

• Wooden/metallic panels covering all the openings on the floor, marking 
them so that they are easily visible. 

 
PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (P.P.E) AND PROTECTIVE 
CLOTHING 
 

• Hard hat 
• Safety gloves 
• Safety boots 
• Safety goggles 
• Body belt/harness 
• Work clothes 
• High-visibility vest 

 
 
EXTERIOR WALLS - FACADES 
 
TASKS MACHINERY – AUX. MEANS 

a) Brick wall 
b) Insulation layers 
c) Pre-frames for windows and 

outer doors 

• Scaffoldings + textile net 
• Disk cutter 
• Service lift 
• Small tools 

 
DESCRIPTION OF THE WORKS 
 

1º The exterior brick wall will be constructed by workers located on the 
scaffoldings, forming openings for the windows and outer doors and 
placing pre-frames. 

2º In areas where the brick wall is complete, the second task can start, 
consisting on the placement of all the insulation layers, vapour barrier, 
etc, as it is described in the Technical Description in this project. This will 
be executed from the inside.  
 

COMMON RISKS 
 

• Fall of people at different levels 
• Fall of people at the same level 
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• Fall of objects at lower levels 
• Fall of objects onto the feet 
• Step on objects 
• Knocks into objects and projecting elements 
• Cuts on hands manipulating a cutter, etc 
•  Cement mortar splash into the eyes 
• Electrical shocks by machinery 
• Fire 

 
GENERAL RULES 
 

• Before the starting of the works from the scaffoldings, it shall be checked 
their stability. 

• Work on the facades will be stopped when strong winds arise and there 
is danger for the stability of workers and may cause the fall of materials 
from the roof to lower levels. 

 
SPECIFIC RULES – DISK CUTTER 
 
The machines used for cutting ceramic bricks must be equipped with the 
following safety features:  
 

• Protection covers of the disc.  
• Its switches shall be located so that, to turn off or turn on the engine, the 

operator does not need to move his arm over the disc.  
 

SPECIFIC RULES – SERVICE LIFT 
 

• Check that all the elements of the 
service lift are in good condition: no 
cracked parts, etc.  

• Anchor the lift to the structure with 
strong anchors points.  

• Place the structure of the service lift on 
a stable and durable surface. 

• Install the lift away from the area of 
access to work.  

• It must have emergency devices which 
stops the machine in case of accidental 
fall.  

• The elevator must not be near areas of 
possible projections of materials that 
might be wedged between the pinion 
and rack, or between the mast tubes 
and roller guide.  

• There must be an automatic stop 
switch.  

• Signalize service lifts that are out of service.  
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• In the service lift must be clearly marked the maximum weight allowed. 
• Do not allow the transport of persons in the lift. 
• Qualified personnel must do periodic checks of the status of the cables, 

brakes, electrical system and doors. Immediately, any items in poor 
condition will be replaced.  

• Check that the lifting system does not sound out of the ordinary.  
• Check that the electromagnets of the cabin doors work properly, the 

loading-door can only be opened on the ground floor, while the 
unloading-door can be opened when the platform is located in any floor. 

• To operate the lift, all doors must be closed.  
• Check the perfect rolling of the rolling elements.  
• Platforms must be kept clean and tidy and it is not allowed materials or 

waste to build up on them. 
• Perform maintenance operations with the machine shut down and 

disconnected.  
• Lay the materials on the platform uniformly and tied when required.  
• Revisions and maintenance must be registered 

 
OTHER SPECIFIC RULES 
 

• Those relating to flammable materials (insulation panels) 
• Those relating to scaffoldings (auxiliary means). 
• Those relating to tower cranes (auxiliary means) 
• Those relating to electrical tools 

PROTECTIVE MEASURES 
 

• Textile nets all over the surface of the scaffolding to avoid the fall of 
objects to lower levels. 

 
PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (P.P.E) AND PROTECTIVE 
CLOTHING 
 

• Hard hat 
• Safety gloves 
• Safety boots 
• Safety goggles 
• Work clothes 
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WINDOWS AND OUTER DOORS 
 
TASKS MACHINERY – AUX. MEANS 

a) Placement of window/door blocks 
b) Sealing edges up with silicone 

• Scaffoldings + textile net 
• Tower - crane 
• Service lift 
• Small tools 

 
COMMON RISKS 
 

• Fall of people at different levels 
• Fall of people at the same level 
•  Fall of objects at lower levels 
• Fall of objects from upper levels 
•  Fall of objects onto the feet 
•  Knocks into objects and projecting elements 
• Step on objects (on scaffoldings platforms) 

 
GENERAL RULES 
 

• Before the starting of the works from the scaffoldings, it shall be checked 
their stability. 

•  Work from façade scaffolds will be stopped when strong winds arise and 
there is danger for the stability of workers and may cause the fall of 
materials from the roof to lower levels. 

 
 
SPECIFIC RULES 
 

• Those relating to scaffoldings (auxiliary means). 
• Those relating to tower cranes (auxiliary means) 

 
PROTECTIVE MEASURES 
 

• Textile nets all over the surface of the scaffolding to avoid the fall of 
objects to lower levels. 

 
PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (P.P.E) AND PROTECTIVE 
CLOTHING 
 

• Hard hat 
• Safety gloves 
• Safety boots 
• Safety goggles 
• Work clothes 
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INTERIOR WALLS - PARTITIONS 
 
TASKS MACHINERY – AUX. MEANS 

a) Placement of steel rules 
b) Insulation layers 
c) Gypsum panels 

• Service lift 
• Small tools 

 
COMMON RISKS 
 

• Fall of people at different levels 
• Fall of people at the same level 
• Fall of objects at lower levels 
• Fall of objects onto the feet 
• Step on objects 
• Cuts on hands manipulating a cutter, etc 
• Fire 

 
GENERAL RULES 
 

• The panels that are covering the openings on the floor must not be 
removed until works in that exact area begin, such us the placement of 
down pipes and the following partition around it.  

• Materials can be provided into the work area either using the crane or the 
service lift. In both cases they must be piled up and packaged in order to 
avoid the risk of falling them during transport. 

• Once they are near the area where they will be placed, they must be 
gathered all together, uniformly, making possible the passage of other 
workers and to avoid falls at the same level. 

• Cutting machines operators must wear al protective equipment and 
clothing provided.  
 

LIGHTING RULES 
 

• There must be points of light in such quantity that the lighting is not less 
than 100 lux and they must be located at an approximated height of 150 
centimetres. 

 
SPECIFIC RULES 
 

• Those relating to flammable materials (insulation panels) 
• Those relating to the service lift 

 
PROTECTIVE MEASURES 
 

• Wooden/metallic panels covering all the openings on the floors, marking 
them so that they are easily visible.  

• Those relating to scaffoldings (auxiliary means). 
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PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (P.P.E) AND PROTECTIVE 
CLOTHING 
 

• Hard hat 
• Safety gloves 
• Safety boots 
• Safety goggles 
• Work clothes 

 
 
TAP / WASTE WATER AND HEATING INSTALLATION 
 
TASKS MACHINERY – AUX. MEANS 

a) Connection to municipal network 
b) Placement of water meters, heat 

exchanger, etc 
c) Placement of pipes and valves 

• Service lift 
• Disk cutter 
• Welding equipment 
• Folding scaffolds 
• Small tools  

 
COMMON RISKS 
 

• Fall of people at different levels 
• Fall of people at the same level 
• Fall of objects at lower levels 
• Fall of objects onto the feet 
• Step on objects 
• Cuts on hands manipulating a cutter, etc 
• Electrical shock using electrical tools 

 
GENERAL RULES 

 
• Workers must wear al protective equipment and clothing provided and 

they will never take them off even if they feel uncomfortable. 
• The panels that are covering the openings on the floor must not be 

removed until works in that exact area begin, such us the placement of 
down pipes and the following partition around it.  

• Materials can be provided into the work area either using the crane or the 
service lift. In both cases they must be piled up and packaged in order to 
avoid the risk of falling them during transport. 

• Once they are near the area where they will be placed, they must be 
gathered all together, uniformly, making possible the passage of other 
workers and to avoid falls at the same level. 

• Cutting machines operators must wear al protective equipment and 
clothing provided. 

• In order to reach high areas workers will use folding scaffolds when 
possible, or metallic stepladders.  
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• Improvised platforms or ladders must not be used. 
• Working platforms must be kept clear of loose materials and constructed 

to prevent materials from falling. 
 

LIGHTING RULES 
 

• There must be points of light in such quantity that the lighting is not less 
than 100 lux and they must be located at an approximated height of 150 
centimeters. 

 
SPECIFIC RULES – WELDING EQUIPMENT 

 
• It is necessary to check the condition of electrical elements, power wires, 

clamps and valves connecting the wiring to the gas cylinders. 
• When welding work is carried out in rooms which are conductors, it is 

recommendable the use of small tensions.  
• No carrying out welding work near areas where flammable materials are 

placed, such as insulation panels, fuels, chemicals, wood, etc. 
• It is prohibited to weld in enclosed spaces that contain or have contained 

flammable products.  
• Welders must check the influence area of the sparks and take 

appropriate action in each case. 
• It is forbidden to work in adverse weather conditions: high winds. 
• The working area must be clean and tidy.  
• Gas cylinders shall be placed vertically and be secured against falling. 
• Areas where works in which flammable gases/vapours have been given 

off, must be ventilated before carrying out welding operations 
• It is necessary hoses and gas cylinders have safety valves. 

 
OTHER SPECIFIC RULES 
 

• Those relating to the service lift 
• Those relating to the disk cutter 
• Those relating to folding scaffolds (auxiliary means) 
•  Those relating to stepladders (auxiliary means) 
• Those relating to electrical tools 

 
PROTECTIVE MEASURES 
 

• Wooden/metallic panels covering all the openings on the floors, marking 
them so that they are easily visible.  

• Those relating to scaffoldings (auxiliary means). 
 

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (P.P.E) AND PROTECTIVE 
CLOTHING 
 

• Hard hat  (outdoors installation) 
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• Safety gloves 
• Safety boots 
• Safety goggles 
• Work clothes 
• Welding helmet (while welding) 
• Heavy leather gloves (while welding) 
• Protective long sleeve jackets (while welding) 
• Leather apron 

 
 
ELECTRICITY INSTALLATION 
 
TASKS MACHINERY – AUX. MEANS 

a) Connection to municipal network 
b) Placement of meters, switchboard, etc. 
c) Placement of wires and accesories 

• Service lift 
• Folding scaffolds 
• Small tools 

 
COMMON RISKS 
 

• Fall of people at different levels 
• Fall of people at the same level 
• Fall of objects at lower levels 
• Fall of objects onto the feet 
• Trips and slips 
• Step on objects 
• Cuts on hands manipulating a cutter, etc 
• Thermal contacts.  
• Electrical contacts, direct or indirect 
• Fire 

 
GENERAL RULES 
 

• During every work in electrical installations, connections will be always 
made without tension.  

• Previously to checks and tests that have to be made in tension,  it will be 
checked that finishing of the installation is the required in the current 
regulations.  

• Workers must wear al protective equipment and clothing provided and 
they will never take them off even if they feel uncomfortable. 

• Every protective equipment/clothing to use must be insulating 
• The panels that are covering the openings on the floor must not be 

removed until works in that exact area begin, such us the placement of 
down pipes and the following partition around it.  
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• Materials can be provided into the work area either using the crane or the 
service lift. In both cases they must be piled up and packaged in order to 
avoid the risk of falling them during transport. 

• Once they are near the area where they will be placed, they must be 
gathered all together, uniformly, making possible the passage of other 
workers and to avoid falls at the same level. 

• Cutting machines operators must wear al protective equipment and 
clothing provided. 

• In order to reach high areas workers will use folding scaffolds when 
possible, or metallic stepladders.  

• Improvised platforms or ladders must not be used. 
• Working platforms must be kept clear of loose materials and constructed 

to prevent materials from falling. 
 

LIGHTING RULES 
 

• There must be points of light in such quantity that the lighting is not less 
than 100 lux and they must be located at an approximated height of 150 
centimeters. 
 

SPECIFIC RULES 
 

• Those relating to the service lift 
• Those relating to the disk cutter 
• Those relating to folding scaffolds (auxiliary means) 
•  Those relating to stepladders (auxiliary means) 
• Those relating to electrical tools 
• Those relating to electrical shocks (while checks and tests) 

 
PROTECTIVE MEASURES 
 

• Wooden/metallic panels covering all the openings on the floors, marking 
them so that they are easily visible.  

• Those relating to scaffoldings (auxiliary means). 
 

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (P.P.E) AND PROTECTIVE 
CLOTHING 
 

•  Insulating hard hat (outdoors installation) 
•  Insulating gloves.  
•  Insulating boots. 
•  Insulating work clothes.  
•  Insulated hand tools.  
• Voltage tester for checking (while testing).  
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FALSE CEILINGS 
 
TASKS MACHINERY – AUX. MEANS 

a) Placement of steels profiles 
b) Cutting gypsum panels 
c) Placement of gypsum panels 

• Service lift 
• Folding scaffolds 
• Small tools 

 
COMMON RISKS 
 

• Fall of people at different levels 
• Fall of people at the same level 
• Fall of objects onto the feet 
• Sparks into the eyes 
• Step on objects 
• Cuts on hands manipulating a cutter, etc 
• Thermal contacts.  
• Electrical contacts, direct or indirect 

 
GENERAL RULES 
 

• Workers must wear al protective equipment and clothing provided and 
they will never take them off even if they feel uncomfortable. 

• Materials can be provided into the work area either using the crane or the 
service lift. In both cases they must be piled up and packaged in order to 
avoid the risk of falling them during transport. 

• Once they are near the area where they will be placed, they must be 
gathered all together, uniformly, making possible the passage of other 
workers and to avoid falls at the same level. 

• Cutting machines operators must wear al protective equipment and 
clothing provided. 

• In order to reach high areas workers will use folding scaffolds when 
possible, or metallic stepladders.  

• Improvised platforms or ladders must not be used. 
• Working platforms must be kept clear of loose materials and constructed 

to prevent materials from falling. 
 

LIGHTING RULES 
 

• There must be points of light in such quantity that the lighting is not less 
than 100 lux and they must be located at an approximated height of 150 
centimeters. 

 
SPECIFIC RULES 
 

• Those relating to the service lift 
• Those relating to the disk cutter 
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• Those relating to folding scaffolds (auxiliary means) 
•  Those relating to stepladders (auxiliary means) 
• Those relating to electrical tools 

 
PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (P.P.E) AND PROTECTIVE 
CLOTHING 
 

• Safety gloves 
• Safety boots 
• Safety goggles 
• Work clothes 

 
 
CERAMIC TILES AND LAMINATE FLOORING 
 
TASKS MACHINERY – AUX. MEANS 

a) Making of cement mortar 
b) Placement of pavement 

• Service lift 
• Folding scaffolds/stepladders 
• Small tools 

 
COMMON RISKS 
 

• Fall of people at different levels 
• Fall of people at the same level 
• Fall of objects onto the feet 
• Sparks into the eyes (mortar and ceramic tiles/laminate planks) 
• Step on objects 
• Cuts on hands manipulating a cutter, etc 
• Thermal contacts.  
• Electrical contacts, direct or indirect 

 
GENERAL RULES 
 

• Workers must wear al protective equipment and clothing provided and 
they will never take them off even if they feel uncomfortable. 

• Materials can be provided into the work area either using the crane or the 
service lift. In both cases they must be piled up and packaged in order to 
avoid the risk of falling them during transport. 

• Once they are near the area where they will be placed, they must be 
gathered all together, uniformly, making possible the passage of other 
workers and to avoid falls at the same level. 

• Cutting machines operators must wear al protective equipment and 
clothing provided. 

• In order to reach high areas workers will use folding scaffolds when 
possible, or metallic stepladders.  

• Improvised platforms or ladders must not be used. 
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• Working platforms must be kept clear of loose materials and constructed 
to prevent materials from falling. 
 

LIGHTING RULES 
 

• There must be points of light in such quantity that the lighting is not less 
than 100 lux and they must be located at an approximated height of 150 
centimeters. 

 
SPECIFIC RULES 
 

• Those relating to the service lift 
• Those relating to the disk cutter 
• Those relating to electrical tools 
• Those relating to tower cranes (auxiliary means) 
• Those relating to folding scaffolds (auxiliary means) 
•  Those relating to stepladders (auxiliary means) 

 
PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (P.P.E) AND PROTECTIVE 
CLOTHING 
 

• Safety gloves 
• Safety boots 
• Safety goggles (using a cutter) 
• Work clothes 
• Cellulose mask while applying silicone  

 
 
BATHROOM/KITCHEN/LAUNDRY FITTINGS 
 
TASKS MACHINERY – AUX. MEANS 

a) Carrying fittings near the placement 
area 

b) Placement and connections of fittings 

• Service lift 
• Tower crane 
• Small tools 

 
COMMON RISKS 
 

• Fall of people at different levels 
• Fall of people at the same level 
• Fall of objects onto the feet 
• Step on objects 
• Trips 
• Slips 
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GENERAL RULES 
 

• Workers must wear al protective equipment and clothing provided and 
they will never take them off even if they feel uncomfortable. 

• Materials can be provided into the work area either using the crane or the 
service lift. In both cases they must be piled up and packaged in order to 
avoid the risk of falling them during transport. 

• Once they are near the area where they will be placed, they must be 
gathered all together, uniformly, making possible the passage of other 
workers and to avoid falls at the same level. 

• Cutting machines operators must wear al protective equipment and 
clothing provided. 

• In order to reach high areas workers will use folding scaffolds when 
possible, or metallic stepladders.  

• Improvised platforms or ladders must not be used. 
• Working platforms must be kept clear of loose materials and constructed 

to prevent materials from falling. 
 

LIGHTING RULES 
 

• There must be points of light in such quantity that the lighting is not less 
than 100 lux and they must be located at an approximated height of 150 
centimeters. 

 
SPECIFIC RULES 
 

• Those relating to the service lift 
• Those relating to tower cranes (auxiliary means) 

 
PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (P.P.E) AND PROTECTIVE 
CLOTHING 
 

• Safety gloves 
• Safety boots 
• Safety goggles (using a cutter) 
• Work clothes 
• Cellulose mask while applying silicone  
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BATHROOM/KITCHEN/LAUNDRY FITTINGS 
 
TASKS MACHINERY – AUX. MEANS 

a) Carrying fittings near the placement 
area 

b) Placement and connections of fittings 

• Service lift 
• Tower crane 
• Small tools 

 
COMMON RISKS 
 

• Fall of people at different levels 
• Fall of people at the same level 
• Fall of objects onto the feet 
• Step on objects 

 
GENERAL RULES 
 

• Workers must wear al protective equipment and clothing provided and 
they will never take them off even if they feel uncomfortable. 

• Materials can be provided into the work area either using the crane or the 
service lift. In both cases they must be piled up and packaged in order to 
avoid the risk of falling them during transport. 

• Once they are near the area where they will be placed, they must be 
gathered all together, uniformly, making possible the passage of other 
workers and to avoid falls at the same level. 

• Cutting machines operators must wear al protective equipment and 
clothing provided. 

• In order to reach high areas workers will use folding scaffolds when 
possible, or metallic stepladders.  

• Improvised platforms or ladders must not be used. 
• Working platforms must be kept clear of loose materials and constructed 

to prevent materials from falling. 
 

LIGHTING RULES 
 

• There must be points of light in such quantity that the lighting is not less 
than 100 lux and they must be located at an approximated height of 150 
centimeters. 

 
SPECIFIC RULES 
 

• Those relating to the service lift 
• Those relating to tower cranes (auxiliary means) 
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PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (P.P.E) AND PROTECTIVE 
CLOTHING 
 

• Safety gloves 
• Safety boots 
• Safety goggles (using a cutter) 
• Work clothes 
• Cellulose mask while applying silicone  

 
 
PAINTINGS 
 
MACHINERY – AUX. MEANS 
 

• Service lift 
• Folding scaffolds 
• Stepladders 
• Electrical sander 
• Small tools 

 
COMMON RISKS 
 

• Fall of people at different levels 
• Fall of people at the same level 
• Fall of objects onto the feet 
• Overexertion 
• Step on objects 
• Trips and slips 
• Paint splash into eyes 
• Intoxication 

 
GENERAL RULES 
 

• Workers must wear al protective equipment and clothing provided and 
they will never take them off even if they feel uncomfortable. 

• Materials can be provided into the work area using the service lift. They 
must be uniformly placed on the floor to avoid the risk of falling them 
during transport. 

• Once they are near the area where they will be placed, they must be 
gathered all together, uniformly, making possible the passage of other 
workers and to avoid falls at the same level. 

• In order to reach high areas workers will use folding scaffolds when 
possible, or metallic stepladders.  

• Improvised platforms or ladders must not be used. 
• Working platforms must be kept clear of loose materials and constructed 

to prevent materials from falling. 
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LIGHTING RULES 
 

• There must be points of light in such quantity that the lighting is not less 
than 100 lux and they must be located at an approximated height of 150 
centimeters. 

 
SPECIFIC RULES 
  

• Paints, varnishes, solvents, etc. must be stored in well ventilated areas. 
• It will also be ventilated the area where paintings are being carried out, 

keeping all the doors and windows wide open to prevent accidents by 
generating toxic or explosive atmospheres.  

• The scaffolding for painting will have a work surface with a minimum 
width of 60 cm 

• It is required a great personal hygiene especially of the hands and face, 
before eating or drinking.  

• No smoking or eating in the rooms where paints containing organic 
solvents or toxic pigments are being used. 

• Welding and oxy-cutting is forbidden near the areas where flammable 
paints are used to avoid the risk explosion (or fire). 

• Sanding operations after applying the primer using a electric sander will 
be carried out by workers wearing a mask.  
 

• OTHER SPECIFIC RULES 
 

• Those relating to flammable materials 
• Those relating to the service lift 
• Those relating to electrical tools 
• Those relating to tower cranes (auxiliary means) 
• Those relating to folding scaffolds (auxiliary means) 
•  Those relating to stepladders (auxiliary means) 

 
PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (P.P.E) AND PROTECTIVE 
CLOTHING 
 

• PVC gloves 
• Safety boots 
• Work clothes 
• Safety goggles 
• Dust mask (using a sander) 
• Organic vapour respirator (painting)(picture) 
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5.8 AUXILIARY MEANS  
 
Two types of auxiliary means are considered to be used in this project:   

 
– Ladders and stepladders 
– General scaffolds and folding scaffolds 

 
However, the rules for the tower cranes have been considered in this section as 
well. 
 
 
TOWER CRANE 
 
In this project has been considered that two fixed tower cranes are needed, 
because the building consists of two symmetrical parts which are going to be 
built at the same time in many of the construction stages. 
 
SPECIFIC RISKS 
 

• Fall at the same level of the crane operator for being looking at the crane 
• Fall of objects by collapses, manipulation or detachments 
• Knocks against objects being transported by the crane 
• Thermal contacts 
• Electrical contacts 
• Explosions 
• Fire 

 
 
GENERAL RULES - CRANES 
 

• The use of cranes is reserved to authorized personnel. 
• The crane must be settled in compact land, always using stabilizers. 
• It there is an operator cabin, the seat and the controls area must be fitted 

to the suitable position of the operator. 
• Verify that the cabin is clean, without rest of oil, fat or mud and without 

uncontrolled objects in the controls area. 
• The operator must clean the footwear before using the scale to access to 

the cabin. 
• Verify that all the labels of information of the risks are in good condition 

and located in visible places. 
Verify the existence of an extinguisher in the crane of lattice window, 
reviewed periodically. 

• Keep the accesses, handles and scales clean. 
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GENERAL RULES – TOWER CRANES 
 
Previous checks 
 

• Verify that the lifting hook of the crane has a safety catch and the wire 
rope cables well they are placed. 

• Review the good state of the safety elements. 
• Verify the correct positioning of the stabilizing mechanisms before the 

crane come into operation. 
• Before beginning to work with the crane, the good operation of all the 

crane movements must be verified  
 

During the working hours 
 

• Loading and unloading operations must be carried out by specialized 
workers. 

• Loads to be carried must never be heavier than the indicated by the 
manufacturer. 

• Not to leave the work place with suspended loads. 
• It is not allowed the presence of workers and people in general within the 

operational area of the machine. 
• It is not allowed to transport people or the permanence in the cabin of the 

crane. 
• The controls must be used smoothly, considering the effects of inertia, so 

it moves without shocks. 
• When working next to electrical lines, the voltage must be verified in 

order to determine the minimum distances to the crane. 
• Works with the crane will be stopped when the visibility diminishes below 

the safety limits (rain, fog, etc) until the conditions improve 
• Keep loads within sight whenever it’s possible. 
• It is not allowed to drag the loads. 
• Bolts, pins, wire rope cables, etc must be taken off by controlled 

movements, avoiding violent ones. 
 
After working hours 
 

• The crane operator must:  
a) Remove any load off the lifting hook 
b) Raise the lifting hook up to the jib 
c) Leave the jib free in the direction of the wind 
d) Disconnect the crane from electricity.  

 
Maintenance 
 

• During the operations of maintenance or repair, workers must not wear 
loose clothes or jewels, and do wear the protective equipment. 

• The machine must be completely disconnected from electricity.  
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LADDERS AND STEPLADDERS 
 

a) Ladders are to be used in the beginning of the works, since the 
excavation is finished until the refilling and compacting for the execution 
of the ground floor. So they will be used in few stages, but it is necessary 
to consider some specific rules to be taken into account both by 
employers and by workers. 
 

b) Stepladders are to be used for indoors works where worker need to 
reach the ceiling for installations, placing false ceiling etc. 

 
SPECIFIC RULES - LADDERS 
 

• Employers can provide either wooden ladders or metallic ones. 
• They will offer the necessary conditions of stability and solidity. 
• If the rungs are made of wood, they must be assembled and not just 

nailed.  
• They will not be painted except with transparent varnish.  
• It will be prohibited the connection of two ladders.  
• They will be settled on flat and solid surfaces. 
• They must overtake 1 m. over support points. 
• The distance between the base of the ladder and the vertical line of its 

upper support points will be a fourth of the length of the ladder Workers 
will go up and down facing the earth and holding the ladder with both 
hands. 
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SPECIFIC RULES - STEPLADDERS 
 

• A stepladder may be used: 
a) for short-duration work (15-30 minutes in one position depending on 

the risk assessment); 
b) for light work (they are not suitable for strenuous tasks which may 

involve carrying materials or supporting components) 
c) if a secure handhold is available 

• The stiles must be checked to see that they are not damaged, buckled or 
warped, no rungs are cracked or missing and the feet are in good repair 
and clean 

• Ensure they are resting on a firm, level surface. Never place them on 
loose bricks or packing; 

• Tools must be carried in a shoulder bag or holster attached to a belt so 
that both hands are free for climbing. Heavy or bulky loads should not be 
carried up or down ladders. 

• The top two steps must not be used unless a suitable handrail is 
available 
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SCAFFOLDINGS 
 
Two types of scaffolding are to be used for this project (façade scaffolds and 
folding scaffolds) but both are tubular welded frame, which consists of: 
 

– Steel tubes, the structure of the scaffold. 
– Boards to provide a working surface for users of the scaffold 
– Couplers which are the fittings which hold the tubes together.  
– Base plates, ladders, anchor ties, etc. 

 
DESCRIPTION AND DIMENSIONS 
 

• Working platforms shall consist of a continuous surface and have a 
minimum width of 60 cm.  

• All those working platforms at risk of falls from a height over 2 m, should 
be protected with railings all around it rigid and resistant (150 kg / m / l.), 
minimum height = 90 cm, intermediate strips and baseboards of 15 cm. 
minimum height.  

 
GENERAL RULES – SCAFFOLDS 
 

• The footing of scaffolding must be sound and rigid, capable of supporting 
the weight. Scaffolding must not be placed on unstable objects, such as 
bricks or blocks. 

• Scaffolds must be erected, dismantled, or moved only by properly trained 
workers, wearing body belt/harness. 

• Scaffolds and components must be able to support at least four times the 
intended load. 

• Standard guardrails (e.g., handrail and midrail) and toe boards must be 
provided for all open sides of the scaffolding 

• To protect against falling objects, screens must be installed between the 
toeboard and midrail if anyone is required to pass under the scaffolding. 

• Any damaged or weakened component of a scaffold must be repaired or 
replaced immediately. 

• All planking or platforms must be overlapped a minimum of 30 cm. and 
secured from movement. Scaffold planks shall extend over their end 
support at least 15 cm. but no more than twelve 30 cm. 

• An access ladder or other safe access must be provided. 
 
SPECIFIC RULES – TUBULAR WELDED FRAME SCAFFOLDS 
 

• All scaffolding inspection should be carried out by a competent person 
whose combination of knowledge, training and experience is appropriate 
for the type and complexity of the scaffold he is inspecting. 

• The scaffold inspection report should note any defects and corrective 
actions taken, even when those actions are taken promptly as this 
assists with the identification of any recurring problems. 
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• Any proposed modifications or alterations outside a generally recognised 
standard configuration should be designed by a competent person. 

• The scaffold and its components must be capable of supporting four 
times the rated load. 

• Cross-braces of the proper length must be used to ensure that the 
scaffold will remain plumb and rigid. 

• To prevent movement, the scaffold must be secured to the building or 
structure at intervals not to exceed 9.00 meters horizontally and 7.80 
meters vertically. 
 

SPECIFIC RULES – FAÇADE SCAFFOLDS 
 

• Ladders can save a maximum height between two consecutive floors and 
minimum width may be 40 cm, but it is recommendable that they are not 
less than 50 cm.  

• The distance between the walls and working platforms will be adequate 
to prevent workers falling. Where that it is not possible to cover the space 
between walls and work platforms, it will be protected the lower level not 
exceeding 1.80 m height, and preferably either be placed handrails for 
interior parts of the platforms. 

SPECIFIC RULES – FOLDING SCAFFOLDS 
 

• Ensure that all castors are securely locked before getting onto the 
scaffold.   

• Rolling scaffold must not be used on sloped surfaces. 
• The access to work platforms will be made by or integrated ladder 

attached to the scaffold structure, and should not be used for this 
purpose the side rails of this structure.  
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INDEX 
 
6.1 SITE LAYOUT AND SITE MANAGEMENT 
 
6.2 PROJECT MANAGEMENT 

 
A) CALCULATION OF TIMES 

 
B) PROJECT SCHEDULE – GANTT CHART 
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6.1 SITE LAYOUT AND SITE MANAGEMENT 
 
In the site layout plan several elements and areas have been considered: 
 

a) Site security fencing (site boundary) 
b) Entrance for vehicles 
c) Entrance for personnel 
d) Workers facilities 

– Toilets/washing facilities 
– Changing room/lockers 
– Rest/eating room 

e) Site office 
f) Storage areas 

– Scaffolding 
– Bricks 
– Paints 
– Insulation materials 
– Rest of materials 

g) Tower crane location 
h) Service lift location 
i) Dumpsters 
j) Scaffold space (façade perimeter) 
k) Site switchboard 

 
 

 
6.2 PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
 

A) CALCULATION OF TIMES 
 

B) PROJECT SCHEDULE – GANTT CHART 
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A) CALCULATION OF TIMES 
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B) CALCULATION OF TIMES 
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INDEX 
 
7.1 CHAPTERS OF THE BUDGET 
 
7.2 SUMMARY OF THE BUDGET 
 
7.3 DETAILED BUDGET AND MEASUREMENTS  
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7.1 CHAPTERS OF THE BUDGET 
 
 
CODE CHAPTER 

01 PREVIOUS WORKS 

02 EARTHWORKS 

03 FOUNDATIONS 

04 UNDERGROUND WASTE WATER 

05 GROUND FLOOR 

06 STRUCTURE 

07 ROOF 

08 FACADES 

09 PARTITIONS 

10 TAP WATER (COLD AND HOT) + WASTE WATER 

11 HEATING 

12 ELECTRICITY SYSTEM 

13 WINDOWS AND OUTER DOORS 

14 INNER DOORS 

15 SUSPENDED CEILING 

16 FINISH OF WALLS 

17 FLOORING 

18 BATHROOM FITTINGS 

19 KITCHEN AND LAUNDRY ROOM FITTINGS 

20 ELEVATORS 

21 URBANIZATION AND GARDENING 
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7.2 SUMMARY OF THE BUDGET 
 

CODE CHAPTER INDIV. BUDGET [€] % 

01 PREVIOUS WORKS 3.613,69 0,13 

02 EARTHWORKS 12.063,66 0,45 

03 FOUNDATIONS 47.818,12 1,78 

04 UNDERGROUND WASTE WATER 13.209,10 0,49 

05 GROUND FLOOR 62.129,81 2,31 

06 STRUCTURE 453.609,57 16,90 

07 ROOF 73.474,48 2,74 

08 FACADES 388.539,53 14,48 

09 PARTITIONS 262.894,17 9,80 

10 TAP WATER (COLD AND HOT) + WASTE WATER 39.103,88 1,46 

11 HEATING 92.284,80 3,44 

12 ELECTRICITY SYSTEM 104.525,46 3,89 

13 WINDOWS AND OUTER DOORS 102.980,70 3,84 

14 INNER DOORS 117.166,64 4,36 

15 SUSPENDED CEILING 103.994,94 3,87 

16 FINISH OF WALLS 165.152,48 6,15 

17 FLOORING 394.345,55 14,69 

18 BATHROOM FITTINGS 29.064,00 1,08 

19 KITCHEN AND LAUNDRY ROOM FITTINGS 209.735,22 7,81 

20 ELEVATORS 45.335,46 1,69 

21 URBANIZATION AND GARDENING 79.924,08 2,98 

    

TOTAL CONTRACTOR BUILD COST (T.C.B.T.) 2.683.798,70 € 

SOCIAL COST (40 % of the total of labourers) 265.315,56  

CONNECTION WITH MUNICIPAL 
SEWERAGE/WATER NETWORKS 

(8 % of the total of the T.C.B.T.) 214.703,90  

CONSULTANT’S FEES (9,5 % of the total of the T.C.B.T.) 254.960,88  

CLIENT’S ADMINISTRATION COSTS (8 % of the total of the T.C.B.T.) 214.703,90  

FINANCE COST AND VAT (25 % of the total of the T.C.B.T.) 670.949,68  

TOTAL COST 
4.304.432,62 

38.418.211,23  
€  

SEK 

 



PRESUPUESTO, DESCOMPUESTOS, MEDICIONES Y GRÁFICOS
RESIDENTIAL BUILDING - HALMSTAD (SWEDEN)                        

CÓDIGO RESUMEN CANTIDAD PRECIO IMPORTE

CAPÍTULO 01 PREVIOUS WORKS                                                  

01.01        m.  PLACEMENT OF METALLIC FENCE                                     

Metal fence in modules 3.00 wide and 2,00 m. high, 330x70 mm gratings. and D = 5 mm. thick,

horizontal beaters D = 42 mm. and 1.50 mm. thick, all hot dip galvanized on precast concrete support

230x600x150 mm., spaced every  3.00 m including assembly  and disassembly  and two accesses,

one for workers and other one for vehicles, dexcribed in Health and Safety  Study.

Including auxiliary means.

Descomposición

O01OA050     h.  Ordinary laborer                                                0,025 16,83 0,42

O01OA070     h.  Ordinary laborer                                                0,025 16,06 0,40

P31CB110     m.  Metallic fence 2m. high                                         0,200 12,08 2,42

P31CB115     ud  Concrete bases 4 holes                                          0,333 5,46 1,82

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 0,051 2,00 0,10

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Perimeter of the site 1 313,68 313,68

313,68 5,31 1.665,64

01.02        ud  MULTI-SIGN PANEL PVC 700x1000 mm.                               

Multi-sign panel screenprint on white PVC plates 0.6 mm. nominal thickness. Size 700x1000 mm.

Valid symbols include up to 15 signals, including texts "No entry  for any person outside the work",

including palcement and aux iliary means.

Descomposición

O01OA070     h.  Ordinary laborer                                                0,100 16,06 1,61

P31SC030     ud  Multi-sign panel PVC 700x1000 mm.                               1,000 10,17 10,17

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 0,118 2,00 0,24

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

1 per access to the site 2 2,00

2,00 12,38 24,76

01.03        ud  TRANSPORT AND PLACEMENT PROVISIONAL FACILITIES                  

Transport and placemet  of prov isonal facilities (welfare and offices, described in the Health and

Safety Study) on the site. Transport including delivery and pickup. Placement using truck crane,

including in the price.

Including auxiliary means.

Descomposición

O01OA070     h.  Ordinary laborer                                                0,085 16,06 1,37

P31BC210     ud  Transport and placement to the site                             1,000 174,90 174,90

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 1,763 2,00 3,53

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

2 toilets 2 2,00

2 w ashing modules 2 2,00

1 changing room/lockers 1 1,00

1 rest/canteen module 1 1,00

1 site office 1 1,00

7,00 185,19 1.296,33

01.04        ud  SITE ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM                             

Site switchboard 63 A three-phase, metal cabinet composed of polyester coated 600x500 cm. with

lateral ex it and exit outlet interior fixed terminals, brackets, hand holding and / or lifting rings, lockable,

MT A. General 4x63, 2x40 3 differentials A. 30 mA, 4x40 A. 30 mA and 4x63 A. 300 mA,

respectively , 6 MT per base, three of A. 2x16, two 4x32 A. 4x63 and one of A., including wiring,

identification labels, 6 bases pp output and ground, installed (repayable in 4 sites.

Including auxiliary means.

Descomposición

CODE3        u   Earthing connection, completely installed.                      1,000 147,08 147,08

P31CE170     ud  Site electricity switchboard 63 A                               0,250 1.798,73 449,68

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 5,968 2,00 11,94

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

1 1,00

1,00 626,96 626,96

TOTAL CAPÍTULO 01 PREVIOUS WORKS .......................................................................................................... 3.613,69
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PRESUPUESTO, DESCOMPUESTOS, MEDICIONES Y GRÁFICOS
RESIDENTIAL BUILDING - HALMSTAD (SWEDEN)                        

CÓDIGO RESUMEN CANTIDAD PRECIO IMPORTE

CAPÍTULO 02 EARTHWORKS                                                      

02.01        m2  CLEARING VEGETATION MECHAN. MEANS                               

Clearing the vegetation from the surface of the land, by  mechanical means, no loading and

transporting the soil nowhere. Including aux iliary means.

Descomposición

O01OA070     h.  Ordinary laborer                                                0,006 16,06 0,10

M05PN010     h.  Wheeled loader 85 CV/1,2m3                                      0,010 39,51 0,40

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 0,005 2,00 0,01

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

West building 1 18,63 32,76 610,32

East building 1 18,63 32,76 610,32

Central building 1 16,74 11,35 190,00

1.410,64 0,53 747,64

02.02        m3  EXCAV. MECHAN. MEANS, SOFT LAND                                 

Open-air excavation, on soft consistency land, by mechanical means, including removal of earth

outside of the excavation, drained, without loading or transport to landfill, including aux iliary means.

Measurement criteria: Excavation from level 0,00 m. to the base of the foundation concrete slab (--

1,65 m.)

Descomposición

O01OA070     h.  Ordinary laborer                                                0,015 16,06 0,24

M05RN020     h.  Wheeled, hydraulic backhoe                                      0,030 32,20 0,97

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 0,012 2,00 0,02

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Volume for ground floor

West building 1 18,63 32,76 0,50 305,16

East building 1 18,63 32,76 0,50 305,16

Central building 1 16,74 11,35 0,50 95,00

Volume for precast footings

West building 1 18,63 32,76 1,00 610,32

East building 1 18,63 32,76 1,00 610,32

Central building 1 16,74 11,35 1,00 190,00

Volume for foundation slab

West building 1 18,63 32,76 0,15 91,55

East building 1 18,63 32,76 0,15 91,55

Central building 1 16,74 11,35 0,15 28,50

2.327,56 1,27 2.956,00

02.03        m3  REFILLING AND COMPACTING BY MECHANICAL MEANS, NO NEW LANDS      

Refill over foundations using own land, previously  excavated to set the foundations, by  mechanical

means (wheeled loader), in tiers of 30 cm. thick, to achieve a compaction degree of 95 per cent,

without the addition of new land, including irrigation and aux iliary means.

Measurement criteria: Total excavation - (foundation slab + footings own volume + ground floor

volume).

Descomposición

O01OA070     h.  Ordinary laborer                                                0,072 16,06 1,16

M05PN010     h.  Wheeled loader 85 CV/1,2m3                                      0,015 39,51 0,59

M08NM020     h.  Scraper 200 CV                                                  0,015 71,55 1,07

M08RN010     h.  Tandem roller 3 t.                                              0,085 38,90 3,31

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 0,061 2,00 0,12

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Total ex cav ation (02.01) 1 2.327,56 2.327,56

Foundation slab v olume

West building -1 18,63 32,76 0,15 -91,55

East building -1 18,63 32,76 0,15 -91,55

Central building -1 16,74 11,35 0,15 -28,50

Footings ow n v olume -72 1,25 1,25 1,00 -112,50

Ground floor v olume

West building -1 18,63 32,76 0,50 -305,16

East building -1 18,63 32,76 0,50 -305,16

Central building -1 16,74 11,35 0,50 -95,00
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PRESUPUESTO, DESCOMPUESTOS, MEDICIONES Y GRÁFICOS
RESIDENTIAL BUILDING - HALMSTAD (SWEDEN)                        

CÓDIGO RESUMEN CANTIDAD PRECIO IMPORTE

1.298,14 6,44 8.360,02

TOTAL CAPÍTULO 02 EARTHWORKS .................................................................................................................. 12.063,66
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PRESUPUESTO, DESCOMPUESTOS, MEDICIONES Y GRÁFICOS
RESIDENTIAL BUILDING - HALMSTAD (SWEDEN)                        

CÓDIGO RESUMEN CANTIDAD PRECIO IMPORTE

CAPÍTULO 03 FOUNDATIONS                                                     

03.01        m2  CONCRETE SLAB 15 cm. C25, #15x15x6 mm                           

Concrete slab 15 cm. thick, in situ, strength class C25 N/mm2, produced in central fill, included

pouring with pump-truck, placement, and reinforced with mesh 15x15x6, sawing them and plastering.

Including auxiliary means.

Descomposición

E04SE090     m3  CONCRETE C25                                                    0,150 97,25 14,59

E04AM060     m2  STEEL MESH 15x15 cm. D=6 mm.                                    1,000 2,47 2,47

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 0,171 2,00 0,34

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

West building 1 18,63 32,76 610,32

East building 1 18,63 32,76 610,32

Central building 1 16,74 11,35 190,00

1.410,64 17,92 25.278,67

03.02        u   PRECAST FOOTINGS                                                

Precast reinforced concrete footing, strength class C35/45, with stirrups projecting from the underside

for connection to be made with the foundation concrete slab cast in situ. Including transportation to the

site and placement with telescopic, truck-mounted crane.

Semipyramidal shape.

Dimensions:

                Bottom base = 150 x 150 cm

                Top base = 100 x 100 cm

                Height = 100 cm

                Volume = 1,56 m3

Descomposición

O01OA010     h.  Supervisor                                                      0,250 19,00 4,75

O01OA030     h.  Skilled laborer                                                 0,250 19,08 4,77

CODE5        u   Precast footing                                                 1,000 250,00 250,00

M02GE200     h.  Telescopic, truck-mounted crane 36-50 t.                        0,250 76,00 19,00

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 2,785 2,00 5,57

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

72 72,00

72,00 292,61 21.067,92

03.03        m3  LIFTWELL FOUNDATION (in situ)                                   

Reinforced concrete C25 N/mm2, plastic consistency, gravel maximum size.40 mm, produced in

central fill foundation for lifts and , including steel for reinforcement (40 kg/m3.) Using truck pump,

v ibrated and placed.

Including auxiliary means.

Descomposición

E04CM140     m3  CONCRETE C25 POURED WITH CRANE                                  1,000 115,92 115,92

E04AB020     kg  YS500 Steel                                                     40,000 1,17 46,80

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

2 lifts 2 2,85 3,08 0,50 8,78

8,78 167,60 1.471,53

TOTAL CAPÍTULO 03 FOUNDATIONS.................................................................................................................. 47.818,12
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PRESUPUESTO, DESCOMPUESTOS, MEDICIONES Y GRÁFICOS
RESIDENTIAL BUILDING - HALMSTAD (SWEDEN)                        

CÓDIGO RESUMEN CANTIDAD PRECIO IMPORTE

CAPÍTULO 04 UNDERGROUND WASTE WATER                                         

04.01        ud  CONNECTION TO MUNICIPAL SEWERAGE SYSTEM                         

Connection between the waste water system of the building and the municipal sewerage system,

consisting of: breaking the pavement with compressor, manual digging sewerage ditches in areas of

hard consistency, placement of concrete pipe outlet, rubber gasket 30 cm. internal diameter, covered

back of the connection and covering with concrete C20. Including aux iliary  means.

Descomposición

O01OA040     h.  Semi-killed laborer                                             1,000 17,43 17,43

O01OA060     h.  Specialized laborer                                             2,000 16,58 33,16

M06CM010     h.  Air compressor 2 m3/min 7 bar                                   1,200 2,37 2,84

M06MI010     h.  Pneumatic concrete breaker 9 kg                                 1,200 2,88 3,46

E02ES020     m3  Escavation of ditches for pipes, hard consistency soil, manual  7,200 58,71 422,71

P02THE150    m.  Concrete pipe with elastic gasket 60kN/m2 D=300mm               8,000 11,60 92,80

P01HM020     m3  Concrete C20 from central                                       0,580 69,19 40,13

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 6,125 2,00 12,25

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Connection 1 1,00

1,00 643,52 643,52

04.02        ud  PRECAST CONCRETE MANHOLE D=100cm. h=3,15m.                      

Precast manhole made of concrete, 100 cm. inner diameter, 3.15 m. in height, composed of well

bucket base of 1.15 m. high, placed on concrete slab C25, 20 cm. thick, lightly reinforced with mesh,

ring pit 1 m. cone height and asymmetrical rim of the hole formation of 1 m. high, all with rubber

elements, including polypropy lene pp pates, received frame and reinforced concrete cover of 62.5

cm. in diameter. Including aux iliary  means.

Descomposición

O01OA030     h.  Skilled laborer                                                 3,500 19,08 66,78

O01OA060     h.  Specialized laborer                                             3,000 16,58 49,74

M07CG020     h.  Truck-mounted crane 12 t.                                       0,500 54,69 27,35

P01HA020     m3  Concrete C25 from central                                       0,160 71,46 11,43

P03AM070     m2  Steel mesh 15x30x5     1,564 kg/m2                              1,150 1,03 1,18

P01MC010     m3  Cement mortar 32,5 M-15/CEM                                     0,005 67,90 0,34

P02EPH150    ud  Circular base h=1,15m D=1000                                    1,000 220,74 220,74

P02EPH200    ud  Circular ring HM h=1,00m D=1000                                 1,000 110,36 110,36

P02EPH220    ud  Asymmetric cone, HM h=1,0m D=600/1000                           1,000 93,23 93,23

P02EPO010    ud  Manhole cover HA h=60 D=625                                     1,000 14,63 14,63

P02EPW010    ud  Pates PP 30x25                                                  10,000 6,35 63,50

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 6,593 2,00 13,19

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Manhole 1 1,00

1,00 692,64 692,64

04.03        ud  INSPECTION CHAMBER BOX PP 35x35x60 cm.                          

Precast inspection chamber boxmade of polypropylene Hidrostank 35x35x60 cm., Including frame

and polyethy lene cover B-125 resistance. Placed on river sand layer of 10 cm. thick, not including

excavation or filling the back perimeter. Including aux iliary  means.

Descomposición

O01OA030     h.  Skilled laborer                                                 0,250 19,08 4,77

O01OA060     h.  Specialized laborer                                             0,500 16,58 8,29

P01AA020     m3  River sand 0/6 mm.                                              0,010 16,96 0,17

P15AA150     ud  polyethylene cover 125kN 40x40                                  1,000 45,92 45,92

P02EAR010    ud  Polypropylene precast inspection chambex box 35x35x60cm         1,000 77,36 77,36

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 1,365 2,00 2,73

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Perimetral draining pipe 13 13,00

Roof rain w ater 14 14,00

Waste w ater 32 32,00

Sewer (rain water + waste water) 4 4,00

Prev ious to manhole 1 1,00

64,00 143,42 9.178,88
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PRESUPUESTO, DESCOMPUESTOS, MEDICIONES Y GRÁFICOS
RESIDENTIAL BUILDING - HALMSTAD (SWEDEN)                        

CÓDIGO RESUMEN CANTIDAD PRECIO IMPORTE

04.04        m.  PVC PIPE SEWERS 110mm                                           

Buried PVC pipes for waste and rain water sewers, stiffness 4 kN/m2, diameter 110 mm. and

elastic gaskets. Placed in a ditch on river sand bed 10 cm thick. properly compacted and leveled,

filled laterally  and superiorly  up to 10 cm. not including the excavation

Including auxiliary means.

Descomposición

O01OA030     h.  Skilled laborer                                                 0,180 19,08 3,43

O01OA060     h.  Specialized laborer                                             0,180 16,58 2,98

P01AA020     m3  River sand 0/6 mm.                                              0,235 16,96 3,99

P02TVO310    m.  PCV pipe D=110                                                  1,000 3,86 3,86

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 0,143 2,00 0,29

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Waste w ater 1 4,30 4,30

1 3,00 3,00

1 7,50 7,50

1 7,00 7,00

1 5,00 5,00

2 4,20 8,40

1 5,30 5,30

1 6,30 6,30

1 3,40 3,40

Rain water 1 2,00 2,00

1 11,60 11,60

1 0,30 0,30

1 10,00 10,00

1 1,50 1,50

Draining water 1 10,30 10,30

85,90 14,99 1.287,64

04.05        m.  PVC PIPE SEWERS 125mm                                           

Buried PVC pipes for waste and rain water sewers, stiffness 4 kN/m2, diameter 125 mm. and

elastic gaskets. Placed in a ditch on river sand bed 10 cm thick. properly compacted and leveled,

filled laterally  and superiorly  up to 10 cm. not including the excavation

Including auxiliary means.

Descomposición

O01OA030     h.  Skilled laborer                                                 0,240 19,08 4,58

O01OA060     h.  Specialized laborer                                             0,240 16,58 3,98

P01AA020     m3  River sand 0/6 mm.                                              0,244 16,96 4,14

P02CBM080    ud  Mang.unión PVC corrug-corrug D=125                              0,330 18,80 6,20

P02CVW010    kg  Glue for PVC                                                    0,004 7,38 0,03

P02TVC001    m.  PVC pipe with elastic gaskets D=125mm                           1,000 4,40 4,40

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 0,233 2,00 0,47

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Waste w ater 2 1,00 2,00

1 2,50 2,50

1 4,20 4,20

1 2,10 2,10

1 5,90 5,90

1 2,00 2,00

Rain water 1 8,40 8,40

27,10 24,51 664,22
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PRESUPUESTO, DESCOMPUESTOS, MEDICIONES Y GRÁFICOS
RESIDENTIAL BUILDING - HALMSTAD (SWEDEN)                        

CÓDIGO RESUMEN CANTIDAD PRECIO IMPORTE

04.06        m.  PVC PIPE SEWERS 160mm                                           

Buried PVC pipes for waste and rain water sewers, stiffness 4 kN/m2, diameter 160 mm. and

elastic gaskets. Placed in a ditch on river sand bed 10 cm thick. properly compacted and leveled,

filled laterally  and superiorly  up to 10 cm. not including the excavation

Including auxiliary means.

Descomposición

O01OA030     h.  Skilled laborer                                                 0,240 19,08 4,58

O01OA060     h.  Specialized laborer                                             0,240 16,58 3,98

P01AA020     m3  River sand 0/6 mm.                                              0,244 16,96 4,14

P02CVM010    ud  Manguito H-H PVC s/tope j.elást. D=160mm                        0,330 14,84 4,90

P02CVW010    kg  Glue for PVC                                                    0,004 7,38 0,03

P02TVO010    m.  PVC pipe and elastic gaskets D=160mm                            1,000 6,39 6,39

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Waste w ater + rain water 1 6,90 6,90

1 2,00 2,00

Rain water 1 19,40 19,40

1 1,70 1,70

30,00 24,74 742,20

TOTAL CAPÍTULO 04 UNDERGROUND WASTE WATER.................................................................................... 13.209,10
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PRESUPUESTO, DESCOMPUESTOS, MEDICIONES Y GRÁFICOS
RESIDENTIAL BUILDING - HALMSTAD (SWEDEN)                        

CÓDIGO RESUMEN CANTIDAD PRECIO IMPORTE

CAPÍTULO 05 GROUND FLOOR                                                    

05.01        m2  GEOTEXTIL                                                       

Site-supply  and lay ing of punched polyester geotex til Danofelt PY-200, 200 g/m2 in weight and <38

mm-opening in Dynamic perforation test, laid on the earth with overlaps of 10 cm., for subsequent

filling with draining material (gravel or similar). Including auxiliary means.

Measurement criteria: The area is calculated as the sum of two elements: The area of the geotex til  to

the edge of the precast foundations plus the ex tension of it to protect the draininng material covering

the prolongation of the insulation. Both add up to an area quite similar to theconcrete slab's.

Descomposición

O01OA070     h.  Ordinary laborer                                                0,010 16,06 0,16

P06BG060     m2  Geotextil sheet Danofelt PY-200 gr/m2                           1,100 0,60 0,66

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 0,008 2,00 0,02

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

West building 1 18,63 32,76 610,32

East building 1 18,63 32,76 610,32

Central building 1 16,74 11,35 190,00

1.410,64 0,87 1.227,26

05.02        m2  DRAINING MATERIAL 150 mm                                        

Draining layer to collect water from rain to prevent flooding, composed of a layer of draining gravel

(crushed limestone 40/80 mm in size), 15 cm thick, expanded by  mechanical means, evenly  spread

on the ground, including compaction and compaction by  mechanical means and aids. Including

aux iliary  means.

Measurement criteria: The total area has been measured in the .dwg file as the sum of two elements:

The area of the foundation concrete slab plus a 1,00 meters-width prolongation around it, which is the

equivalent to the gravel  covering the prolongation of the insulation outside the building. deducting the

total area of the colums cross-section (0,30 x 0,30 m)

Descomposición

O01OA070     h.  Ordinary laborer                                                0,010 16,06 0,16

M05PN010     h.  Wheeled loader 85 CV/1,2m3                                      0,015 39,51 0,59

M07CB020     h.  Dumper truck 4x4 14 t.                                          0,015 34,64 0,52

M08NM020     h.  Scraper 200 CV                                                  0,010 71,55 0,72

M08RN010     h.  Tandem roller 3 t.                                              0,024 38,90 0,93

P01AG130     m3  Crushed limestone 40/80 mm.                                     0,150 22,20 3,33

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 0,063 2,00 0,13

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Total area 1 1.630,65 1.630,65

Columns area -76 0,30 0,30 -6,84

1.623,81 6,57 10.668,43

05.03        m   DRAINING PVC PIPE D=100mm                                       

Draining PVC pipe to collect water from rain to prevent flooding, inside diameter 10 cm, beneath the

prolongation of the insulation along the whole perimeter of the building. Including auxiliary  means.

Measurement criteria: The perimeter is almost the same than that around the base of the precast

foundtions.

Descomposición

O01OA070     h.  Ordinary laborer                                                0,010 16,06 0,16

P02RVC080    m.  PVC pipe, D=100mm                                               1,100 4,85 5,34

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 0,055 2,00 0,11

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Pipe perimeter

4 17,00 68,00

2 31,17 62,34

4 10,70 42,80

2 18,32 36,64

209,78 5,78 1.212,53
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PRESUPUESTO, DESCOMPUESTOS, MEDICIONES Y GRÁFICOS
RESIDENTIAL BUILDING - HALMSTAD (SWEDEN)                        

CÓDIGO RESUMEN CANTIDAD PRECIO IMPORTE

05.04        m2  XPS INSULATION 2x100 mm                                         

Ground floor insulation, extruded polystyrene (XPS) rigid plates 100 mm thick, brand Isover, product

Styrofoam ™ 250 SL-AN, tongue and groove joint, Format 1185 x  585 mm; Thermal Conductiv ity ë

= 0,036 W / m  °C; Density  = 28 kg/m3; Long-term Load = 90 kPa. Price includes cutting and

placement, in two layers: the lower up to the ex terior columns line and the upper to the inside facade

line. There is also a border area, vertically  laid all along the perimeter, to avoid the thermal break, 35

+ 25 cm = 60 cm, and finally  a 60 cm wide extension outside the facades. Including aux iliary

means.

Measurement criteria: The total area is subdiv ided in four parts:

1. Lower layer up to the exterior columns line, deducting the total area of the colums cross-section

(0,30 x  0,30 m)

2. Upper layer up to the inside facade line.

3. Perimetral area 35+25=60 cm, along both sides of the concrete perimeter.

4. Extension of the insulation, outside the facades (60 cm)

Descomposición

O01OA030     h.  Skilled laborer                                                 0,050 19,08 0,95

O01OA050     h.  Ordinary laborer                                                0,050 16,83 0,84

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 0,018 2,00 0,04

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Lower lay er 1 1.135,96 1.135,96

Columns area -76 0,30 0,30 -6,84

Upper lay er 1 1.061,75 1.061,75

Perimetral border 1 204,37 0,60 122,62

Outside ex tension 1 209,16 0,60 125,50

2.438,99 1,88 4.585,30

05.05        m2  XPS INSULATION 50 mm                                            

Ground floor insulation, extruded polystyrene (XPS) rigid plates 500 mm thick, brand Isover, product

Styrofoam ™ 250 SL-AN, tongue and groove joint, Format 1185 x  585 mm; Thermal Conductiv ity ë

= 0,034 W / m  °C; Density  = 28 kg/m3; Long-term Load = 90 kPa. Price includes cutting and

placement, on the two prev ious XPS layers. thermal break, 35 + 25 cm = 60 cm, Including aux iliary

means.

Measurement criteria: The total area is exactly  the same than the area of the XPS layer beneath this

one, covering up to  the inside facade line.

Descomposición

O01OA030     h.  Skilled laborer                                                 0,050 19,08 0,95

O01OA050     h.  Ordinary laborer                                                0,050 16,83 0,84

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 0,018 2,00 0,04

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Upper lay er 1 1.061,75 1.061,75

1.061,75 1,88 1.996,09

05.06        m3  CONCRETE ALONG THE EDGE                                         

C25 concrete, produced in central, along the perimeter of the upper layer of insulation, to fix  the

facade insulation to it, poured by  manual means, and vibrated in place. According to concrete

regulations. It has a rectangular cross-section, 30 x  25 cm. Including aux iliary  means.

Measurement criteria: As it is similar to an in-situ concrete beam just beneath the facade, its perimeter

has been measured in the middle point of the facade.

Descomposición

O01OA030     h.  Skilled laborer                                                 0,250 19,08 4,77

O01OA050     h.  Ordinary laborer                                                0,250 16,83 4,21

P01HA120     m3  Concrete C25, from central                                      1,050 71,79 75,38

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 0,844 2,00 1,69

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Perimeter 1 1.120,02 0,30 0,25 84,00

84,00 88,63 7.444,92
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PRESUPUESTO, DESCOMPUESTOS, MEDICIONES Y GRÁFICOS
RESIDENTIAL BUILDING - HALMSTAD (SWEDEN)                        

CÓDIGO RESUMEN CANTIDAD PRECIO IMPORTE

05.07        m2  CONCRETE SLAB C25 100 mm                                        

Concrete slab 100 mm thick, strength class C25 N/mm2, Tmáx.20 mm, produced in central fill,

included  pouring with pump-truck, placement, and sawing them and plastering. Later in the process,

this will be the surface on which the flooring will be laid. Including aux iliary  means.

Measurement criteria: The total area is exactly  the same than the area of the XPS layer beneath,

covering up to  the inside facade line.

Descomposición

E04SE040     h.  Skilled laborer                                                 0,700 18,51 12,96

O01OA070     h.  Ordinary laborer                                                0,700 16,06 11,24

P01HM030     m3  Hormigón HM-25/P/20/I central                                   0,100 71,73 7,17

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 0,314 2,00 0,63

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Total area 1 1.061,75 1.061,75

1.061,75 32,96 34.995,28

TOTAL CAPÍTULO 05 GROUND FLOOR............................................................................................................... 62.129,81
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PRESUPUESTO, DESCOMPUESTOS, MEDICIONES Y GRÁFICOS
RESIDENTIAL BUILDING - HALMSTAD (SWEDEN)                        

CÓDIGO RESUMEN CANTIDAD PRECIO IMPORTE

CAPÍTULO 06 STRUCTURE                                                       
SUBCAPÍTULO 06.01 COLUMNS                                                         

06.01.01     u   PRECAST COLUMN 30x30cm. h<3,00mm, 2 corbels                     

Precast reinforced concrete column, rectangular cross-section 30x30 cm, max imum height =3 m.

reinforcement mechanical strength from 650 to 900 kN / m, with two corbels (at opposite sides, or

adjacent sides in case of corner columns) with stirrups at the bottom and top to be connected with the

foundation or the lower/ upper pillar, including transportation,  plumbing using telescopic truck-mounted

crane, fully  completed. Including auxiliary  means.

Descomposición

O01OA010     h.  Supervisor                                                      0,250 19,00 4,75

O01OA030     h.  Skilled laborer                                                 0,250 19,08 4,77

O01OA060     h.  Specialized laborer                                             0,500 16,58 8,29

P03EPP030    u   Precast column, 30x30cm.h<4,00m, 3 corbels                      1,000 154,49 154,49

P01HA010     m3  Concrete C25 from central                                       0,025 72,65 1,82

M02GE200     h.  Telescopic, truck-mounted crane 36-50 t.                        0,020 76,00 1,52

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 1,756 2,00 3,51

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Corner columns

16 per floor 64 64,00

Central columns

32 per floor 128 128,00

192,00 184,52 35.427,84

06.01.02     u   PRECAST COLUMN 30x30cm. h<3,00mm, 3 corbels                     

Precast reinforced concrete column, rectangular cross-section 30x30 cm, max imum height =3 m.

reinforcement mechanical strength from 650 to 900 kN / m, with three corbels (one per side) with

stirrups at the bottom and top to be connected with the foundation or the lower/ upper pillar, including

transportation,  plumbing using telescopic truck-mounted crane, fully  completed. Including aux iliary

means.

Descomposición

O01OA010     h.  Supervisor                                                      0,250 19,00 4,75

O01OA030     h.  Skilled laborer                                                 0,250 19,08 4,77

O01OA060     h.  Specialized laborer                                             0,500 16,58 8,29

P03EPP020    m.  Precast column, 30x30cm, h<4,00m, 3 corbels                     1,000 157,53 157,53

P01HA010     m3  Concrete C25 from central                                       0,025 72,65 1,82

M02GE200     h.  Telescopic, truck-mounted crane 36-50 t.                        0,020 76,00 1,52

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 1,787 2,00 3,57

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

28 per floor 112 112,00

112,00 187,72 21.024,64

TOTAL SUBCAPÍTULO 06.01 COLUMNS........................................ 56.452,48
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PRESUPUESTO, DESCOMPUESTOS, MEDICIONES Y GRÁFICOS
RESIDENTIAL BUILDING - HALMSTAD (SWEDEN)                        

CÓDIGO RESUMEN CANTIDAD PRECIO IMPORTE

SUBCAPÍTULO 06.02 BEAMS                                                           

06.02.01     m.  PRECAST BEAM, L-SHAPED, L<6m                                    

Precast beam, cross-section inverted-L in shape, 0,30x0,30m, lenght <6,00m, reinforced concrete,

strenght class C25, including transportation to the site, movement with telescopic, truck-mounted

crane, steel reinforcement, concrete pouring and v ibrating, fully  completed. Including aux iliary  means.

Descomposición

O01OA030     h.  Skilled laborer                                                 0,050 19,08 0,95

O01OA060     h.  Specialized laborer                                             0,100 16,58 1,66

P03ACC090    kg  YS500 steel                                                     2,100 0,85 1,79

B4PA4334     m   Precast beam, L-shaped, L<6m                                    1,000 105,93 105,93

P01HA010     m3  Concrete C25 from central                                       0,042 72,65 3,05

M02GE200     h.  Telescopic, truck-mounted crane 36-50 t.                        0,020 76,00 1,52

%MA          %   Auxiliary means                                                 1,149 2,00 2,30

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

North-South beams

4 per floor 16 4,00 64,00

4 per floor 16 3,96 63,36

4 per floor 16 3,21 51,36

2 per floor 8 5,22 41,76

8 per floor 32 1,98 63,36

4 per floor 16 4,70 75,20

4 per floor 16 5,40 86,40

West-East Beams

4 per floor 16 4,88 78,08

4 per floor 16 4,06 64,96

4 per floor 16 5,70 91,20

4 per floor 16 5,46 87,36

4 per floor 16 3,85 61,60

828,64 120,72 100.033,42

06.02.02     m.  SEMI-PRECAST BEAM, INVERTED T-SHAPED, L<6m                      

Semi-precast beam, cross-section inverted-T in shape, 0,30x0,30m, lenght <6,00m, reinforced

concrete, strenght class C25, with steel  stirrups to be connected with the concrete poured in situ

along the middle of the beam (0,20m) leav ing free space for seating the hollow-core slabs, including

transportation to the site, movement with telescopic, truck-mounted crane, steel reinforcement,

concrete pouring and v ibrating, fully  completed. Including aux iliary  means.

Descomposición

O01OA030     h.  Skilled laborer                                                 0,050 19,08 0,95

O01OA060     h.  Specialized laborer                                             0,100 16,58 1,66

P03EJP010    m.  Semi-precast beam, inverted-T-shaped, L<6m                      1,000 118,25 118,25

P03ACC090    kg  YS500 steel                                                     2,100 0,85 1,79

P01HA010     m3  Concrete C25 from central                                       0,063 72,65 4,58

M02GE200     h.  Telescopic, truck-mounted crane 36-50 t.                        0,020 76,00 1,52

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 1,288 2,00 2,58

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

North-South beams

8 per floor 32 3,78 120,96

4 per floor 16 3,75 60,00

6 per floor 24 5,02 120,48

4 per floor 16 1,26 20,16

4 16 2,08 33,28

4 16 3,35 53,60

2 8 3,72 29,76

2 8 3,95 31,60

West-East beams

8 32 4,06 129,92

599,76 135,27 81.129,54

TOTAL SUBCAPÍTULO 06.02 BEAMS ............................................. 181.162,96
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PRESUPUESTO, DESCOMPUESTOS, MEDICIONES Y GRÁFICOS
RESIDENTIAL BUILDING - HALMSTAD (SWEDEN)                        

CÓDIGO RESUMEN CANTIDAD PRECIO IMPORTE

SUBCAPÍTULO 06.03 FLOOR STRUCT.                                                   

06.03.01     m2  HOLLOW-CORE SLAB, 15+5cm.L=4-8 m.Q=7,5 KN/m2                    

Hollow-core slab for precast floors, 150 mm thick, 1200 mm wide, 4.00 - 6.00 m long (maximum)

except in the central part where they are 8.00 m long, filling with in situ-poured concrete joints

between two pieces and over all the area (compression slab) 50 mm thick, using C25 concrete,

supporting 7,50 kN/m2, including steel bars, steel mesh 20x30x5 mm using telescopic truck-mounted

crane, concrete pouring , concrete v ibrating. Including aux iliary  means.

Measurement criteria: Outside line of the floor, discounting every  gap (lifts well and staircases).

Descomposición

O01OA090     h.  Laborer team                                                    0,180 43,94 7,91

P03EL050     m2  Hollow-core slab 15+5 cm                                        1,000 22,95 22,95

P01HA010     m3  Concrete C25 from central                                       0,060 72,65 4,36

P03ACC090    kg  YS500 steel                                                     2,400 0,85 2,04

P03AM170     m2  Steel mesh 20x30x5     1,284 kg/m2                              1,250 0,87 1,09

M02GE200     h.  Telescopic, truck-mounted crane 36-50 t.                        0,040 76,00 3,04

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 0,414 2,00 0,83

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Area per floor

1080,00 x  4 4320 4.320,00

Gaps

-Lift well -2 2,08 1,85 -7,70

-Staircase w ell -2 5,00 2,45 -24,50

4.287,80 43,49 186.476,42

TOTAL SUBCAPÍTULO 06.03 FLOOR STRUCT.............................. 186.476,42

SUBCAPÍTULO 06.04 BALCONIES                                                       

06.04.01     m3  REINF. CONCRETE C25 (80 kg/m3) WOOD FRAMEWORK, IN FLAT SLABS    

Reinforced concrete strength class C25 N/mm2, max imum size of the gravel 20 mm, plastic

consistency, produced in central, and transported to the the site, poured in flat slabs for balconies, 200

mm thick including steel reinforcement (85 kg/m3) and wood framework, placement using crane,

v ibrated and placed.

Descomposición

E05HLM015    m3  CONCRETE C25                                                    1,000 89,27 89,27

E05HLE010    m2  WOOD FRAMEWORK IN FLAT SLABS                                    5,000 17,29 86,45

E04AB020     kg  YS500 Steel                                                     85,000 1,17 99,45

M02GT002     h.  Crane 30 m./0,75 t.                                             0,100 22,16 2,22

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Dwellings A 12 3,25 1,50 0,20 11,70

Dwellings B & D 12 5,10 1,50 0,20 18,36

12 3,25 1,50 0,20 11,70

12 2,55 1,50 0,20 9,18

Dwellings C 6 3,00 1,00 0,20 3,60

54,54 285,71 15.582,62

TOTAL SUBCAPÍTULO 06.04 BALCONIES..................................... 15.582,62
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PRESUPUESTO, DESCOMPUESTOS, MEDICIONES Y GRÁFICOS
RESIDENTIAL BUILDING - HALMSTAD (SWEDEN)                        

CÓDIGO RESUMEN CANTIDAD PRECIO IMPORTE

SUBCAPÍTULO 06.05 STAIRWAYS                                                       

06.05.01     ud  PRECAST STAIRCASE RC U-SHAPED, 1.20 m                           

Precast staircase 1,20 meters wide, made of reinforced concrete, U-shaped (2  flights + 1 landing), 9

steps per flight, direct seating on the beam,  including transport, using telescopic truck-mounted crane

for placement, fully  completed. Including auxiliary  means.

Measurement criteria: necessary units, each one fron one floor to the next.

Descomposición

O01OA020     h.  Foreman                                                         0,350 18,56 6,50

O01OA030     h.  Skilled laborer                                                 0,540 19,08 10,30

O01OA060     h.  Specialized laborer                                             0,540 16,58 8,95

P03EE010     ud  Precast staircase RC, U-shaped, 1,20 m                          1,000 661,80 661,80

M02GE210     h.  Telescopic, truck-mounted crane 51-65 t.                        0,300 82,89 24,87

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

1 per floor/per building 8 8,00

8,00 733,79 5.870,32

TOTAL SUBCAPÍTULO 06.05 STAIRWAYS .................................... 5.870,32

SUBCAPÍTULO 06.06 LIFT WELLS (in situ)                                            

06.06.01     m3  REINF. CONCRETE C25, 15 CM THICK, POURED WITH CRANE             

Reinforced concrete strength clas C25 N/mm2, plastic consistency, max imum size of the gravel 20

mm, produced in central, poured in situ on wall of 150 mm thick, steel mesh for reinforcement (60

kg/m3), and framework with metal panels of 2.70 x2, 40 m. on both sides with help of a crane,

including pouring with crane and v ibrating. Including auxiliary  means.

Measurement criteria:

Long side:  1,80 / 2,10 m

                      medium line= 1,95 m

Short side:  1,55 / 1,85 m

                     medium line= 1,70 m

Deducting door gaps 1,00 x2,10 m

Descomposición

E04MEF030    m2  METALLIC FRAMEWORK ON 2 SIDES 3,00m<h<6,00m                     4,000 41,09 164,36

E04MM028     m3  CONCRETE C25 POURED WITH CRANE                                  1,050 93,32 97,99

E04AB020     kg  YS500 Steel                                                     60,000 1,17 70,20

M13EA430     m.  PVC tubes 22/26                                                 0,617 0,56 0,35

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Measurement for 2 lifts

Lift pits

4 1,95 0,15 1,00 1,17

4 1,55 0,15 1,00 0,93

Floors 1-4

16 1,95 0,15 2,85 13,34

16 1,55 0,15 2,85 10,60

Door gaps

-8 1,00 0,15 2,10 -2,52

23,52 342,89 8.064,77

TOTAL SUBCAPÍTULO 06.06 LIFT WELLS (in situ) ..................... 8.064,77

TOTAL CAPÍTULO 06 STRUCTURE...................................................................................................................... 453.609,57
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PRESUPUESTO, DESCOMPUESTOS, MEDICIONES Y GRÁFICOS
RESIDENTIAL BUILDING - HALMSTAD (SWEDEN)                        

CÓDIGO RESUMEN CANTIDAD PRECIO IMPORTE

CAPÍTULO 07 ROOF                                                            

07.01        m2  BRICK PARAPET 1,10 m high                                       

Brick parapet 1,10 m high to protect maintenance workers on the roof, 120 mm thick, perforated

bricks, dimensions 25x12x6,2 cm, laid with cement mortar of strenght class M-5, cement streght

class 32.5, elaborated in central and prov ided on site. Including re-planning, leveling and broken

pieces and aux iliary  means.

Measurement criteria: Entire facades perimeter.

Including auxiliary means.

Descomposición

O01OA030     h.  Skilled laborer                                                 0,840 19,08 16,03

O01OA070     h.  Ordinary laborer                                                0,840 16,06 13,49

P01LT030     mud Perforated brick 25x12x6,2 cm.                                  0,069 89,73 6,19

P01MC040     m3  Cement mortar CEM II/B-M 32,5 M-5/CEM                           0,028 58,64 1,64

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 0,374 2,00 0,75

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Perimeter x  Height

Whole facade 1 237,32 1,10 261,05

261,05 39,24 10.243,60

07.02        m2  FLAT, NON-PASSABLE, SELF-PROTECTED ROOF                         

Autoprotected non-passable flat roof. It consists of the next layers:

1º) Waterprrofing layer, asphaltic bitumen Esterdan plastomer      50/GP Pol Grey (black) with

polyester felt reinforcement strengthened and stabilized, slate granules protect

themselves, fully  adhered to insulation with a torch.

2º) Insulation, Isover Roofing board 33, glass wool 20 mm thick, format 2400 x  1200 mm, thermal

conductiv ity  ë = 0.033 W / m • °C, density  125 kg / m3.

3º) Insulation Isover Roofing board 37, glass wool 150 mm thick (2 layers), format 1200 x 900 mm,

thermal conductiv ity  ë = 0.037 W / m • °C, density  80 kg / m3.

4º) Vapour barrier, Isover plastic foil.

5º) Levelling layer, cement mortar M-5, slope 1:40, average thickness = 100 mm

Fully  completed, including aux iliary  means.

Descomposición

O01OA030     h.  Skilled laborer                                                 0,200 19,08 3,82

O01OA050     h.  Ordinary laborer                                                0,400 16,83 6,73

P06BS185     m2  Asphaltic waterproofing reinforced Esterdan 50 GP               1,100 5,63 6,19

P07TV755     m2  Isover Roofing board 33, Glasswool 20 mm.                       1,100 3,50 3,85

P07TV645     m2  Isover Roofing board 37 Glasswool 2x150 mm.                     2,200 9,45 20,79

P07TV647     m2  Vapour barrier, Isover plastic folie 1 mm                       1,100 1,77 1,95

A02A080      m3  Levelling layer, cement mortar M-5, slope 1:40                  0,100 72,73 7,27

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 0,506 2,00 1,01

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Total area 1 1.184,93 1.184,93

1.184,93 53,16 62.990,88

07.03        ud  FLOOR GULLEYS IN ROOF 90/110mm 25X25                            

Floor gulley  in flat roof, 90/110 mm in diameter and 25x25 cm in area, for draning rainwater into

down-pipes. Approx imately  1 floor gulley per 150 square meters.

Descomposición

O01OA030     h.  Skilled laborer                                                 0,650 19,08 12,40

O01OA050     h.  Ordinary laborer                                                0,325 16,83 5,47

GULL         u   Floor gulley 90/110 mm 25x25 cm                                 1,000 10,69 10,69

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 0,286 2,00 0,57

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

8 8,00

8,00 30,00 240,00

TOTAL CAPÍTULO 07 ROOF.................................................................................................................................. 73.474,48
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PRESUPUESTO, DESCOMPUESTOS, MEDICIONES Y GRÁFICOS
RESIDENTIAL BUILDING - HALMSTAD (SWEDEN)                        

CÓDIGO RESUMEN CANTIDAD PRECIO IMPORTE

CAPÍTULO 08 FACADES                                                         

08.01        m2  OUTSIDE BRICK WALL 25x12x6,2 cm CEM. MORTAR                     

Brick layer on the outside of the facade, 120 mm thick, perforated bricks, dimensions 25x12x6,2 cm,

laid with cement mortar of strenght class M-5, cement streght class 32.5, elaborated in central and

prov ided on site. Including re-planning, leveling and broken pieces and auxiliary means.

Measurement criteria: Entire acades, deducting gaps bigger than 1 m2 in area.

Descomposición

O01OA030     h.  Skilled laborer                                                 0,840 19,08 16,03

O01OA070     h.  Ordinary laborer                                                0,840 16,06 13,49

P01LT030     mud Perforated brick 25x12x6,2 cm.                                  0,069 89,73 6,19

P01MC040     m3  Cement mortar CEM II/B-M 32,5 M-5/CEM                           0,028 58,64 1,64

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 0,374 2,00 0,75

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Perimeter x  Height

Whole facade 1 237,32 11,10 2.634,25

Deducting gaps

Window s

Side-hung w indows -60 1,40 1,80 -151,20

Tilt and turn h=0,60m -40 1,20 0,60 -28,80

Tilt and turn h=1,20m -60 1,20 1,20 -86,40

Balcony /garden doors -66 1,40 2,10 -194,04

Entrance door -2 1,05 2,10 -4,41

2.169,40 39,24 85.127,26

08.02        m2  RIGID GLASSWOOL PANEL 80 mm                                     

Facade insulation, glasswool rigid plates 80 mm thick, brand Isover, product Isover facade Panel 31,

Format 2700 x 1200 mm; Thermal Conductiv ity  ë = 0,031 W / m  °C; Density  = 58 kg/m3;  Price

includes cutting and placement  and aux iliary means.

Measurement criteria: Entire acades, deducting gaps bigger than 1 m2 in area.

Descomposición

O01OA030     h.  Skilled laborer                                                 0,250 19,08 4,77

O01OA070     h.  Ordinary laborer                                                0,250 16,06 4,02

P07TV710     m2  Isover facade panel 31 80mm.                                    1,100 5,62 6,18

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 0,150 2,00 0,30

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Perimeter x  Height

Whole facade 1 237,32 11,10 2.634,25

Deducting gaps

Window s

Side-hung w indows -60 1,40 1,80 -151,20

Tilt and turn h=0,60m -40 1,20 0,60 -28,80

Tilt and turn h=1,20m -60 1,20 1,20 -86,40

Balcony /garden doors -66 1,40 2,10 -194,04

Entrance door -2 1,05 2,10 -4,41

2.169,40 15,73 34.124,66

08.03        m2  GYPSUM-BASED COMPOSITE PANEL 13 mm                              

Laminar gypsum-based composite panel 13 mm, fully installed, self-adhesive. Including aux iliary

means.

Measurement criteria: Entire acades, deducting gaps bigger than 1 m2 in area.

Descomposición

O01OA030     h.  Skilled laborer                                                 0,250 19,08 4,77

O01OA050     h.  Ordinary laborer                                                0,250 16,83 4,21

P07AA080     m2  Gypsum-based panel 12,5 mm                                      4,200 5,82 24,44

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 0,334 2,00 0,67

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Perimeter x  Height

Whole facade 1 237,32 11,10 2.634,25

Deducting gaps

Window s

Side-hung w indows -60 1,40 1,80 -151,20

Tilt and turn h=0,60m -40 1,20 0,60 -28,80
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PRESUPUESTO, DESCOMPUESTOS, MEDICIONES Y GRÁFICOS
RESIDENTIAL BUILDING - HALMSTAD (SWEDEN)                        

CÓDIGO RESUMEN CANTIDAD PRECIO IMPORTE

Tilt and turn h=1,20m -60 1,20 1,20 -86,40

Balcony /garden doors -66 1,40 2,10 -194,04

Entrance door -2 1,05 2,10 -4,41

2.169,40 35,11 76.167,63

08.04        m2  RIGID GLASSWOOL PANEL 170 mm                                    

Facade insulation, glasswool rigid plates 170 mm thick, brand Isover, product Isover UNI-panel 33,

Format 1160 x 560 mm, Thermal Conductiv ity  ë = 0,033 W / m  °C; Density  = 24 kg/m3;  Price

includes cutting and placement, using vertical steel rules and aux iliary  means.

Measurement criteria: Entire acades, deducting gaps bigger than 1 m2 in area.

Descomposición

O01OA030     h.  Skilled laborer                                                 0,300 19,08 5,72

O01OA050     h.  Ordinary laborer                                                0,300 16,83 5,05

P07TV1000    m2  Glasswool rigid panel 170 mm                                    1,050 7,10 7,46

P07W2000     m.  Steel rule 170 mm                                               2,300 1,64 3,77

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 0,220 2,00 0,44

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Perimeter x  Height

Whole facade 1 237,32 11,10 2.634,25

Deducting gaps

Window s

Side-hung w indows -60 1,40 1,80 -151,20

Tilt and turn h=0,60m -40 1,20 0,60 -28,80

Tilt and turn h=1,20m -60 1,20 1,20 -86,40

Balcony /garden doors -66 1,40 2,10 -194,04

Entrance door -2 1,05 2,10 -4,41

2.169,40 23,11 50.134,83

08.05        m2  VAPOUR BARRIER (plastic foil) 1 mm                              

Vapour barrier, Isover Vario KM Duplex UV (plastic foil) 1 mm, including aux iliary means.

Measurement criteria: Entire acades, deducting gaps bigger than 1 m2 in area.

Descomposición

O01OA030     h.  Skilled laborer                                                 0,200 19,08 3,82

O01OA050     h.  Ordinary laborer                                                0,200 16,83 3,37

P07TV647     m2  Vapour barrier, Isover plastic folie 1 mm                       1,100 1,77 1,95

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 0,091 2,00 0,18

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Perimeter x  Height

Whole facade 1 237,32 11,10 2.634,25

Deducting gaps

Window s

Side-hung w indows -60 1,40 1,80 -151,20

Tilt and turn h=0,60m -40 1,20 0,60 -28,80

Tilt and turn h=1,20m -60 1,20 1,20 -86,40

Balcony /garden doors -66 1,40 2,10 -194,04

Entrance door -2 1,05 2,10 -4,41

2.169,40 9,60 20.826,24

08.06        m2  RIGID GLASSWOOL PANEL 120 mm                                    

Facade insulation, glasswool rigid plates 120 mm thick, brand Isover, product Isover UNI-panel 33,

Format 1160 x 560 mm, Thermal Conductiv ity  ë = 0,033 W / m  °C; Density  = 24 kg/m3;  Price

includes cutting and placement, using vertical steel rules and aux iliary  means.

Measurement criteria: Entire acades, deducting gaps bigger than 1 m2 in area.

Descomposición

O01OA030     h.  Skilled laborer                                                 0,300 19,08 5,72

O01OA050     h.  Ordinary laborer                                                0,300 16,83 5,05

08.05.03     m2  Glasswool rigid panel 120 mm                                    1,050 5,85 6,14

08.05.04     m2  Steel rule 120 mm                                               2,300 1,42 3,27

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 0,202 2,00 0,40

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Perimeter x  Height

Whole facade 1 237,32 11,10 2.634,25
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PRESUPUESTO, DESCOMPUESTOS, MEDICIONES Y GRÁFICOS
RESIDENTIAL BUILDING - HALMSTAD (SWEDEN)                        

CÓDIGO RESUMEN CANTIDAD PRECIO IMPORTE

Deducting gaps

Window s

Side-hung w indows -60 1,40 1,80 -151,20

Tilt and turn h=0,60m -40 1,20 0,60 -28,80

Tilt and turn h=1,20m -60 1,20 1,20 -86,40

Balcony /garden doors -66 1,40 2,10 -194,04

Entrance door -2 1,05 2,10 -4,41

2.169,40 21,20 45.991,28

08.07        m2  GYPSUM-BASED COMPOSITE PANEL 13 mm                              

Laminar gypsum-based composite panel 13 mm, fully installed, self-adhesive. Ready to paint on

it.Including aux iliary  means.

Measurement criteria: Entire acades, deducting gaps bigger than 1 m2 in area.

Descomposición

O01OA030     h.  Skilled laborer                                                 0,250 19,08 4,77

O01OA050     h.  Ordinary laborer                                                0,250 16,83 4,21

P07AA080     m2  Gypsum-based panel 12,5 mm                                      4,200 5,82 24,44

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 0,334 2,00 0,67

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Perimeter x  Height

Whole facade 1 237,32 11,10 2.634,25

Deducting gaps

Window s

Side-hung w indows -60 1,40 1,80 -151,20

Tilt and turn h=0,60m -40 1,20 0,60 -28,80

Tilt and turn h=1,20m -60 1,20 1,20 -86,40

Balcony /garden doors -66 1,40 2,10 -194,04

Entrance door -2 1,05 2,10 -4,41

2.169,40 35,11 76.167,63

TOTAL CAPÍTULO 08 FACADES ........................................................................................................................... 388.539,53
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PRESUPUESTO, DESCOMPUESTOS, MEDICIONES Y GRÁFICOS
RESIDENTIAL BUILDING - HALMSTAD (SWEDEN)                        

CÓDIGO RESUMEN CANTIDAD PRECIO IMPORTE

CAPÍTULO 09 PARTITIONS                                                      

09.01        m2  TYPE 1 (I:201)                                                  

Laminar gypsum partition wall, acoustically  isolated, between rooms in a dwelling, Isover system I:

201 Steel Frame Rule 40 dB, consisting of:

-Laminar gypsum panel 12,5 mm thick, set mechanically on the steel rules, fully placed on both sides

of the insulation and ready to paint.

-Acoustic insulation, glasswool provided in rolls format 1250 x 610 mm, density  14 kg/m3 and 70

mm thick, Isover Piano

-Vertical and horizontal steel rules

Including auxiliary means.

Measured in autocad drawings, entire length x  height, deducting door gaps.

Descomposición

O01OA030     h.  Skilled laborer                                                 0,530 19,08 10,11

O01OA050     h.  Ordinary laborer                                                0,530 16,83 8,92

P07AA080     m2  Gypsum-based panel 12,5 mm                                      2,100 5,82 12,22

P07TV810     m2  Isover Piano Glasswool in rolls 70 mm                           1,050 7,04 7,39

P07W070      m.  Horizontal steel rules                                          0,900 1,43 1,29

P07W200      m.  Vertical steel rules                                            2,300 1,64 3,77

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 0,437 2,00 0,87

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Length x  heigth

Dwellings A 8 25,70 2,55 524,28

Dwellings B&D 16 43,40 2,55 1.770,72

Dwellings C 8 45,25 2,55 923,10

Door gaps deduction

Dwellings A -40 0,83 2,03 -67,40

Dwellings B&D -112 0,83 2,03 -188,71

Dwellings C -62 0,83 2,03 -104,46

2.857,53 45,91 131.189,20

09.02        m2  TYPE 2 (I:208)                                                  

Laminar gypsum partition wall, acoustically isolated, between two different dwellings (including the

wall which separates the two different buildings) and a dwelling and the communal spaces (corridor,

stair well), Isover system I: 208 Steel Frame Rule 65 dB, consisting of:

-Two layers of laminar gypsum panel 12,5 mm thick, set mechanically  on the steel rules, fully  placed

on each side of the insulation and ready to paint.

-Two layers of acoustic insulation, glasswool prov ided in rolls format 1250 x  610 mm, density  14

kg/m3 and 120 mm thick, Isover Piano, separated by  an air gap.

-Vertical and horizontal steel rules

Including auxiliary means.

Measured in autocad drawings, entire length x  height, deducting door gaps.

Descomposición

O01OA030     h.  Skilled laborer                                                 0,530 19,08 10,11

O01OA050     h.  Ordinary laborer                                                0,530 16,83 8,92

P07AA080     m2  Gypsum-based panel 12,5 mm                                      4,200 5,82 24,44

P07TV800     m2  Isover Piano Glasswool in rolls 120 mm                          2,100 9,32 19,57

P07W070      m.  Horizontal steel rules                                          1,800 1,43 2,57

P07W200      m.  Vertical steel rules                                            4,600 1,64 7,54

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 0,732 2,00 1,46

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Floors 2-4

Dweling-dw elling 12 15,75 2,65 500,85

Part. symmetrical buildings 3 10,00 2,65 79,50

Corridors 12 12,25 2,65 389,55

Staircases 6 10,50 2,65 166,95

Installations space and lobby 6 4,15 2,65 65,99

Floor 1

Dwelling-dw elling 2 25,10 2,65 133,03

Part. symmetrical buildings 1 10,00 2,65 26,50

Corridors 2 21,50 2,65 113,95

Staircases 2 10,50 2,65 55,65

Installations space and lobby 2 4,15 2,65 22,00
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PRESUPUESTO, DESCOMPUESTOS, MEDICIONES Y GRÁFICOS
RESIDENTIAL BUILDING - HALMSTAD (SWEDEN)                        

CÓDIGO RESUMEN CANTIDAD PRECIO IMPORTE

Boiler room 2 14,70 2,65 77,91

Entrance hall 2 9,20 2,65 48,76

Door gaps deduction

Dwelling door -32 0,83 2,03 -53,92

Entrance hall -2 1,05 2,10 -4,41

Bolier room -2 1,05 2,10 -4,41

Protected lobby -8 1,05 2,10 -17,64

Staircase door -8 1,05 2,10 -17,64

1.582,62 76,85 121.624,35

09.03        m2  TYPE 3 (Y:208 / I:208)                                          

Laminar gypsum partition wall, acoustically and thermically  isolated, around the lift well made of

reinforced concrete, Isover system I: 208/Y:208 combined,  Steel Frame Rule 65 dB, consisting of:

-Two layers of laminar gypsum panel 12,5 mm thick, set mechanically  on the steel rules, fully  placed

on corridor/lobby side and ready to paint.

-Two layers of acoustic insulation, glasswool prov ided in rolls format 1250 x  610 mm, density  14

kg/m3 and 80+50 mm thick, Isover Piano, separated by an air gap.

-Vertical and horizontal steel rules

Including auxiliary means.

Measured in autocad drawings, entire length x  height, deducting door gaps, including the doors of

both lifts.

Descomposición

O01OA030     h.  Skilled laborer                                                 0,530 19,08 10,11

O01OA050     h.  Ordinary laborer                                                0,530 16,83 8,92

P07AA080     m2  Gypsum-based panel 12,5 mm                                      2,100 5,82 12,22

P07TV745     m2  Isover Piano Gglasswool in rolls 80 mm.                         1,050 8,92 9,37

P07TV735     m2  Isover Piano Glasswool in rolls 50 mm.                          1,050 6,25 6,56

P07W070      m.  Horizontal steel rules                                          1,800 1,43 2,57

P07W200      m.  Vertical steel rules                                            4,600 1,64 7,54

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 0,573 2,00 1,15

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Lift w ell (2 lifts)(4 floors)

Short side 16 1,80 2,65 76,32

Long side 16 2,15 2,65 91,16

167,48 60,19 10.080,62

TOTAL CAPÍTULO 09 PARTITIONS....................................................................................................................... 262.894,17
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PRESUPUESTO, DESCOMPUESTOS, MEDICIONES Y GRÁFICOS
RESIDENTIAL BUILDING - HALMSTAD (SWEDEN)                        

CÓDIGO RESUMEN CANTIDAD PRECIO IMPORTE

CAPÍTULO 10 TAP WATER (COLD AND HOT) + WASTE WATER                          

10.01        ud  CONNECTION TO MUNICIPAL PIPE DN100 mm. GALV.STEEL 4"            

Connections with the municipal tap water system (one for cold water and one for hot water), made of

galvanized steel pipe, 100 mm. nominal diameter (4 "), making multi-material collar, ball valve 4" i /

pp parts and accessories in galvanized steel, finished and running. Including aux iliary  means.

Descomposición

O01OB170     h.  Skilled laborer plumber                                         5,000 19,07 95,35

O01OB180     h.  Semi-Skilled plumber                                            5,000 17,37 86,85

P17PP620     ud  Connection multimaterial DN200-2"                               1,000 56,83 56,83

P17GE077     ud  Elbow of galv. steel .M-H 4". DN100 mm                          1,000 46,65 46,65

P17GS100     m.  Galv. stell pipe. 4". DN100 mm                                  6,000 47,21 283,26

P17XE095     ud  Valve 4"                                                        1,000 225,36 225,36

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 7,943 2,00 15,89

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Cold water 1 1,00

Hot water 1 1,00

2,00 834,50 1.669,00

10.02        ud  SET 16 WATER METERS 2 1/2" - 3 ROWS                             

Centralization for 16 water meters ND 15 mm., the set consists of galvanized steel 2 1 / 2 "box

model, closed circuit 3 rows and 18 outputs, including stop valves 2 1 / 2 ", anti-back-flow backflow

valves, outlet valve DN-15, tap test, flexible connection 50 mm galvanized. and ball valve strut walk

DN-15, name plates, auxiliary  material, assembly , verification and testing set.

Including auxiliary means.

Descomposición

O01OB170     h.  Skilled laborer plumber                                         5,500 19,07 104,89

O01OB180     h.  Semi-Skilled plumber                                            5,500 17,37 95,54

E20CIC010    ud  Individual water meter DN15 mm.                                 16,000 113,92 1.822,72

P17BB090     ud  Set for 18 units. 2 1/2" 3 f.                                   1,000 278,55 278,55

P17XR070     ud  Anti-back-flow valve 2 1/2"                                     1,000 42,97 42,97

P17XE080     ud  Stop valve 2 1/2"                                               1,000 102,67 102,67

P17FE530     ud  ConnectionDN 65 mm.                                             1,000 15,96 15,96

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 24,633 2,00 49,27

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Cold water meters 2 2,00

Hot water meters 2 2,00

4,00 2.587,95 10.351,80

10.03        ud  TW. INST. + WW INST. - KITCHEN                                  

Tap water installation for a kitchen, prov iding it with outlet to sink and dishwasher, made of galvanized

steel pipes for networks of hot and cold water, PVC piping for the network of sewers, with diameters

required for each serv ice point, with indiv idual traps, including pp of PVC down-pipe 110 mm,

completed and not including kitchen fitttings (sink and dishwasher). Unit prices include plumber

laborers and accesories.

Including auxiliary means.

Descomposición

E20TC020     m.  GALVANIZED STEEL PIPE13/15 mm.                                  5,000 7,72 38,60

E20TC030     m.  GALVANIZED STEEL PIPE 16/18 mm.                                 5,000 8,96 44,80

E20TC040     m.  GALVANIZED STEEL PIPE 20/22 mm.                                 8,000 10,70 85,60

E20VE020     ud  STOP VALVE 22mm. 3/4"                                           2,000 13,30 26,60

E20WBV020    m.  PVC PIPE SERIE B 40 mm.                                         1,500 4,10 6,15

E20WBV030    m.  PVC PIPE SERIE B 50 mm.                                         4,500 5,13 23,09

14.06        m.  DOWN PIPE PVC SERIE B 110 .                                     4,000 15,62 62,48

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 2,873 2,00 5,75

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

1 kitchen per dw elling 32 32,00

32,00 301,86 9.659,52
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PRESUPUESTO, DESCOMPUESTOS, MEDICIONES Y GRÁFICOS
RESIDENTIAL BUILDING - HALMSTAD (SWEDEN)                        

CÓDIGO RESUMEN CANTIDAD PRECIO IMPORTE

10.04        ud  TW. INST. + WW. INST. - BATHROOM 1                              

Tap water installation for a small bathroom, prov iding it with outlet to washbasin (hot and cold) and

toilet (only cold), made of galvanized steel pipes for networks of hot and cold water, PVC piping for

the network of sewers, with diameters required for each service point, with indiv idual traps, including

link-element from the toilet to the down-pipe and pp of PVC down-pipe 110 mm, completed and not

including bathroom fitttings (washbasin and toilet). Unit prices include plumber laborers and

accesories.

Including auxiliary means.

Descomposición

E20TC020     m.  GALVANIZED STEEL PIPE13/15 mm.                                  10,000 7,72 77,20

E20TC040     m.  GALVANIZED STEEL PIPE 20/22 mm.                                 2,000 10,70 21,40

E20VE020     ud  STOP VALVE 22mm. 3/4"                                           2,000 13,30 26,60

E20WBV010    m.  PVC PIPE SERIE B 32 mm.                                         1,700 3,83 6,51

E20WGI040    ud  SIPHON                                                          1,000 11,94 11,94

14.06        m.  DOWN PIPE PVC SERIE B 110 .                                     4,000 15,62 62,48

P17SW020     ud  PVC link-element for toilet D=110mm                             1,000 6,89 6,89

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 2,130 2,00 4,26

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Small bathroom dwelling A 8 8,00

8,00 223,80 1.790,40

10.05        ud  TW INST. + WW INST. - BATHROOM 2                                

Tap water installation for a bathroom with shower, providing it with outlet to washbasin and shower

(hot and cold) and toilet (only cold), made of galvanized steel pipes for networks of hot and cold

water, PVC piping for the network of sewers, with diameters required for each service point, with

indiv idual traps, including link-element from the toilet to the down-pipe and pp of PVC down-pipe 110

mm, completed and not including bathroom fitttings (washbasin, shower and toilet). Unit prices include

plumber laborers and accesories.

Including auxiliary means.

Descomposición

E20TC020     m.  GALVANIZED STEEL PIPE13/15 mm.                                  10,000 7,72 77,20

E20TC040     m.  GALVANIZED STEEL PIPE 20/22 mm.                                 6,000 10,70 64,20

E20VE020     ud  STOP VALVE 22mm. 3/4"                                           2,000 13,30 26,60

E20WBV010    m.  PVC PIPE SERIE B 32 mm.                                         1,700 3,83 6,51

E20WBV020    m.  PVC PIPE SERIE B 40 mm.                                         1,700 4,10 6,97

E20WGI040    ud  SIPHON                                                          1,000 11,94 11,94

14.06        m.  DOWN PIPE PVC SERIE B 110 .                                     4,000 15,62 62,48

P17SW020     ud  PVC link-element for toilet D=110mm                             1,000 6,89 6,89

P17SV190     ud  Shower valve horiz.sif. D80 1 1/2"                              1,000 3,51 3,51

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Big bathroom in dw elling A 8 8,00

8,00 274,29 2.194,32

10.06        ud  TW INST. + WW INST. - BATHROOM 3                                

Tap water installation for a bathroom, prov ided with outlet to washbasin, bath tub and bidet (hot and

cold) and toilet (only  cold), made of galvanized steel pipes for networks of hot and cold water, PVC

piping for the network of sewers, with diameters required for each serv ice point, with indiv idual traps,

including link-element from the toilet to the down-pipe and pp of PVC down-pipe 110 mm, completed

and not including bathroom fitttings (washbasin, bath tub, bidet and toilet). Unit prices include plumber

laborers and accesories.

Including auxiliary means.

Descomposición

E20TC020     m.  GALVANIZED STEEL PIPE13/15 mm.                                  12,000 7,72 92,64

E20TC030     m.  GALVANIZED STEEL PIPE 16/18 mm.                                 5,000 8,96 44,80

E20TC040     m.  GALVANIZED STEEL PIPE 20/22 mm.                                 8,000 10,70 85,60

E20VE020     ud  STOP VALVE 22mm. 3/4"                                           2,000 13,30 26,60

E20WBV010    m.  PVC PIPE SERIE B 32 mm.                                         3,400 3,83 13,02

E20WBV020    m.  PVC PIPE SERIE B 40 mm.                                         1,700 4,10 6,97

E20WBV030    m.  PVC PIPE SERIE B 50 mm.                                         1,000 5,13 5,13

E20WBV070    m.  PVC DOWN PIPE SERIE B 125 mm.                                   4,000 18,93 75,72

P17SW020     ud  PVC link-element for toilet D=110mm                             1,000 6,89 6,89
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Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Bathroom in dw elling B and D 16 16,00

Big bathroom in dw elling C 8 8,00

24,00 368,09 8.834,16

10.07        ud  TW INST. + WW INST. - BATHROOM 4                                

Tap water installation for a bathroom, prov ided with outlet to washbasin, shower and bidet (hot and

cold) and toilet (only  cold), made of galvanized steel pipes for networks of hot and cold water, PVC

piping for the network of sewers, with diameters required for each serv ice point, with indiv idual traps,

including link-element from the toilet to the down-pipe and pp of PVC down-pipe 110 mm, completed

and not including bathroom fitttings (washbasin, shower, bidet and toilet). Unit prices include plumber

laborers and accesories.

Including auxiliary means.

Descomposición

E20TC020     m.  GALVANIZED STEEL PIPE13/15 mm.                                  17,000 7,72 131,24

E20TC030     m.  GALVANIZED STEEL PIPE 16/18 mm.                                 5,000 8,96 44,80

E20TC040     m.  GALVANIZED STEEL PIPE 20/22 mm.                                 8,000 10,70 85,60

E20VE020     ud  STOP VALVE 22mm. 3/4"                                           2,000 13,30 26,60

E20WBV010    m.  PVC PIPE SERIE B 32 mm.                                         3,400 3,83 13,02

E20WBV020    m.  PVC PIPE SERIE B 40 mm.                                         1,700 4,10 6,97

E20WBV030    m.  PVC PIPE SERIE B 50 mm.                                         1,000 5,13 5,13

E20WBV070    m.  PVC DOWN PIPE SERIE B 125 mm.                                   4,000 18,93 75,72

P17SW020     ud  PVC link-element for toilet D=110mm                             1,000 6,89 6,89

P17SV190     ud  Shower valve horiz.sif. D80 1 1/2"                              1,000 3,51 3,51

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Small bathroom in dwelling C 8 8,00

8,00 411,46 3.291,68

10.08        m.  DOWN PIPE PVC SERIE B RAIN WATER 110 mm.                        

Down pipe PVC, diameter 110 mm, adhesive joint, elastic gasket, metallic glasps, fully installed, and

connected with inspection box located underground, and connected with floor gulleys in the roof.

Including auxiliary pieces and aux iliary  means

Descomposición

O01OB170     h.  Skilled laborer plumber                                         0,150 19,07 2,86

P17VF030     m.  PVC pipe evac.pluv.j.elást. 110 mm.                             1,100 6,41 7,05

P17VP060     ud  Elbow 87º PVC evac. j.peg. 110mm.                               0,300 3,61 1,08

P17JP070     ud  connection PVC c/cierre D110mm.                                 0,750 2,01 1,51

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 0,125 2,00 0,25

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

8 12,50 100,00

100,00 13,13 1.313,00

TOTAL CAPÍTULO 10 TAP WATER (COLD AND HOT) + WASTE WATER.......................................................... 39.103,88
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CAPÍTULO 11 HEATING                                                         

11.01        u   FULL HEATING INSTALLATION IN DWELLING 100-130 m2                

Complete heating installation in a dwelling, area 100-130 m2, including laborers (1 skilled laborer + 1

Specialized laborer, 1 day per dwelling), connection to the hot water system from the heat--

exchanger, pipes, accesories such us valves, radiators, small material.

Including auxiliary means.

Descomposición

CODE4            Full heating installation in dwelling 100-130 m2                1,000 2.745,00 2.745,00

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 27,450 2,00 54,90

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Total dw ellings 32 32,00

32,00 2.883,90 92.284,80

TOTAL CAPÍTULO 11 HEATING............................................................................................................................. 92.284,80
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CAPÍTULO 12 ELECTRICITY SYSTEM                                              

12.01        ud  MAIN SWITCHBOARD                                                

Main switchboard including circuit breakers and fuses bases located in facade or inner wall niche.

Including auxiliary means.

Descomposición

O01OB200     h.  Skilled laborer electrician                                     0,500 18,32 9,16

O01OB220     h.  Specialized laborer electrician                                 0,500 17,13 8,57

P15CA030     ud  Switchboard                                                     1,000 181,10 181,10

P01DW090     ud  Small material                                                  1,000 1,26 1,26

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 2,001 2,00 4,00

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

1 per building entrance 2 2,00

2,00 210,21 420,42

12.02        ud  MODULE WITH EIGHT METERS                                        

Single-phase module for eight indiv idual meters plus a clock for dual tariff, approved by  the supplier

company, installed, including wiring and accessories.

Including auxiliary means.

Descomposición

O01OB200     h.  Skilled laborer electrician                                     2,000 18,32 36,64

P15DB050     ud  Module 8 meters                                                 1,000 163,07 163,07

P01DW090     ud  Small material                                                  1,000 1,26 1,26

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 2,010 2,00 4,02

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

2x8 meters per building 4 4,00

4,00 211,14 844,56

12.03        ud  DWELLING/GENERAL INSTALLATION                                   

Complete installation for a dwelling of 90-120 m2, including distribution boxes, wires, switches, light

poins, sockets, and every needed accesory. Including proporcional part of main line.

Including auxiliary means

Descomposición

O01OB200     h.  Skilled laborer electrician                                     16,000 18,32 293,12

O01OB220     h.  Specialized laborer electrician                                 16,000 17,13 274,08

P01DW090     ud  Small material                                                  1,000 1,26 1,26

CODE         ud  Complete dwelling installation 90-120 m2 and pp of general inst. 1,000 2.564,44 2.564,44

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Total number of dw ellings 32 32,00

32,00 3.226,89 103.260,48

TOTAL CAPÍTULO 12 ELECTRICITY SYSTEM..................................................................................................... 104.525,46
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CAPÍTULO 13 WINDOWS AND OUTER DOORS                                         

13.01        ud  ENTRANCE DOOR 1 GLASS OAK 1050X2100 mm.                         

Entrance door at the two entrances of the building and into the hall, glazed with 1 glass, standard,

dimensions 1050x2100 mm, varnished oak fully assembled in block with straight tensile fence rebate

or MDF 70x30 mm and 70x10 mm smooth flashing in the same tone with stainless hardware unified

and lock together are assembled, packaged, palletized and ready for installation in the corresponding

pre-frame. Including aux iliary means.

Descomposición

O01OB150     h.  Skilled laborer carpeter                                        1,000 18,95 18,95

O01OB160     h.  Unskilled laborer carpenter                                     1,000 17,13 17,13

P11PP040     m.  Pine pre-frame 70x30 mm.                                        4,845 2,40 11,63

P11L15bebc   ud  Entrance door 1 glass oak timber 1050x2100 mm.                  1,000 225,33 225,33

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 2,730 2,00 5,46

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Entrances into the building 2 2,00

Entrances into the hall 2 2,00

4,00 286,86 1.147,44

13.02        ud  DOOR-WINDOWS 140 x 210 cm                                       

Balcony/garden door-window in white PVC profiles, reinforced with galvanized steel, two leafs for

glazing, total dimensions 1400 x  2100 mm,  hanging hardware dichromate and security. Mounted on

aluminum pre-frame and adjusted. Including hinges, handles and aux iliary  means.

-Balconies (floors 2-4)

-Liv ing rooms, main bedrooms and kitchens on the ground floor (flor 1).

Descomposición

O01OB130     h.  Skilled laborer carpentry                                       0,400 18,04 7,22

O01OB140     h.  Ordinary laborer carpentry                                      0,200 16,97 3,39

P12PW010     m.  Aluminum pre-frame                                              5,700 6,26 35,68

P12P05abaf   ud  French window, 2 leafs, PVC in white                            1,000 525,58 525,58

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 5,719 2,00 11,44

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Balcony  doors 54 54,00

Garden doors 12 12,00

66,00 600,81 39.653,46

13.03        ud  SIDE-HUNG WINDOWS 140 x 180 cm                                  

Side-hung window in white PVC profiles, reinforced with galvanized steel, two leafs for glazing, total

dimensions 1400 x  1800 mm,  hanging hardware dichromate and security. Mounted on aluminum

pre-frame and adjusted. Including hinges, handles and aux iliary  means.

-Liv ing rooms, apart from the balcony /garden window (floors 1-4)

-Main bedrooms, apart from the balcony /garden window (floors 1-4)

Descomposición

O01OB130     h.  Skilled laborer carpentry                                       0,380 18,04 6,86

O01OB140     h.  Ordinary laborer carpentry                                      0,190 16,97 3,22

P12PW010     m.  Aluminum pre-frame                                              4,700 6,26 29,42

P12P10aaec   ud  Side-hung window 140 x 180 cm                                   1,000 411,68 411,68

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 4,512 2,00 9,02

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Floor 1 18 18,00

Floors 2-4 42 42,00

60,00 474,01 28.440,60
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13.04        ud  TILT AND TURN WINDOWS 60 X120 CM                                

Tilt and turn window in white PVC profiles, reinforced with galvanized steel, two leafs for glazing,

total dimensions 1200 x  600 mm,  hanging hardware dichromate and security . Mounted on aluminum

pre-frame and adjusted. Including hinges, handles and aux iliary  means.

-Bathrooms in dwelling B, C and D (floors 1-4)

-Laundry  room in dwelling C (floors 1-4).

Descomposición

O01OB130     h.  Skilled laborer carpentry                                       0,200 18,04 3,61

O01OB140     h.  Ordinary laborer carpentry                                      0,100 16,97 1,70

P12PW010     m.  Aluminum pre-frame                                              5,500 6,26 34,43

P12P10abab   ud  Tilt and turn window 60x120 cm                                  1,000 177,31 177,31

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 2,171 2,00 4,34

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Bathroom B and D 16 16,00

Bathroom C (2 bathrooms) 16 16,00

Laundry  room C 8 8,00

40,00 228,03 9.121,20

13.05        ud  TILT AND TURN WINDOWS 120 x120 cm                               

Tilt and turn window in white PVC profiles, reinforced with galvanized steel, two leafs for glazing,

total dimensions 1200 x 1200 mm,  hanging hardware dichromate and security. Mounted on

aluminum pre-frame and adjusted. Including hinges, handles and aux iliary  means.

-Study (floors 1-4)

-Double bedrooms (floors 1-4)

-Main bedroom in dwelling C (floors 1-4)

Descomposición

O01OB130     h.  Skilled laborer carpentry                                       0,280 18,04 5,05

O01OB140     h.  Ordinary laborer carpentry                                      0,140 16,97 2,38

P12PW010     m.  Aluminum pre-frame                                              3,700 6,26 23,16

P12P10abcb   ud  Tilt and turn window 120x120 cm                                 1,000 359,95 359,95

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 3,905 2,00 7,81

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Studies 32 32,00

Double bedrooms

Floor 1 4 4,00

Floors 2-4 18 18,00

Main bedroom C 6 6,00

60,00 410,30 24.618,00

TOTAL CAPÍTULO 13 WINDOWS AND OUTER DOORS..................................................................................... 102.980,70
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CAPÍTULO 14 INNER DOORS                                                     

14.01        ud  REINFORCED DWELLING DOOR OAK 825x2030mm                         

Reinforced dwelling door, with top smooth, varnished oak, dimensions 825x2030 mm. and thickness

= 40 mm, mounted on fence workshop on oak veneer, all safety  elements, Cover plate oak veneer

on both sides, placed in work using pine pre-frame, dimensions 110x45 mm., lock 5-safety  points,

handle and brass peephole, fulliy  finished. Including auxiliary means.

Descomposición

O01OB150     h.  Skilled laborer carpeter                                        2,300 18,95 43,59

O01OB160     h.  Unskilled laborer carpenter                                     2,300 17,13 39,40

P11PP030     m.  Pine pre-frame 110x45 mm.                                       4,885 3,25 15,88

P11P10e      m.  MDF oak frame  70x30 mm.                                        4,885 3,73 18,22

P11T05e      m.  Cover plate MDF MDF 70x10 mm.                                   9,770 1,27 12,41

P11L05beab   ud  Reinforced entrance door oak 825x2030mm                         1,000 356,00 356,00

P11HB010     ud  Safety hinge                                                    4,000 26,15 104,60

P11HB090     ud  Safety screw 152mm                                              4,000 0,40 1,60

P11HS050     ud  Safety lock 5 points                                            1,000 81,93 81,93

P11HT010     ud  Brass handle                                                    1,000 3,30 3,30

P11HM020     ud  Peephole                                                        1,000 1,82 1,82

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 6,788 2,00 13,58

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Dwelling door 32 32,00

32,00 713,10 22.819,20

14.02        ud  INNER BLIND, DOOR, LACQUERED IN WHITE 825x2030                  

Standard inner blind door, smooth, painted in white, size 825x2030 mm., Including pine pre-frame

70x30 mm., MDF frame 70x30 mm., Smooth cover plate MDF 70x10 mm. on both sides, and

hanging fittings and brass closure, metallic fitting (hinges, handles, screws). Fully  finished. Including

aux iliary  means.

Measurement criteria: This type of door will be placed in:

-Bathrooms

-Laundry  rooms

-Bedrooms

-Studies

Descomposición

O01OB150     h.  Skilled laborer carpeter                                        1,000 18,95 18,95

O01OB160     h.  Unskilled laborer carpenter                                     1,000 17,13 17,13

P11PP040     m.  Pine pre-frame 70x30 mm.                                        4,845 2,40 11,63

P11P10g      m.  Pine MDF frame 70x30 mm.                                        4,845 2,60 12,60

P11T05g      m.  Lacquered cover plate MDF 70x10 mm.                             9,690 1,20 11,63

P11L10agac   ud  Inner blind door, lacquered in white 825x2030 mm.               1,000 232,10 232,10

P11RB040     ud  Hinges 80/95 mm                                                 4,000 0,59 2,36

P11WP080     ud  Screws                                                          18,000 0,04 0,72

P11RP020     ud  Handle                                                          2,000 9,80 19,60

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 3,267 2,00 6,53

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Dwellings A 40 40,00

Dwellings B/D 80 80,00

Dwellings C Floor 1 10 10,00

Dwellings C Floors 2-4 36 36,00

166,00 343,25 56.979,50
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14.03        ud  INNER, GLAZED DOOR, LACQUERED IN WHITE 825x2030                 

Standard inner, glazed door, smooth, painted in white, size 825x2030 mm., Including pine pre-frame

70x30 mm., MDF frame 70x30 mm., Smooth cover plate MDF 70x10 mm. on both sides, and

hanging fittings and brass closure, metallic fitting (hinges, handles, screws). Fully  finished. Including

aux iliary  means.

Measurement criteria: This type of door will be placed in:

-Liv ing rooms

-Kitchens

Descomposición

O01OB150     h.  Skilled laborer carpeter                                        1,000 18,95 18,95

O01OB160     h.  Unskilled laborer carpenter                                     1,000 17,13 17,13

P11PP040     m.  Pine pre-frame 70x30 mm.                                        4,845 2,40 11,63

P11P10g      m.  Pine MDF frame 70x30 mm.                                        4,845 2,60 12,60

P11T05g      m.  Lacquered cover plate MDF 70x10 mm.                             9,690 1,20 11,63

P11L10agbc   ud  Inner, glazed door, lacquered in white 825x2030 mm.             1,000 262,64 262,64

P11RB040     ud  Hinges 80/95 mm                                                 4,000 0,59 2,36

P11WP080     ud  Screws                                                          18,000 0,04 0,72

P11RP020     ud  Handle                                                          2,000 9,80 19,60

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 3,573 2,00 7,15

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Dwellings B/D 32 32,00

Dwellings C 16 16,00

48,00 375,34 18.016,32

14.04        ud  DOOR EI-90  1050x2100 mm                                        

Firewall door block mounted of one leaf, fire class EI-90, standardized dimensions 1050x2100 mm,

self-closing, consisting of fireproof materials and , pre-frame 70x35 mm., 4 safety -stainless steel

hinges 100x72 mm., materials made of fireproof elements, mounted together. Including aux iliary

means.

Measurement criteria: This type of door will be located on B-partitions, separating fire compartments,

such as:

-Protected lobby

-Staircase

-Boiler room

Descomposición

O01OB150     h.  Skilled laborer carpeter                                        1,300 18,95 24,64

O01OB160     h.  Unskilled laborer carpenter                                     1,300 17,13 22,27

P11PP010     m.  Pine pre-frame 70x35 mm.                                        5,050 2,18 11,01

P11L20caca   ud  Block firewall door EI-90 1050x2100mm                           1,000 965,39 965,39

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 10,233 2,00 20,47

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Staircase door 8 8,00

Protected lobby  door 8 8,00

Maintenance room 2 2,00

18,00 1.075,09 19.351,62

TOTAL CAPÍTULO 14 INNER DOORS................................................................................................................... 0,00
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CÓDIGO RESUMEN CANTIDAD PRECIO IMPORTE

CAPÍTULO 15 SUSPENDED CEILING                                               

15.01        m2  GYPSUM SUSPENDED CEILING                                        

Continuous false ceiling, consisting of gypsum panel12.5 mm. thick, metal frame bolted to galvanized

steel 60x27 mm, modulated to 1,000 mm., i / pp crash parts per 900 mm. and secondary  teachers

modulated to 500 mm. and leveling, layout assistant, fasteners, grading and review together with tape

and paste, assembly and dismantling of scaffolding, finished and ready to paint, measured by

deducting voids greater than 2 m2

Including auxiliary means.

Measurement criteria:

-Communal areas: corridor, lobby, hall, entrance (not in the maintenance room)

-Dwellings: Indoors area.

Descomposición

O01OB110     h.  Skilled laborer gypsum                                          0,320 18,04 5,77

O01OB120     h.  Laborer gypsum                                                  0,320 17,13 5,48

P04PY020     m2  Gypsum panel 12,5 mm.                                           1,050 4,33 4,55

P04PW045     kg  Gypsum plaster for unions                                       0,400 2,06 0,82

P04PW015     m.  Cinta juntas p.placa yeso                                       1,500 0,06 0,09

P04PW330     m.  Maestra 60x27                                                   3,200 1,59 5,09

P04PW110     ud  Screw TN 3,5x25 mm                                              17,000 0,01 0,17

P04TW210     ud  Cuelgue regulable combinado                                     1,300 0,95 1,24

P04TW540     ud  Fijaciones                                                      1,300 0,37 0,48

P04TW220     ud  Conector maestra 60x27                                          0,600 0,55 0,33

P04TW230     ud  Caballete maestra 60x27                                         2,300 0,77 1,77

P04TW154     ud  steel rod 1 m.                                                  1,300 0,64 0,83

P04PW035     kg  Plaster                                                         0,100 0,56 0,06

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 0,267 2,00 0,53

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Communal areas

Entrance 1 7,00 7,00

Hall + corridor 1 22,20 22,20

Corridor 3 15,93 47,79

Lobby 8 2,20 17,60

Dwellings - Indoors area

Dwellings A 8 90,78 726,24

Dwellings B/D 16 116,10 1.857,60

Dwellings C floor 1 2 111,75 223,50

Dwellings C floors 2-4 6 134,70 808,20

3.710,13 28,03 103.994,94

TOTAL CAPÍTULO 15 SUSPENDED CEILING..................................................................................................... 103.994,94
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PRESUPUESTO, DESCOMPUESTOS, MEDICIONES Y GRÁFICOS
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CÓDIGO RESUMEN CANTIDAD PRECIO IMPORTE

CAPÍTULO 16 FINISH OF WALLS                                                 

16.01        m2  PLASTIC PAINT ON GYPSUM PANELS                                  

Matt plastic paint on walls finished with a gypsum panel (except kitchens and bathrooms), primer

paint before main paint, following the instructions of application and surface preparation as specified in

the product.

Including auxiliary means.

Measurement criteria: Perimeter of the floor in rooms (or sum of lengths)(except bathrooms and

kitchens) measured with help of auto CAD and multiplied for the height and discounting doors and

windows.

Descomposición

O01OB230     h.  Skilled laborer painter                                         0,080 17,89 1,43

O01OB240     h.  Unskilled laborer painter                                       0,080 16,38 1,31

P25EI140     l.  Plastic paint                                                   0,285 4,20 1,20

P25OZ060     l.  Primer paint                                                    0,023 5,40 0,12

P25WW220     ud  Small material                                                  0,200 1,07 0,21

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 0,043 2,00 0,09

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Dwellings A

Liv ing room 8 15,02 2,50 300,40

Main bedroom 8 16,60 2,50 332,00

Study 8 12,14 2,50 242,80

Laundry  room 8 7,66 2,50 153,20

Corridor + hall 8 6,00 2,50 120,00

8 1,85 2,50 37,00

8 1,42 2,50 28,40

8 2,54 2,50 50,80

8 2,00 2,50 40,00

8 1,30 2,50 26,00

Dwellings B&D

Liv ing room 16 24,22 2,50 968,80

Main bedroom 16 23,03 2,50 921,20

Double bedroom 16 16,62 2,50 664,80

Study 16 12,05 2,50 482,00

Laundry  room 16 9,86 2,50 394,40

Corridor + hall 16 18,14 2,50 725,60

Dwellings C 2,50

Liv ing room 8 25,10 2,50 502,00

Main bedroom 8 21,79 2,50 435,80

Double bedroom (no F1) 6 18,14 2,50 272,10

Study 8 12,95 2,50 259,00

Laundry  room 8 8,97 2,50 179,40

Corridor + hall 8 26,09 2,50 521,80

Communal areas

Stair well 2 14,95 13,94 416,81

Lift lobby 8 5,92 2,50 118,40

Communal corridor +hall (F1) 2 31,30 2,50 156,50

Communal corridor (F2-F4) 6 21,10 2,50 316,50

Entrance hall 2 11,00 2,50 55,00

Maintenance room 2 13,78 2,50 68,90

Doors

Dwelling doors x  2 faces -64 0,83 2,03 -107,83

Inner doors x  2 faces -272 0,83 2,03 -458,29

EI 90 doors x  2 faces -36 1,05 2,10 -79,38

Entrance doors x  2 faces -4 1,05 2,10 -8,82

Entrance door x  1 face -2 1,05 2,10 -4,41

Window s 1 face

Balcony  door -46 1,40 2,10 -135,24

SH w indow -54 1,40 1,80 -136,08

TT w indow  120 -60 1,20 1,20 -86,40

7.773,16 4,49 34.901,49
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PRESUPUESTO, DESCOMPUESTOS, MEDICIONES Y GRÁFICOS
RESIDENTIAL BUILDING - HALMSTAD (SWEDEN)                        

CÓDIGO RESUMEN CANTIDAD PRECIO IMPORTE

16.02        m2  CERAMIC TILES 30,5x40,5cm.                                      

Ceramic tiles in bathrooms and kitchens,  with pieces 30.5 x40, 5 cm.,using adhesive cement mortar

including cuts, mitres, trims, cleaning and prev ious layer of cement mortar.

Including auxiliary means.

Descomposición

O01OB090     h.  Skilled laborer tiling                                          0,650 18,04 11,73

O01OB100     h.  Unskilled laborer tiling                                        0,650 16,97 11,03

O01OA070     h.  Ordinary laborer                                                0,300 16,06 4,82

P09ABG090    m2  Ceramic tiles 30,5x40,5 cm.                                     1,050 24,94 26,19

CODE2        kg  Previous layer cement mortar                                    7,000 0,60 4,20

P01FA030     kg  Adhesive cement mortar                                          6,000 0,55 3,30

P01FJ060     kg  Cement joints                                                   2,000 0,92 1,84

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 0,631 2,00 1,26

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Dwellings A

Bathroom 1 8 8,28 2,50 165,60

Bathroom 2 8 5,58 2,50 111,60

Kitchen 8 8,12 2,50 162,40

Dwellings B&D

Bathroom 16 8,31 2,50 332,40

Kitchen 16 18,70 2,50 748,00

Dwellings C

Bathroom 1 8 8,29 2,50 165,80

Bathroom 2 8 8,00 2,50 160,00

Kitchen 8 17,14 2,50 342,80

Doors 1 face

Inner doors -72 0,83 2,03 -121,31

Balcony  door -20 1,40 2,10 -58,80

SH w indow s -6 1,40 1,80 -15,12

TT w indow s 60 -40 1,20 0,60 -28,80

1.964,57 66,30 130.250,99

TOTAL CAPÍTULO 16 FINISH OF WALLS ........................................................................................................... 165.152,48
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PRESUPUESTO, DESCOMPUESTOS, MEDICIONES Y GRÁFICOS
RESIDENTIAL BUILDING - HALMSTAD (SWEDEN)                        

CÓDIGO RESUMEN CANTIDAD PRECIO IMPORTE

CAPÍTULO 17 FLOORING                                                        

17.01        m2  CERAMIC TILES 33 x33 cm                                         

Ceramic tile flooring with pieces 33x33 cm, laid with cement mortar, over a previous layer of river

sand 2 cm. Including cuts, cleaning, etc to be laid at communal areas such as the entrance hall and

the corridors, and at balconies on dwellings.

Including auxiliary means.

Descomposición

O01OB090     h.  Skilled laborer tiling                                          0,350 18,04 6,31

O01OB100     h.  Unskilled laborer tiling                                        0,350 16,97 5,94

O01OA070     h.  Ordinary laborer                                                0,250 16,06 4,02

P01AA020     m3  River sand 0/6 mm.                                              0,020 16,96 0,34

P08EXG060    m2  Ceramic tile 33x33 cm                                           1,100 23,25 25,58

A02A021      m3  Cement mortar                                                   0,050 67,60 3,38

P01FJ006     kg  Cement mortar joints                                            1,400 0,96 1,34

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 0,469 2,00 0,94

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Stairs landings (length x  w idth) 8 2,45 1,20 23,52

8 2,45 1,60 31,36

Entrance hall 2 7,03 14,06

Corridor+hall Floor 1 2 22,20 44,40

Communal corridor Floors 2-4 6 15,93 95,58

Lift lobby 2 2,18 4,36

Dwellings A

Balcony  1 and 2 12 4,53 54,36

Dwellings B&D

Balcony  1 12 7,10 85,20

Balcony  2 12 4,53 54,36

Balcony  3 12 3,53 42,36

Dwellings C

Balcony  1 6 2,80 16,80

466,36 49,29 22.986,88

17.02        m.  CERAMIC STEPS ON STAIRWAYS                                      

Step consisting on pieces of stoneware 25x32 cm.in horizontal area, tiles 25x13 cm. in vertical area

and ending of 5.5 x33 cm. laid with adhesive mortar, Including aux iliary means.

measured in length.:

2 stairways x 8 flights x  9 steps = 144 steps

Descomposición

O01OA030     h.  Skilled laborer                                                 0,420 19,08 8,01

O01OB100     h.  Unskilled laborer tiling                                        0,420 16,97 7,13

P08EXP030    m.  Ceramic tile in horizontal area of the step 25x32 cm.           1,100 14,89 16,38

P08EXP033    m.  Ceramic tile in vertical area of the step 25x13 cm.             1,100 8,28 9,11

P08EXP034    m.  Step ending 5,5x33 cm.                                          1,100 10,09 11,10

P01FA056     t.  M.cola int.p/baldosas Ibersec Tile GR Anexo ZA                  0,001 120,00 0,12

P01FJ016     t.  M.int/ext.ceram. Ibersec junta fina blanco CG1                  0,001 250,00 0,25

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 0,521 2,00 1,04

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

w idth = 1,20 m. 144 1,20 172,80

172,80 54,73 9.457,34
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PRESUPUESTO, DESCOMPUESTOS, MEDICIONES Y GRÁFICOS
RESIDENTIAL BUILDING - HALMSTAD (SWEDEN)                        

CÓDIGO RESUMEN CANTIDAD PRECIO IMPORTE

17.03        m2  CERAMIC TILES 50 x 50 cm.                                       

Ceramic tile flooring with pieces 50x50 cm, laid with cement mortar, over a previous layer of river

sand 2 cm. Including cuts, cleaning, etc to be laid inside dwellings, at kitchens, bathrooms and

laundry  rooms.

Including auxiliary means.

Descomposición

O01OB090     h.  Skilled laborer tiling                                          0,350 18,04 6,31

O01OB100     h.  Unskilled laborer tiling                                        0,350 16,97 5,94

O01OA070     h.  Ordinary laborer                                                0,250 16,06 4,02

P01AA020     m3  River sand 0/6 mm.                                              0,020 16,96 0,34

P08EXG065    m2  Ceramic tile 50 x 50 cm                                         1,100 19,76 21,74

A02A021      m3  Cement mortar                                                   0,050 67,60 3,38

P01FJ006     kg  Cement mortar joints                                            1,400 0,96 1,34

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Dwellings A

kitchen 8 12,82 102,56

bathroom 8 3,77 30,16

toilet 8 2,15 17,20

laundry  room 8 3,53 28,24

Dwellings B&D

kitchen 16 20,72 331,52

bathroom 16 4,23 67,68

laundry  room 16 5,90 94,40

Dwellings C

kitchen 8 18,17 145,36

bathroom 1 8 4,23 33,84

bathroom 2 8 3,98 31,84

laundry  room 8 5,03 40,24

923,04 44,36 40.946,05

.18.04       m2  LAMINATE FLOORING BEECH COLOUR 14mm.                            

Laminate flooring beech colour, planks 1830x129x14 mm. in size,tongue and groove joints on all four

sides with two coats of UV dry ing and two coats of polyurethane varnish finish, set with clips every

70 cm, placed over a polyethy lene sheet 2 mm thick, which includes a polyethylene film 0.2 mm

thick, working as a vapour-barrier, placed on screed floor, not including this one, including pp

scrapbooks and skirting board of the same material.

Including auxiliary means.

Measurement criteria: Inside the dwellings, except kitchens, bathrooms and laundry rooms.

Descomposición

O01OB150     h.  Skilled laborer carpeter                                        0,300 18,95 5,69

O01OA070     h.  Ordinary laborer                                                0,300 16,06 4,82

P08MT140     m2  Laminate flooring planks, beech colour 1830x129x14 mm.          1,050 92,22 96,83

P08MR200     m.  Skirting board same material 7x1,6 cm.                          1,150 2,37 2,73

P08MA100     m2  Clip system                                                     1,000 2,22 2,22

P08SW065     m2  Polyethylene sheet 2 mm thick, vapour-barrier                   1,050 3,21 3,37

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Dwellings A

Total indoors area 8 90,78 726,24

-kitchen -8 12,82 -102,56

-bathroom -8 3,77 -30,16

-toilet -8 2,15 -17,20

-laundry  room -8 3,53 -28,24

Dwellings B&D

Total indoors area 16 116,10 1.857,60

-kitchen -16 20,72 -331,52

-bathroom -16 4,23 -67,68

-laundry  room -16 5,90 -94,40

Dwellings C

Total indoors area 8 134,70 1.077,60

-1 bedroom floor 1 -2 22,12 -44,24

-kitchen -8 18,17 -145,36

-bathroom 1 -8 4,23 -33,84
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PRESUPUESTO, DESCOMPUESTOS, MEDICIONES Y GRÁFICOS
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CÓDIGO RESUMEN CANTIDAD PRECIO IMPORTE

-bathroom 2 -8 3,98 -31,84

-laundry  room -8 5,03 -40,24

2.694,16 119,13 320.955,28

TOTAL CAPÍTULO 17 FLOORING......................................................................................................................... 394.345,55
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PRESUPUESTO, DESCOMPUESTOS, MEDICIONES Y GRÁFICOS
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CÓDIGO RESUMEN CANTIDAD PRECIO IMPORTE

CAPÍTULO 18 BATHROOM FITTINGS                                               

18.01        ud  COMPLETE BATHROOM 1                                             

Complete bathroom fittings, assemblied, standard quality  SQ, in white consisting of shower plate

70x70 cm., washbasin 65x51 cm., Low tank toilet and bidet without cover, installed and working.

Prices include:

-Skilled laborer plumber

-Unskilled laborer plumber

-Valves and ccessories

-Taps

Including auxiliary means.

Big bathroom in dwelling A.

Descomposición

E21ADC040    ud  SHOWER PLATE 70x70x13,5                                         1,000 106,65 106,65

E21SRN010    ud  WASHBASIN 65x51                                                 1,000 137,93 137,93

E21SRN040    ud  LOW TANK TOILET                                                 1,000 223,79 223,79

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Big bathroom dwellings A 8 8,00

8,00 482,42 3.859,36

18.02        ud  COMPLETE BATHROOM 2                                             

Complete bathroom fittings, assemblied, standard quality SQ, in white consisting of washbasin 65x51

cm., low tank toilet and bidet without cover, installed and working. Prices include:

-Skilled laborer plumber

-Unskilled laborer plumber

-Valves and ccessories

-Taps

Including auxiliary means.

Small bathroom in dwelling A.

Descomposición

E21SRN010    ud  WASHBASIN 65x51                                                 1,000 137,93 137,93

E21SRN040    ud  LOW TANK TOILET                                                 1,000 223,79 223,79

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Dwellings A 8 8,00

8,00 372,57 2.980,56

18.03        ud  COMPLETE BATHROOM 3                                             

Complete bathroom fitting, assemblied, standard quality SQ, in white consisting of enameled steel

bathtub 160x70 cm., Washbasin 65x51 cm., Low tank toilet and bidet without cover, installed and

working. Prices include:

-Skilled laborer plumber

-Unskilled laborer plumber

-Valves and ccessories

-Taps

Including auxiliary means.

Dwelling B and D, and bathroom 1 in dwelling C

Descomposición

E21ABC050    ud  BATH 160x70                                                     1,000 170,10 170,10

E21SRN010    ud  WASHBASIN 65x51                                                 1,000 137,93 137,93

E21SRN050    ud  BIDET WITHOUT COVER                                             1,000 158,32 158,32

E21SRN040    ud  LOW TANK TOILET                                                 1,000 223,79 223,79

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Dwellings B 8 8,00

Dwellings D 8 8,00

Dwellings C1 8 8,00

24,00 710,84 17.060,16
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18.04        ud  COMPLETE BATHROOM 4                                             

Complete bathroom fittings, assemblied, standard quality  SQ, in white consisting of shower plate

70x70 cm., washbasin 65x51 cm., Low tank toilet and bidet without cover, installed and working.

Prices include:

-Skilled laborer plumber

-Unskilled laborer plumber

-Valves and ccessories

-Taps

Including auxiliary means.

Small bathroom in dwelling D

Descomposición

E21ADC040    ud  SHOWER PLATE 70x70x13,5                                         1,000 106,65 106,65

E21SRN010    ud  WASHBASIN 65x51                                                 1,000 137,93 137,93

E21SRN040    ud  LOW TANK TOILET                                                 1,000 223,79 223,79

E21SRN050    ud  BIDET WITHOUT COVER                                             1,000 158,32 158,32

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Big bathroom dwellings A 8 8,00

8,00 645,49 5.163,92

TOTAL CAPÍTULO 18 BATHROOM FITTINGS...................................................................................................... 29.064,00
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CAPÍTULO 19 KITCHEN AND LAUNDRY ROOM FITTINGS                               

19.01        m.  REFURBISHMENT OF KITCHENS, LACQUERED WOOD                       

Refurbishment of kitchens, lacquered wood furnitures of standard quality, consisting of upper and

lower cabinets, countertop laminate, lower baseboard, upper cornice and finials, mounted, not

including either appliances or sink.

Including auxiliary means.

Descomposición

O01OB150     h.  Skilled laborer carpeter                                        1,000 18,95 18,95

O01OB160     h.  Unskilled laborer carpenter                                     1,000 17,13 17,13

P34VC010     m.  Lower cabinet lacquered wood                                    1,000 328,40 328,40

P34VC040     m.  Upper cabinet lacquered wood                                    1,000 251,47 251,47

P34VC090     m.  Countertop, laminate wood, 60 cm wide, 3 cm deep                1,000 44,26 44,26

P34VC100     m.  Lower baseboard 15 cm                                           1,000 17,89 17,89

P34VC130     m.  Upper cornice 5 cm                                              1,000 16,83 16,83

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 6,949 2,00 13,90

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Dwellings A 8 5,10 40,80

Dwellings B and D 16 3,55 56,80

Dwellings C 8 4,50 36,00

133,60 730,09 97.540,02

19.02        ud  TWIN-BOWL SINK+DRAINER, 120X49 cm                               

Stainless steel sink, 120x49 cm, twin-bowl sink with drainer, built-in on the counter, with mixer tap,

with superior swivel spout and aerator, including drain valves 40 mm., Keys squadron of 1 / 2

"chrome double siphon drain, installed and working.

Two sinks per dwelling: kitchen and laundry room.

Including auxiliary means

Descomposición

O01OB170     h.  Skilled laborer plumber                                         1,500 19,07 28,61

P18FA150     ud  Twin-bowl sink 120x49cm                                         1,000 185,00 185,00

P18GF040     ud  Cromated mixer tap                                              1,000 84,30 84,30

P17SV060     ud  Drain valves 40 mm.                                             2,000 2,75 5,50

P17XT030     ud  Squadron valve 1/2" - 1/2"                                      2,000 3,81 7,62

P17SD010     ud  Double siphon drain, cromated, 40mm                             1,000 11,91 11,91

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 3,229 2,00 6,46

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Total kitchens 32 32,00

Total laundry  rooms 32 32,00

64,00 339,28 21.713,92

19.03        ud  APPLIANCES FOR KITCHENS/LAUNDRY ROOMS                           

Standard quality  appliances for kitchen and laundry room, comprising: v itroceramic hob 4 burners,

built electric oven, ex tractor hood  60 cm., washing machine, dryer machine, dishwasher and

refrigerator with panels, including assembling, installed and working. (Not including kitchen cabinets).

Including auxiliary means.

Descomposición

O01OB170     h.  Skilled laborer plumber                                         1,000 19,07 19,07

O01OB200     h.  Skilled laborer electrician                                     1,500 18,32 27,48

P34VE050     ud  Vitroceramic hob 4 burners                                      1,000 297,50 297,50

P34VE060     ud  Built electric oven 2600w                                       1,000 257,00 257,00

P34VE070     ud  Electric extractor hood 60 cm.                                  1,000 110,30 110,30

P34VE100     ud  Dishwaher SQ                                                    1,000 429,00 429,00

P34VE110     ud  Refrigerator SQ 350l.                                           1,000 498,00 498,00

P34VE090     ud  Washing machine SQ 6kg.                                         1,000 425,00 425,00

17.07        ud  Dryer machine 8 kg                                              1,000 418,00 418,00

P34VE010     ud  Assembling of the appliances                                    6,000 35,00 210,00

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 26,914 2,00 53,83

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Total dw ellings 32 32,00

32,00 2.827,54 90.481,28

TOTAL CAPÍTULO 19 KITCHEN AND LAUNDRY ROOM FITTINGS................................................................... 209.735,22
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CAPÍTULO 20 ELEVATORS                                                       

20.01        ud  HYDRAULIC ELEVATOR 4 STOPS, 4 PERSONS                           

Complete assembly  of hydraulic elevator, speed 0.6 m / s, drive system in the back wall, 4 stops,

320 kg. nominal charge for up to 4 people, cabin with walls half mirror laminate with natural color

plate, stainless steel pendant, colored v inyl flooring with skirting, mouthpiece and stainless steel

handrails, automatic door cab telescopic automatic floor, maneuvering simple universal, installed,

tests and adjustments. According to regulations. Including aux iliary  means.

Descomposición

O01OB505     h.  Montador especializado                                          70,000 20,74 1.451,80

O01OB510     h.  Ayudante montador especializado                                 70,000 17,13 1.199,10

P24AH010     ud  Hidraulic elevator 4 stops, 4 persons, 320 kg                   1,000 18.925,08 18.925,08

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 215,760 2,00 431,52

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Total 2 2,00

2,00 22.667,73 45.335,46

TOTAL CAPÍTULO 20 ELEVATORS....................................................................................................................... 45.335,46
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PRESUPUESTO, DESCOMPUESTOS, MEDICIONES Y GRÁFICOS
RESIDENTIAL BUILDING - HALMSTAD (SWEDEN)                        

CÓDIGO RESUMEN CANTIDAD PRECIO IMPORTE

CAPÍTULO 21 URBANIZATION ANG GARDENING                                      

21.01        m3  SUPPLY, LAYING AND PROFILING OF SANDY TOPSOIL                   

Supply , lay ing and profiling of sandy topsoil, clean, and riddled with manual, supplied in bulk, in

private gardens of te dwellings.

Including auxiliary means.

Descomposición

O01OB280     h.  Specialized laborer gardener                                    1,600 15,81 25,30

P28DA020     m3  Tierra vegetal cribada                                          1,000 14,25 14,25

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 0,396 2,00 0,79

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Area of the gardens x  height

Dwellings A 2 69,00 0,50 69,00

Dwellings B 2 239,27 0,50 239,27

Dwellings C 2 85,18 0,50 85,18

Dwellings D 2 258,70 0,50 258,70

652,15 41,55 27.096,83

21.02        m2  FORMATION OF GRASS FOR GARDEN                                   

Formation of classical garden lawn type grasses by  planting a mixture of 5%  Agrostis tenuis,

Festuca rubra Phallax  20% , Poa pratense 25%  ryegrass and 50%  in areas up to 1000 m2,

comprising clearing , profiling and milling of the land, complex  fertilizer distribution of NPK-Mg-MO,

pass cultivator to 10 cm. surface profiling final loop pass and preparation for planting, seeding of the

mix ture indicated at 30 g/m2. and the first irrigation.

Including auxiliary means.

Descomposición

O01OB270     h.  Skilled laborer gardener                                        0,800 17,97 14,38

O01OB280     h.  Specialized laborer gardener                                    0,800 15,81 12,65

M10PN010     h.  Mechanic hoe                                                    0,030 6,50 0,20

M10MR030     h.  Soil compactor 90 cm. 1 kg/cm                                   0,008 10,00 0,08

P28DF060     kg  Fertilizer for grass NPK-Mg                                     0,100 1,30 0,13

P28MP105     kg  Grass seed mix for classic garden                               0,030 5,50 0,17

%AM          %   Auxiliary means                                                 0,276 2,00 0,55

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Total area of priv ate gardens 1 1,00

Area of the gardens x  height

Dwellings A 2 69,00 138,00

Dwellings B 2 239,27 478,54

Dwellings C 2 85,18 170,36

Dwellings D 2 258,70 517,40

1.305,30 29,00 37.853,70

21.03        m.  EXTENSIBLE WOOD LATTICE 1,20 M HIGH                             

Extensible lattice of fine natural wood slats 1,20 m. high, placed on vertical support or mounted on

wall by  anchors and galvanized wire.

Including auxiliary means.

Measured by perimeter of the garden

Descomposición

O01OB270     h.  Skilled laborer gardener                                        1,080 17,97 19,41

O01OA060     h.  Specialized laborer                                             1,080 16,58 17,91

P28RN102     m.  Extensible wood lattice 1,20 m high                             1,000 8,45 8,45

Medición del presupuesto UDS LONGITUD ANCHURA ALTURA PARCIALES

Total perimeter 1 6,50 6,50

2 31,90 63,80

2 41,60 83,20

2 23,10 46,20

2 6,00 12,00

2 4,50 9,00

2 4,25 8,50

2 2,05 4,10

2 2,00 4,00

2 6,50 13,00

3,00
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PRESUPUESTO, DESCOMPUESTOS, MEDICIONES Y GRÁFICOS
RESIDENTIAL BUILDING - HALMSTAD (SWEDEN)                        

CÓDIGO RESUMEN CANTIDAD PRECIO IMPORTE

Separation A-B and B-D 4 6,00 24,00

Separation C-D 2 14,78 29,56

Separation C1-C2 1 8,18 8,18

1 5,60 5,60

317,64 47,14 14.973,55

TOTAL CAPÍTULO 21 URBANIZATION ANG GARDENING................................................................................. 79.924,08

TOTAL......................................................................................................................................................................... 2.683.798,70
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